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Calendar 1912-1913 
School year, 33 week.s, from Wednesday, September 25th, 
^ to Tuesday, May 27th. 
Fall Term opens Wednesday, September 25th. 
Delinquent Examinations, Saturday, September 28th, and 
October 19th. 
Final Term Examinations, Monday and Tuesday, Decem-
ber 16th and 17th, 
Holiday Vacation, from Wednesday, December i8th, to 
Wednesday, January ist, inclusive. 
Winter Term opens Thursday, January 2nd. 
Delinquent Examinations, Saturday, January 25th. 
Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees, Thursday, Feb-
ruary 13th. 
Presentation Day, Friday, February 14th. 
Final Term Examinations, Monday and Tuesday, March 
24th and 25th. 
Spring Term opens Wednesday, March 26th. 
Delinquent Examinations, Saturday, April 19th. 
Final Examinations for the Spring Term, Thursday and 
Friday, May 22nd and 23rd. 
Baccalaureate Sunday, May 25th. 
Commencement, Tuesday, May 27th. 
Board of Trustees 
JOHN B. STETSON, JR., President Ashbourne, Pa. 
H. B. STEVENS, Vice President DeLand, Fla. 
SILAS B. WRIGHT, Secretary DeLand, Fla. 
LINCOLN HULLEY, Ph.D., Treasurer DeLand, Fla. 
RILEY W. ALLEN Williamsport, Pa. 
B. F. CAMP, M.D White Springs, Fla. 
J. B. CONRAD Glenwood, Fla. 
REV. F. C. EDWARDS Starke, Fla. 
D. U. FLETCHER, U. S. Senator. . . Washington, D. C. 
ALBERT T. FREEMAN T Oak Lane, Pa. 
REV. W. A. HOBSON, D.D Jacksonville, Fla. 
E. L. HON DeLand, Fla. 
S. V, HOUGH Gretna, Fla. 
WILLIAM S. JENNINGS, ex-Governor Jacksonville, Fla. 
FRANCIS J. LONGDON DeLand, Fla. 
J. CAREY MARTIEN Baltimore, Md. 
REV. J. E. OATES St. Petersburg, Fla. 
E. O. PAINTER Jacksonville, Fla. 
REV. WILLIAM Q. ROSSELLE, Ph.D Philadelphia, Pa. 
THEODORE C. SEARCH Philadelphia, Pa. 
REV. THOMAS J. SPARKMAN Palmetto, Fla. 
REV. W. H. STEWART DeLand, Fla. 
JOHN B. WESTON, M.D., Sc.D Duluth, Minn. 
S. A. WOOD DeLand, Fla. 
COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION 
S. V. HOUGH, S. A. WOOD. 
LINCOLN HULLEY, Ph.D. E. L. HON, 
S. B. WRIGHT, E. O. PAINTER. 
H. B. STEVENS, 
Officers of Instruction 
LINCOLN H U L L E Y , P H . D . , L I T T . D . , LL.D., 
President of the University, 
Professor of Philosophy and Pedagogy. 
CHARLES S . FARRISS, A.B., D.D., 
Vice President of the University, 
Professor of Greek. 
J. ARCHY S M I T H , M.S., Sc.D., 
Dean of the University, 
Professor of Mathematics. 
G. PRENTICE CARSON, A.M., 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, 
Professor of History and Economics, and Secreiary of the 
Faculty. 
E L L E N WEBSTER MARTIEN, A.B., 
Dean of Women, 
Instructor in Bible Study. 
J O H N F . BAERECKE, P H . D . ' , M.D., 
,' Professor of Biology and Physiology. 
[ EDWIN G. BALDWIN, A.M., 
Professor of Latin. 
*A. L L. S U H R I E , M.E., P H . B . , 
Director and Professor of Pedagogy. 
*Oii leave of absence during college year 1911-1912. 
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THEODORE D . G U L P , A.M., 
Professor of English. 
RICHMOND AUSTIN RASCO, A.M., LL.B., 
Professor of Law. 
EGFORD BLY, LL.B., 
Professor of Florida Pleading and Practice. 
DOSSIE C . H U L L , B.S., LL.B., 
Assistant Professor of Law. 
W I L L I A M YOUNG M I C K L E , B.S., 
Professor of Business Administration, 
Director of the Business College. 
D A N I E L JAMES BLOCKER, A.B., A.M., B.D., 
Professor of Philosophy. 
D A N I E L FREEMAN PATTISHALL, B.S., LL.B., 
Director of the Normal School, 
Instructor in Pedagogy and Head of Stetson Hall. 
LITCHFIELD COLTON, B.S., 
Assistant Professor in Iron Working and Mechanical 
Drazving. 
IVAN F . WATERMAN, B.S., C.E., 
Instructor in Ciinl Engineering. 
J O H N W . P H I L L I P S , 
Director of the School of Music and Instructor in Voice. 
MARTHA L . T ILTON, 
Director of the School of Fine Arts. 
d FFiCERs OF I N S T R U C T I O N 
/ 
CLAijDE STELLE TINGLEY, M.S., 
/ Instructor in Chemistry. 
I 
' SARA WOOSTER E N O , A.B., 
Librcrrian. 
A N N I E NADINE HOLDEN, P H . M . , 
Instructor in English and Latin. 
ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD, B.S., 
Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
SARAH ELIZABETH BANGS, A.B,, 
Instructor in German. 
CLAIRE VIRGINIA W H I T I N G , M.S., 
Instructor in French. 
OLIVE B . ROSA, 
Instructor in Pianoforte and Violin. 
IRVING C . STOVER, M.O., 
Instructor in English and Public Speaking. 
MARION POWELL CARSON, 
'Instructor in Domestic Science. 
J O H N B . STETSON UNIVERSITY 
A N N A JEANNETTE MERRYMAN, 
Instructor in Grammar School Methods. 
IX)RETTA L A W , A.B., 
Instructor in Primary Methods. 
CATHERINE FUQUA, 
Instructor in Kindergarten Theory and Practice. 
MARGARET L . P H I I J - I P S , 
Instructor in Harmony and Counterpoint. 
HAZEL H E N R I SHEDDAN, P H . B . , 
Instructor in Shorthand and Typewriting. 
MABEL FRANCES JAMESON, 
Instructor in School Management and Methods. 
A N N I E PATILLO, B.S., 
Instructor in Primary Methods. 
EVA A L M A BAKER, 
Assistant in Organ. 
ZoE VIRGINIA SINNOT, 
Instructor in Pianoforte. 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
CARL TURNQUIST, 
Superintendent of Wood Working Department. 
MARY LANDES BUTTORFF, 
Assistant in the School of Music. 
FRANCES L . ROWLEY, 
Assistant in Kindergarten. 
\ ROBERT R . M I L A M , 
Assistant in Mathematics. 
M A R T H A R . GALLOWAY, 
Assistant in Mathematics. 
A R T H U R Y . M I L A M , 
Assistant in Business College. 
RAY M . G R I F F I N , 
Assistant in Business College. 
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Administrative Officers 
M R S . VIDA Z . BAERECKE, M.D., 
Women's Physician. 
CLIFFORD B . ROSA, 
Bursar. 
EDWIN G. BALDWIN, A.M., 
Director of Athletics. 
CONSTANCE W A T E R M A N , 
University Recorder. 
CARL TURNQUIST, 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. 
NARCISSA COLEMAN, 
Assistant in Library. 
FAY CRIBBETT, 
Assistant in Library. 
MARY HART STEBBINS, A.B., 
Monitor in School of Music. 
MARY R . RAY, B.S., 
Assistant in Library. 
R A L P H K . ROBERTS, 
In Charge of University Book Store. 
E D I T H MAY PRESCOTT, 
Secretary to the President. 
R. FI. ANDERSON, 
Assistant in Bursar's Office. 
GEORGE L . D O H M , 
Steward. 
EDWARD L . W A T E R M A N , 
Engineer. 
Faculty Committees 
DISCIPLINE : 
Farriss, Rasco, Pattishall, Mickle, Martien. 
REGISTRATION : 
Smith, Farriss, Carson, Baerecke, Baldzvin. 
CATALOGUE: 
Carson (Editor), Law, Holden, Whiting. 
VESPERS : 
Phillips, Culp, Tingley, Martien. 
ATHLETICS : 
Baldivin, Rosa, Colton, Mickle, W. A. Allen. 
COLLEGE P A P E R : 
Carson, Culp, Rasco. 
LIBRARY: 
Baerecke, Smith, Ctdp, Whiting, Baldwin, Martien, Eno. 
LYCEUM : 
Baldwin, Rosa, Stover, Phillips. 
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LOCATION. 
The University is located at DeLand, Volusia county, 
Florida. It is about one hundred miles south of Jackson-
ville, and twenty miles from the east coast. It may be 
reached by the Atlantic Coast Line Railway, the East Coast 
Railway, or the St. Johns river. The site was chosen be-
cause it is on higli pine land in a rolling country, not close 
to any water, running or standing, in a section remarkable 
for its healthfulness, amid orange groves, peach orchards, 
native pine woods and well kept lands. 
CLIMATE. 
The climate of Florida is glorious. It is a land of blue 
skies, balmy air and sunshine in January, when the frost 
king hold sway in the North. It is^a land where summer 
recreations run through the winter, where roses and other 
flowers bloom in December, January and February, and one 
may hear the singing of mocking birds, and welcome the 
south wind blowing up warm from the gulf or ocean laden 
with salt air or the odor of the pine woods. There are no 
stagnant swamps breeding disease near DeLand. The cli-
mate is almost a specific for throat and lung troubles, 
catarrh, rheumatism, nervousness and insomnia. Students 
who are unable to attend school in the North during the 
winter find it possible to pursue their studies here regularly 
and constantly improve in health. The high standing of 
the University enables a student to do his work without loss 
of time. Many Northern families have established homes 
here because of the climate and the University. 
DE LAND. 
There are no saloons in DeLand or in Volusia county. 
The town has a well organized government; a stirring, 
progressive public spirit, good railway, express, telegraph 
and postal service, a waterworks, fire protection, beautiful 
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homes with spacious yards and gardens, ice factory, electric 
light plant, excellent markets, shops, stores, liveries, dairies, 
strong public schools, two banks, seven white churches, 
lodges, brick business blocks, beautiful houses, paved 
streets, cement and brick sidewalks, well shaded shell roads 
for miles around, parks, good boarding-houses and hotels, 
notably the "College Arms," famous for its luxurious ap-
pointments. 
HISTORICAL SKETCH. 
In 1876 Hon. H. A. DeLand, of New York State, 
came to Florida sight-seeing. There was then one house on 
the present site of DeLand. Mr. DeLand bought a large 
holding, and in the fall other settlers nearby called the place 
by his name. In May, 1877, Mr. DeLand started a public 
school. In 1883 he started a high school. In 1884 he built 
a frame academy in the pine woods on the edge of the town. 
It was named by the trustees, DeLand Hall, in his honor. 
The local Baptist church, of which Mr, DeLand was a mem-
ber, gave the enterprise its cordial support. In 1887 a char-
ter was obtained from the State by Hon. A. G. Hamlin, 
incorporating DeLand University. Mr. DeLand, the foun-
der of DeLand Academy and University, seeing the need of 
larger resources, interested Mr. John B. Stetson, a new-
comer, in the educational movement. Mr. Stetson respond-
ed promptly and liberally. Against his protest the name was 
changed in 1889, on Mr. DeLand's motion, to John B. 
Stetson University. Mr. Stetson accepted the work of 
founding the new University, and was ever afterwards a 
generous patron. During the past twenty-five years the 
growth has been rapid and substantial. Mr. Stetson gave 
$400,000 to the University. Under his wise management 
this was increased to nearly a million. 
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COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS AND COURSES. 
/ . The 
1. The 
2. The 
3. The 
4. The 
5- The 
6. The 
7. The 
8. The 
9. The 
10. The 
11. The 
12. The 
13. The 
14. The 
15. The 
16. The 
17. The 
18. The 
19. The 
20. The 
21. The 
College of Liberal Arts. 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
Department o 
English Language and Literature. 
Latin Language and Literature. 
Greek Language and Literature. 
German Language and Literature. 
French Language and Literature. 
Philosophy and Education. 
History and Political Science. 
Sociology and Economics. 
Mathematics and Astronomy. 
Physics and Mechanics. 
Chemistry. 
Biological Science. 
Geological Science. 
Public Speaking. 
Physical Culture and Athletics. 
Civil Engineering. 
Mechanical Engineering. 
Electricar Engineering. 
Chemical Engineering. 
Law. 
Business Administration. 
COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSES. 
1. Academy: Classical, Scientific, Literary, Modern 
Language, Fine Arts and Engineering Courses. 
2. Business Courses in Bookkeeping, Banking and 
Stenography. 
3. The Normal Courses for Teachers. 
4. Courses in Mechanics, Arts and Domestic Science. 
5. Courses in Music. 
6. Courses in Fine Arts. 
THE TEACHING STAFF. 
There are forty-four professors, instructors and as-
sistants. The heads of the departments are specialists in 
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their subjects. They hold degrees from the University of 
Chicago, Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Michigan, Bucknell, 
Richmond, Cornell, Wesleyan, Dennison, Wake Forest, 
Utrecht-Holland, Toronto, Louisville, and other institu-
tions. They are men and women of sterling. Christian 
character, and take an active interest in student, religious, 
social, literary, musical, dramatic and other organizations. 
THE PROPERTY. 
The University owns a costly and beautiful property. 
It occupies a campus of twenty-eight acres. It is housed 
in seventeen buildings, erected in this chronological order: 
DeLand Hall, a Servants' Cottage, Stetson Flail, the Pres-
ident's House, the Gymnasium, the Laundry, the central 
portion of Elizabeth Hall, the Academy wing of Chaudoin 
Hall, the College wing of Chaudoin, the Auditorium or 
south wing of Elizabeth. Hall, the north wing of Elizabeth 
Hall, East House, Science Hall, the Central Heating and 
Lighting Plant, the Carnegie Library, Conrad Hall, the 
new Dormitory for College men, and the Cummings Gym-
nasium. 
These buildings and their equipment have cost about 
$400,000.00. The University possesses in addition about 
$1,023,000.00 in endowment which is well invested, an en-
dowed library of seventeen thousand volumes that is rapid-
ly growing, and a separate law library. It has a beautiful 
chapel with costly furnishings, including stained-glass win-
dows, seven oil paintings and a $10,000 pipe organ, a com-
prehensive and well arranged museum, ten laboratories for 
chemistry, physics, biology, bacteriology and general science, 
a large assortment of costly appliances, well equipped iron 
and wood-working shops, a spacious campus, indoor gym-
nastic apparatus, an enclosed athletic field, running track, 
tennis court, baseball diamond and football field, and has 
nearby facilities for golf, swimming, rowing and other 
sports. 
The University is equipped with electric lights, electric 
bells, steam heat, cement walks, shell roads, broad avenues, 
shrubbery and trees. 
/ ^ 
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THE CAMPUS. 
The Campus of twenty-eight acres is situated on high 
land in the northern part of DeLand, a half-mile from the 
centre of town. The seventeen buildings are grouped on 
this Campus. It is intersected by Woodland Boulevard 
and Minnesota a.venue, and is bounded by a number of 
streets. The Boulevard is very wide, with a fine line of live 
oaks down the centre of it, on one side a hard shell road, 
on the other a pinestraw road, and both sides bounded by 
cement walks. 
Live oaks line the University streets; in one corner of 
the Campus there is a grove of water oaks, in another a 
grove of pine trees, and scattered over the Campus are 
numerous trees and pieces of shrubbery, including orange, 
grapefruit, peach, umbrella, camphor, China-berry, wild 
cherry, live oak and pine trees; date palms, palmettoes, 
Spanish bayonets, bamboo, holly, jessamine, poinciana, poin-
settia, oleanders, lilies, Mexican -vines, trumpet vines, ivy in 
profusion, amaryllis, a rose garden and lawns of Bermuda 
and St. Augustine grass. 
HENRY A. DE LAND 
Who founded the City of DeLand 
"The Athens of Florida" 

The Buildings and Equipment 
The buildings of the University are modem, well built 
and admirably adapted to their purposes. They are con-
veniently arranged, with plenty of room between them, en-
suring good light, and are equipped with modern conven-
iences and even luxuries. Steam heat, electric lights, elec-
tric bells, cement walks, beautiful parlors are a suggestion 
of the fine appointments of the University. 
The water of Orange City and DeLand, obtained from 
artesian wells, took first prize for purity and wholesomeness 
at the St. Louis World's Fair. 
ELIZABETH HALL. 
Elizabeth Hall, the chief building of the University, 
consisting of three large structures, is a gift from Mr. John 
B. Stetson, and bears the name of his wife. It is believed 
that Elizabeth Hall is the most notable building devoted to 
educational purposes in the entire South. It is two hundred 
and fifty feet long by eighty feet broad, and is worth about 
$150,000. The building was designed by Mr. Pearson, a 
Philadelphia architect, and is a massive, imposing structure 
three stories high, built of brick and trimmed throughout 
with terra-cotta and stone. The building may be best de-
scribed as a whole in the order of the construction of the 
three parts. 
The Central Building. 
The architectural style is that of the Spanish Renais-
sance. An imposing tower rises above the handsome cen-
tral entrance. Terra-cotta ornamentation is used freely and 
effectively throughout. The interior wood work is artist-
ically finished. There is a wealth of choice carving, mold-
ing and paneling. The halls and stairways are especially 
attractive, and on every hand are evidences of excellent de-
signing and skillful building. The walls are adorned with 
carefully selected reproductions of the old masters, pur-
chased abroad, and beautifully framed. 
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The central building contains the main offices and many 
of the lecture rooms of the University, over thirty in num-
ber, fitted in the most comfortable and convenient manner. 
The South Wing. 
Architecturally this building is unsurpassed. The first 
and second stories, eighty by seventy-five feet, together form 
the splendid Auditorium, which, with the galleries, will 
comfortably seat nine hundred people. It has stained glass 
windows, seven oil paintings and handsome furnishings. 
The acoustic properties are of the very best. The ornamen-
tation is chaste and harmonious, culminating in the richly 
carved screen of the great pipe organ. This organ, built by 
Cole & Woodberry, of Boston, is a powerful instrument, 
exquisitely voiced. Tlie platform is also furnished with a 
Steinway concert grand piano, made by special order. Both 
of these instruments are gifts of Mj. Stetson. The entire 
third floor of this wing is given to the School of Music. 
The North Wing. 
The whole first floor of the north wing, fifty by 
seventy-five feet, is given for the present to the students as 
a study room. The second floor is used by the Business 
College. The third floor contains the Monroe Heath Mu-
seum, an excellent biological laboratory with a strong north 
light, fitted up with tables and apparatus for individual 
experimental work, and a professor's lecture-room. 
SCIENCE HALL. 
This building is thoroughly modern. It was erected in 
1902. It is two hundred feet long by eighty feet broad, 
and three stories high. It is made of brick, finished in grey 
stucco in the style of the Spanish Renaissance. It is fur-
nished throughout with water, gas, electric lights, electric 
bells, steam heat and every convenience. It is set in a grove 
of palm trees on a lawn of Bermuda grass and approached 
by cement walks. Its fine architectural eflFects give the 
building a beautiful appearance. 
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The ground floor is given to the shop work of the 
School of Technology, Manual Training and Domestic 
Science. The second floor is used for laboratories and lect-
ure rooms. The third floor is occupied by the College of 
Law and the School of Fine Arts. 
The building, with its equipment, cost $60,000. It is 
strongly built, well lighted and admirably equipped, 
CHAUDOIN HALL. 
This hall is the residence of the young women. It con-
sists of two large structures placed at right angles; one, 
forty-five by one hundred and forty-two feet, built in 1892, 
the other, one hundred and sixty by forty-five feet built in 
1894. The whole was designed by Mr. Pearson, of Phila-
delphia. It bears the name of Rev. Dr. W. N. Chaudoin, 
President of the Florida Baptist Convention from 1880 to 
1904, and a most earnest and active friend of the University 
from the beginning. The $62,000 expended on it were 
contributed by Mr. C. T. Sampson and Mr. Stetson, with 
the generous assistance of many citizens of DeLand and 
other friends of the institution. 
The Main Building. 
Chaudoin Hall is in the colonial style, plain and simple 
externally and artistic in every detail. The first and second 
stories are built of brick; the third is in the steep, shingled 
roof, and is lighted by dormer windows. The interior is 
planned, finished and furnished with an elegance not often 
seen in a school building. The first floor contains beautiful 
halls and parlors and Dean's rooms. The two floors above 
are students' rooms. 
The College Wing. 
This wing contains a spacious dining-room, eighty-
seven by thirty-eight feet, capable of seating three hundred 
persons, and a modern kitchen and store-room. The rooms 
on the second and third floors of this wing, as of the main 
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building, are for students, and together they number sixty-
eight large double rooms. Each room has two clothes-
presses, and bath rooms are conveniently placed on every 
floor. Except the stairways, which are of antique oak, the 
interior wood work of Chaudoin Hall is of cypress, afford-
ing a pleasant contrast to the prevailing pine. It is believed 
that the artistic and tasteful appointments of this building 
will help to create the atmosphere of a cheerful and refined 
home for the young women occupying it. 
THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY BUILDING. 
One of the most beautiful buildings on the campus is the 
Carnegie Library Building, the gift of Mr, Andrew Car-
negie. The building is an jmposing structure 150 feet long 
by 50 feet wide, not counting the portico in front, nor the 
stack toom in the rear. It is two stories in height. It con-
tains the C. T. Siampson Library, consisting of 17,000 vol-
umes. It was endowed at the time of Mr. Carnegie's gift 
by a fund of $40,000, the gift of Elizabeth, the Countess of 
Santa Eulalia. It has in addition an endowment fund of 
$20,000, the gift of C. T. Sampson. The Library is in 
charge of Miss 'Sara W. Eno, a graduate of the University 
of Illinois, who received her library training at the New 
York State Library School. 
THE SAMPSON LIBRARY. 
Through the liberality of the late Mr, C. T. Sampson, 
of Washington, D, C , the University has now an excellent, 
well selected working Library of 17,000 volumes. Mr. 
Sampson gave about $1,000 a year for six years for the 
support and growth of this Library. He also, among other 
legacies to the University, left $20,000, the interest of which 
is to be used for the Library. 
By purchasing only books of direct value to the stu-
dents in their work, a library has been secured as valuable 
as many collections of ten times the number of volumes. 
Among the general cyclopedias are the Britannica ( n t h 
edition), Americana, Chamber's, Johnson's (latest edition), 
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Columbian and Annual. The leading EngHsh dictionaries, 
including the great "Oxford Dictionary," are here found, 
together with the most valuable and recent dictionaries of 
literature, religion, history, biography, art, music, etc. In 
the circulating department are found the standard works 
on all the more important subjects. During the past year 
all of the departments have received important accessions. 
Several valuable general reference works have been added. 
A prominent feature of Jthe Library is the collection of 
bound periodical literature which includes virtually com-
plete sets of the leading American and some English maga-
zines and reviews. Among these that are complete, or 
nearly so, may be mentioned the Atlantic, North American, 
National, Littell's Living Age, Quarterly, Edinburg, Fort-
nightly, Nineteenth Century, Forum, Contemporary, 
Arena, Harper's, Century, Scribner's Magazine, Cosmo-
politan, Popular Science Monthly, Scientific American, Na-
ture, Andover Review, Baptist Review, Bibliotheca Sacra, 
Magazine of American History, Yale Review and the New 
Englander. By means of the "Cumulative Index" these 
volumes become available to investigators of almost any 
subject. The University also subscribes for more than one 
hundred American and English periodicals, which are sys-
tematically arranged and accessible to students and visitors. 
The University is a United States Grovemment Deposi-
tory for the State of Florida, and has already received about 
6,500 volumes from the United States government, many 
of them very valuable scientific and historical records. 
The Dewey system of classification is used and a card 
catalogue is accessible to students. It will thus be seen that 
the Library has the most approved facilities for rendering 
its resources available to the user. 
Desiring to extend the usefulness of the Library 
throughout the State, especially among the public school 
teachers, the University offers to give information as to 
the amount of material, upon any given subject, contained 
in the Library. This material may then be obtained by a 
personal visit, or by correspondence with the Librarian. 
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STETSON HALL. 
Stetson Hall, a three-story building, was erected by the 
citizens of DeLand, assisted by Mr. DeLand, Mr. Sampson 
and Mr. Stetson, for the latter of whom it was named, he 
being the largest giver. The building contains forty-five 
rooms for teachers and students. The rooms are well fur-
nished, large, pleasant and well lighted, with clothes-press 
attached to each. This building is occupied by the young 
men under the supervision of a head of the house. 
DE LAND HALL. 
This commodious two-story building was the first one 
erected for the institution, and, together with four acres of 
land, was presented by Hon. H. A. DeLand, whose name 
it bears. Formerly it contained all the recitation-rooms, 
besides the chapel and library. The entire building is now 
used by the Model School and Kindergarten. 
EAST HOUSE. 
This building is provided with electric lights, bath and 
toilet rooms, and good, substantial furniture throughout, 
and is used by the University as a dormitory for college 
men. 
J. B. CONRAD HALL. 
J. B. Conrad Hall, the new dormitory for college and 
law men, was erected in 1909 on the east side of the Campus. 
It has a beautiful location, on high ground surrounded by 
pine trees, camphor trees, and commanding a splendid view 
of the country round. 
It is a three-story building, built of brick in most sub-
stantial fashion, and is capable of accommodating over a 
hundred students. The building was made necessary by the 
increase in the size of the College of Liberal Arts. Young 
men from Florida, coming to Stetson for a college educa-
tion, are thus afforded an opportunity to live in a modern, 
up-to-date building, well lighted, well heated, with sanitary 
plumbing, in one of the healthiest sections of Florida, 
J 
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GYMNASIUM AND ATHLETIC GROUNDS. 
The old Gymnasium, built by Mr. Stetson and furnish-
ed by Mr. Sampson, is a neat, substantial structure, giving 
an unobstructed floor of one hundred by forty feet. It was 
liberally equipped by Mr. Sampson with well selected appa-
ratus in great variety. 
Clay and shell tennis courts have been constructed for 
the use of students and teachers. The University owns an 
inclosed Athletic Field suitable for baseball and other sports. 
Within this field is a one-quarter mile bicycle track paved 
with DeLeon shell together with a clay baseball diamond. 
There are also in and about DeLand many miles of hard, 
smooth shell roads, which are unsurpassed for bicycle riding. 
THE CUMMINGS GYMNASIUM. 
Through the liberality of a number of friends, a new 
gymnasium has been built on the east side of the Athletic 
Field, next to the Boulevard. It will bear the name of the 
largest giver, Mr. J. Howell Cummings of Philadelphia. It 
will be a two-story building, with a main floor for gymna-
sium drills, games and indoor meets. The basement will be 
equipped with lockers, baths, team rooms, and a Director's 
room. 
The building opens on the Athletic Field, and is con-
venient to all the field sports, and meets a need long felt at 
Stetson. The plans were drawn by Prof. Colton, and the 
building was erected by Mr. Turnquist, both members of 
the Stetson faculty. 
MINERALOGICAL LABORATORY. 
The Mineralogical Laboratory contains several stu-
dents' tables and a large desk for the chemical part of the 
work. Tables as well as desks are provided with all the 
apparatus and material needed for thorough practice in ele-
mentary Mineralogy. 
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BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY. 
This laboratory, with eight large windows on the north 
and two double windows on the east, is particulary well 
adapted to its purpose. The tables in front of the northern 
windows are provided with all the necessary appliances for 
practical work in Botany, Zoology and Microscopy. All 
college students prepare their own specimens and receive 
t'-aining in embedding, cutting, staining, mounting and 
examining the botanical and zoological material. Two mi-
crotomes and several compound and dissecting microscopes 
are placed at their disposal. 
Several glass jars contain some of the lower forms of 
animal life for biological study, and are supplemented by a 
selection from the well-known Leuckart's wall maps. Upon 
another table are found the skeletons of representative ver-
tebrates; and a human skeleton and large dissecting models 
of brain, heart, eye, ear and throat give excellent help in 
the study of Human Physiology. 
The Laboratory is open to physicians and patients who 
want examinations made in case of disease of kidney, lung, 
stomach, liver and blood, or who wish sections made of re-
moved pathological growths. (Terms and blanks for re-
ports are sent on application.) 
BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY. 
The Bacteriological Laboratory consists of two adja-
cent rooms. One contains the incubators, the sterilizers 
and a preparation table; the other where the students have 
tables for the microscopical part of their work is at the 
same time the lecture-room. A complete outfit allows the 
College seniors to become acquainted with the essential 
means of bacteriological research such as preparation of 
culture-media, aerobic and anaerobic cultures, fermentation 
processes and methods of differentiation by culture or stain. 
Those who wish to follow a special line of work with a 
view to future study of medicine, agriculture, etc., can be 
accommodated. 
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THE MONROE HEATH MUSEUM. 
Mrs. Monroe Heath, of Chicago, gave as a memorial 
to her husband, a comprehensive, well arranged museum of 
natural history, prepared by the well-known "Ward Natural 
Science Estabhshment" of Rochester, N. Y. 
The Museum is classified into three general divisions: 
Mineralogy, Geology and Marine Biology. 
In the division of Mineralogy, one wall case contains 
all the material necessary for beginners in the subject. Here 
are models showing the position of the axes in the six 
primitive systems of crystallography, other models repre-
senting the derived forms of crystal according to Dana's 
notation, and a series of well chosen specimens which indi-
cate the characteristic properties of minerals, such as color, 
lustre and form, fracture and structure, hardness, diapha-
neity and fusibility. Four floor cases are filled with speci-
mens of the common minerals arranged according to their 
principal chemical constituents and all provided with labels 
stating name, crystalline form, chemical structure and place 
where collected. 
The division of Geology consists of a large relief map 
of Central France with its peculiar igneous formations, two 
wall cases containing material illustrating the various forms 
of rock, and six wall cases filled with well arranged collec-
tions of objects from the plant and animal kingdoms found 
in the geological strata in all parts of the world; the large 
case contains casts, free and on slabs of fossil vertebates. 
A cast of Glyptodon and restoration of an Ichthyosaurus 
are placed at the entrance of the room. Sixteen framed 
"Unger Landscapes" representing the aspect of nature in 
different epochs assist in impressing upon the student's 
mind more vividly than words can do the geological condi-
tions characteristic of those epochs. 
The third division, that of Marine Biology, presents in 
two floor cases and one large case along the wall a well 
chosen collection of shells, sponges, corals, starfishes, etc. 
The busts of six of the greatest naturalists very appropri-
ately adorn the museum. 
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COLLECTION OF FLORIDA BIRDS. 
In addition to the Heath Museum, the University pos-
sesses a beautiful collection of more than eighty Florida 
birds, a gift of Mr. John B. Stetson. Other specimens of 
the fauna of Florida will be added from time to time. 
THE CHEMICAL LABORATORIES. 
There are seven large rooms devoted to Chemistry. 
They are well lighted and heated. Three are laboratories. 
1. The office, twenty by twelve, for consultation pur-
poses. 
2. A private laboratory for the use of the professor. 
It is equipped with private desk, private hood and facilities 
for special investigation. 
3. The general laboratory, forty-eight by twenty-
eight. Table space is afforded for thirty-two students 
working at the same time, each student having his own 
equipment of glass and metallic apparatus. There are four 
hoods, a stock of chemicals, appliances and facilities for in-
dividual use, and materials. 
4. The organic laboratory, thirty-two by twenty. This 
large room adjoins the store room. It is well lighted and 
heated. 
5. A special laboratory, twenty by twenty-one. 
This room is used as an overflow laboratory. It is also 
used as a departmental reading and weighing-room. The 
scales are an Analytical balance, with a sensibility of one-
thirtieth of a milligram. It rests on a pier that goes clear 
of the building deep into the earth. 
6. A lecture-room, thirty by thirty-five, in rising tiers 
of chair seats. The room is furnished with a desk for ex-
periments, two hoods, and is adjacent to both the store-
room and the general laboratory. 
7. The store-room, twenty by eleven. This room 
contains a large assortment of chemicals and apparatus. 
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Apparatus. 
In addition to a complete supply of chemicals and appa-
ratus for general chemistry, the equipment includes the 
following pieces of apparatus for the advanced classes: 
Three analytical balances, sensibility one-tenth milli-
gram. One analytical balance, sensibility one-thirtieth mil-
ligram. Polariscope, half shade instrument with Lippich 
polarizer, double wedge compensators and full set of tubes 
for sugar analysis. Combustion furnace for ultimate or-
ganic analysis—Kekule design. Outfit for gas analysis, 
including Hempel burettes, nitrometers, gas burettes, pi-
pettes and measuring tubes, palladium tubes, explosion and 
absorption pipettes, Trichter and Bunte apparatus, Hempel 
Oxygen apparatus. Volumeters, Ruedorf's apparatus, and 
Eudiometers. Soxhlet apparatus, Westphal Balance. Cyro-
phorus Balance, Beckman Thermometers, Elliott's Fire 
Tester, Pyknomcters, Apparatus for the demonstration and 
measurement of Osmotic Pressure, Certified Burettes and 
Pipettes, Victor Meyer Apparatus, Apparatus for the Boil-
ing-point Method and the Freezing-point Method, Agate 
and Diamond-steel mortars, Platinum Electrolytic appa-
ratus, Alkalimeters, Bredt's Distilling tubes, Kipp's genera-
tors, Pasteur filters, Rose and Gooch crucibles, Spiral and 
Nickel condensers, Eluriating apparatus. Sedimentation 
tubes, a complete outfit for urine analysis, and a complete 
supply of platinum, glass, porcelain and metal ware. 
THE PHYSICAL LABORATORIES. 
There are seven large rooms devoted to Physics alone. 
Four are laboratories. All have light, heat, water, gas and 
electricity. 
1. The office, twenty by twelve, for private consul-
tation. 
2. An academic laboratory, forty-eight by twenty-
eight. 
There is a table space for twenty-four individuals, 
each working with individual facilities. The room is light-
ed on three sides. There is ample space about all the tables. 
The room contains the fixed and standing pieces of appa-
ratus. 
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3. A collegiate laboratory, thirty-two by twenty. This 
1 oom is for advanced work. It is well lighted, with no dark 
corners or shadows. This laboratory is provided with al-
ternating and direct current electricity, storage battery up 
to ten volts, a rotary transformer, used in conjunction with 
the lighting .system, yielding a current from two to one 
hundred and fifteen volts direct, and one and one-half to 
seventy-five volts alternating. 
4. A dark room, twenty by twenty-one, for develop-
ing processes and experiments with light. There are am-
ple apparatus and facilities. 
5. A private laboratory, twenty by twenty-three, in-
tended for private work. 
6. The lecture-room, thirty by thirty-five, with rising 
tiers of chair seats. It adjoins both the laboratories and 
the apparatus rooms. It is supplied with a thoroughly 
equipped lecture table and apparatus. This room also has 
direct and alternating current electricity. 
7. The apparatus-room, twenty by eleven. This room 
contains over three hundred pieces of apparatus, modern 
and costly, a special gift to the University, to which addi-
tions are being constantly made. To show the valuable 
character of these instruments the following partial list is 
given: 
Stereopticon, with one thousand two hundred slides; 
Interferometer, Microscopes, Micrometers, Micrometer Mi-
croscope, Spectrometer, Spectroscope, Goniometer, D'Ar-
sonval Galvanometer, Electric Tuning Fork, Static Electric 
Machines, Weston Voltometers, Coefficient of Expansion 
Apparatus, Hypsometers, Certified German Thermometers, 
Calorimeters, Air Thermometers, Roentgen Ray Apparatus, 
Whetstone Bridges, Conductivity Bridges, Kohlrausch 
Electrolytic Resistance Apparatus, Induction Coils, Dyna-
mos, Boyle's Law Apparatus, Kundt's Wave Length Meas-
uring Apparatus, Astronomical Telescope, Astronomical 
Clock, Kater's Pendulum, Cathetometer, Analytical Bal-
ance, sensibility one-thirtieth milligram, and Electric Syn-
chronous Pendulum, 
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THE WOOD AND IRON WORKING SHOPS. 
1. The manual training room, thirty-one by twenty-
nine, is equipped with sixteen adjustable benches and six-
teen complete sets of tools for elementary wood work. 
2. Carpenter and wood working shop. This room, 
forty-eight by thirty-two, is equipped so that each student 
may have for his own use a bench with a vise, also a com-
plete set of tools, including planes, saws, chisels, gauges, 
squares, hammers, etc. 
3. Lathe and wood turning room. This room, thir-
ty-five by twenty-nine, has electrically driven lathes of va-
rious kinds, circular saws, band saws, with separate motors. 
4. The machine shop. This shop, fifty-five by nine-
teen, contains a good assortment of electrically-driven en-
gine lathes, iron saws, speed lathes, drill presses, a shaper, 
electrically-operated hack saw, milling machine, wet tool 
grinder and a fine equipment of choice working tools. 
5. Steam-fitting room, fifty-nine by twenty-nine. This 
room contains a large assortment of plumbers' supplies, 
benches and tools. 
6. Mechanical drawing room, thirty by twenty-nine. 
This room has a fine skylight, sixteen high, adjustable draw-
ing stands; a filing cabinet for drawings, racks for drawing 
boards, as well as all the apparatus for blue printing, 
7. Free hand drawing room, thirty-nine by thirty-
seven. This room also has a skylight, costly models and 
designs. 
8. The foundry room, forty by twelve. This room 
lies back of the boiler room. It is proposed to make the 
students familiar with the process of making iron and brass 
castings, the forging and welding of wrought iron and steel, 
and the making and tempering of tools. 
9. Engine and dynamo room, forty by fourteen. This 
room is equipped with an excellent engine and strong dyna-
mos which supply the power for the shops and laboratories. 
Students are familiarized with the principles and the opera-
tion of these machines. 
10. The boiler room, forty by thirty. The boiler and 
power house is a separate building from Science Hall. The 
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boiler room contains four boilers with a total capacity of 
nearly two hundred horse power, constructed with a com-
plete system of mechanical draft. 
II, The lavatory, thirty-one by nineteen. Adjacent 
to the shops is a thoroughly modern lavatory with lockers, 
closets, wash rooms, etc. 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
The Board of Trustees has fixed upon the sum of 
$3,000 as necessary to the establishment of a full scholar-
ship in the University, The gift of this sum provides for 
the entire support (exclusive of clothing and books), of one 
student during the school year. Three such scholarships 
have so far been established—the A. D, McBride Scholar-
ship, by Mr. A. D. McBride; the S. Elizabeth Stetson 
Scholarship, by Mrs. John B. 'Stetson; the Marie Woodruff 
Walker Scholarship, by Mrs. Henrietta Dayton Walker. It 
is earnestly hoped that this generous example will be fol-
lowed by other friends of the University. 
By a vote of the Board of Trustees the sum of $1,000, 
given to the University, provides free tuition for one stu-
dent. There is one such scholarship, the Mary E. Gunni-
son Scholarship, founded by Mrs,. Otis N. Reichardt. Many 
of these lesser scholarships ought.to be established in the 
near future, 
ENDOWMENT. 
In addition to $400,000.00 invested in land, buildings 
and equipment the University has productive endowment 
funds amounting to about $1,023,000. 
The University wishes to make grateful acknowledg-
ment to all those who have helped in the past. The largest 
givers include Hon. John B. Stetson, Hon, Henry M, Flag-
ler, Hon. Andrew Carnegie, Hon. H. A. DeLand, Hon. C. 
T. Sampson, Mrs. John B. Stetson, Mrs. Monroe Heath, 
Mrs, Marie W, Walker, the Florida State Board of Mis-
sions, the American Baptist Education Society, the Univer-
sity Faculty, Theodore C, Search, A. D. McBride, John F. 
Forbes, J. B. Conrad, Ziba King, N. A. Williams, Frank 
E. Bond, J. B. Clough, E. S. Converse, Mrs. W. D. Hires, 
W. F. Fray, John B. Stetson, Jr., Henry Stetson, C. C. 
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Bowen, William Hampson, J, H. Cummings, F'raiik Reed, 
Mrs. H. B. Hewett, H. D. Trask and H. K. Bolton. In 
addition to these scores of others have contributed individu-
ally and through church associations smaller sums, agge-
gating large totals Others have given their time, skill and 
labor. 
GIFTS, 1911-1918. 
During the fiscal year from February, 19li, to Febru-
ary, 1912, the University received the following gifts: 
From J. H. Cummings for Gymnasium $6000.00 
From Countess of Santa Eulalia for Gymnasium.. 3000.00 
From John B. Stetson, Jr., for Gymnasium.... 2000.00 
From Mary L. Crozer for Crozer Loan Fund.. 124.02 
From W. H. Doane for Crozer Loan Fund 50.00 
From W. H. Doane for University Chimes 50.00 
From O. B. Webster for University Chimes. . . . 50,00 
From Vesper Collections for University Chimes 
(1907-1911) 750fc^ 
From Countess of 'Santa Eulalia, Pianos valued at 800.00 
From Josephine Reichardt, Cash 3.00 
From Warren Reichardt, Cash 2.00 
From A. E. Nickerson, Baseball Score Board. . . 9.00 
From E. O, Painter, 100 lbs. Grass Seed 12.50 
From J, S. May, 16 lbs. Grass Seed 1.95 
F r^om Mrs. Andrew C. Wheeler, Library Books... 6,00 
From Miss J. Lucena Spalding, Books for Library. 
From Father Curley, for Library, Life of Cardinal Gib-
bons. 
From A, H. Steagall, Books and Pamphlets for Library. 
From "A Friend" for the Library, Charlotte Bronte's 
Works. 
From "A Friend" for Library, "Life of the Brontes' " 
From Miss Lillian Dusenbury, Book for Library. 
From Right Rev. A. R. Graves, Book for Library. 
From J. E. Hedges, Book for Library. 
From Scholz & Hornbeck, Book for Library. 
From Dr. W. N. Clarke, Book for Library. 
From J. J. Banta, a Bible, published in 1637. 
From G. W. Fisher, for University Chimes.. . . 10.00 
From K. O. Painter, for Gold Oratorical Medal.. 25.00 
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From S. A. Wood, for Gold Declamatory Contest 
Medal 25.00 
From A. D. McBride, for Gold Medal awarded in 
Declamatory Contest held in December, 1910 25.00 
The following persons contributed to the J. B. Conrad 
Dormitory Building Fund, the largest givers being Mr. J. 
B, Conrad and the Countess of Santa Eulaha: 
J. B. Conrad, Elizabeth, Countess of Santa Eulalia, J. 
Howell Cummings, John B, Stetson, Jr,, E. O. Painter, 
A. D. McBride, Bond Sandstone Brick Co., J. W. Hollen-
back, G. A. Dreka, Dwight H. Terry, S. D, Jordan, G. W. 
Fisher, C. C. Townsend, J. F. Allen & Co., C. A. Miller, 
W. A. Allen & Co., O, B. Webster, S, A. Wood, Fudger & 
Haynes, W. S. Taylor, J. W. Perkins, E. L. Hon, Lincoln 
Hulley, H. B. Stevens, S. B. Wright Insurance Agency, A. 
S. Munson, Z. T. Bielby, B. E. Prevatt, W. C. Watts, Bush-
nell and Erickson, W. D. Haynes, V. M. Fountain, Painter 
Printing Co,, A. H. Woodall, E. L. Powe, A. O. Botts, J. 
G. Christopher, W. C, Cannons, F. J. Alexander, J. W, 
Smock, W. L. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Reichardt, 
Josephine E. Reichardt, F. G. Brill, H. J. Wilmshurst, G. L. 
Hord, Blane Bros., and V. W. Gould. 
LEGACIES. 
A number of people have remembered the University 
in making their wills. There is no better way to invest 
one's beneficence than in providing for the education of 
worthy young men and women. The work at Stetson is 
solid and enduring. There are worthy young people wlio 
need scholarships and loans. As the institution grows it 
will need new departments, facilities and endowments. The 
general funds especially should be increased. To anyone 
desiring to perpetuate his name, or to participate in the work 
of education, this form is recommended: 
I give and bequeath to John B. Stetson University, at 
DeLand, Fla., the sum of for the 
general purpose of said University, according to the act of 
the Florida Legislature incorporating the same. 
CERTIFICATE SCHOOLS. 
In keeping with the School Laws of Florida which 
raised the standards of High School instruction within the 
There are two dormitories for young -women. This one -was built first. The other was built later at right angles, and the tw o^ 
are called Chaudoin Hall. 
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State, the John B. Stetson University has made generous 
provision for free tuition for a number of graduates of all 
Florida High Schools maintaining courses of studies of the 
First Class. These are annual scholarships and are avail-
able for the courses in Liberal Arts or for any college en-
trance requirement. Free tuition in Domestic Science and 
free tuition in the Mechanics Arts shop work is offered to 
all members of the DeLand High School; and free tuition 
in the Stetson Academy is given to all students who have 
graduated from the 8th grade of the DeLand High School 
and who live in DeLand. 
The following sdiools sent students to Stetson during 
1911-12 on scholarships: Pensacola, Ocala, Astor Park, 
Palatka, Daytona, Brooksville, Sarasota, Lake Helen, Pier-
son, Sea Breeze, Plant City, Eau Gallie, Leesburg, Orlando, 
JacksonvTnefDeLand, Archer, San Mateo, St. Augustine, 
Seville, Winter Haven, Lake Butler, Sanford, Clearwater, 
Dania, Geneva, New Smyrna, Micanopy. 
The Liberal Arts Division of the 
College 
THE STETSON STANDARD. 
In 1898 Stetson University adopted identically the 
same standards for admission to the College of Liberal 
Arts, and for graduation from the same, as those set up by 
the University of Chicago. Stetson maintains the fifteen 
Carnegie units standard for college entrance. This stand-
ard has been rigidly hved up to with the result that the 
Stetson College of Liberal Arts has established an enviable 
reputation for the strength of its scholarship and the worth 
of its graduates. 
The right to modify the work and requirements of 
the University as set forth in this catalog, as occasion de-
mands it, at any time and without further notice, is re-
served. 
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE. 
Graduates of High Schools and Academies of high 
standing are admitted at Stetson without further examina-
tion in those subjects covered by their diplomas, provided 
they are the subjects required for College entrance. 
Examinations will be conducted by arrangement with 
the Dean for anyone who wishes to enter College without 
having a diploma. 
Provisional entrance will be granted to graduates of 
preparatory schools not on our list that are doing strong 
preparatory work, but if conditioned, the conditions must 
be worked off in a specified time. 
Students will be admitted to upper classes who come 
from reputable Colleges, or who show unusually advanced 
preparation. Students entering Stetson from other Col-
leges must be in good standing in the College from which 
they come. 
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Students will be admitted to an unclassified College list 
whose preparation has been irregular, but who have proved 
to the Dean that they are able to take the College work. If 
an irregular student is permitted to begin work here, it is 
only tentatively until the candidate's admission is regular. 
Substitutions will always be accepted for work done 
elsewhere on the basis of equivalent amounts. 
Special students will be admitted under special rules 
and allowed to pursue special courses without reference to 
graduation. 
PREPARATION FOR ADMISSION TO COLLEGE. 
Preparation for admission to Stetson is expected to 
cover a period of four years in a High School or in any 
other secondary school of high grade. Where a High 
School course covers a less period than four years, oppor-
tunity will be given the candidate to finish his preparation 
m the Academy at Stetson. 
ADMISSION CREDITS. 
Admission credits are estimated in units. A unit is a 
course of study comprising not less than 150 hours of pre-
pared work. Two hours of laboratory work are regarded 
as one hour of prepared work. 
AMOUNT OF WORK REQUIRED. 
The amount of work required of a candidate for ad-
mission is 15 units. A person carrying 4 subjects through 
4 years of a High School course will make the 15 units or 
45 points for College entrance. The 15 units may be chosen 
from the subjects that follow in the next paragraphs: 
SUBJECTS ACCEPTED AND THEIR VALUE. 
The following subjects are accepted for admission. The 
candidate should note carefully what ones are required 
and what limitations are put on his choice. In some cases 
substitutes will be accepted at the discretion of the author-
ities. These subjects are grouped according to depart-
ments and the unit value accepted as indicated: 
Civics, or Political Economy, J^ unit. 
History: Greek, yi unit; Roman, ^ unit; Mediaeval, 
/^ unit; Modern Europe, }^ unit; United States, Elemen-
tary, y2 unit; United States, Advanced, i unit. 
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Greek: Elementary, i unit; The Anabasis and Prose 
Composition, i unit; Homer, i unit. 
Latin: Elementary, i unit; Caesar, i unit; Virgil, i 
unit; Cicero, i unit; prose composition is required all 
through the Latin courses. 
French: 3 units. 
German: 3 units. 
English: 3 units. 
Biblical History and Literature: 3^ or i unit. 
Mathematics: Algebra to Quadratics, i unit; Algebra 
through Quadratics, 1/2 unit; Plane Geometry, i unit; Solid 
Geometry, >4 unit; Trigonometry, yz unit. 
Astronomy: J^ unit. 
Physics: i unit. 
Chemistry: i unit. 
Geology: Y^ unit. 
Physiology: Yi unit. 
Zoology: >^  to i unit. 
Botany: J^  to i unit. 
General Biology: i unit. 
Physiography: ^ or i unit. 
Music: 1 unit. 
Free Hand Drawing: Yz or i unit. 
Mechanical Drawing: J^  or i unit. 
Shop Work: i or 2 units. 
REQUIRED SUBJECTS, Of the 15 units presented for 
admission, 3 units must be English; 3 units language other 
than English; 2Y2 units Mathematics; i additional unit of 
language other than English is required of a student who 
enters the Arts Course. 
LIMITATIONS, ( i ) Not more than i unit each of 
United States History and of English History will be ac-
cepted. (2) Not more than 4 units in Science will be ac-
cepted. (3) Not more than 2 units in all for both Drawing 
and Shop Work will be credited for admission, except to the 
course in Technology. (4) Coll ie credit for work done 
in a High School or Academy in excess of the 15 units 
will be granted only on terms arranged in the Dean's office. 
ADVISED GROUPING OF PREPARATORY SUBJECTS, ( i ) 
A student who wishes to enter the Arts Course is advised 
to present besides the required English and Mathematics, 
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4 units of Latin and 3 units of Greek. (2) A student who 
wishes to enter the course in Literature, is advised to pre-
sent, besides the required English and Mathematics, 5 units 
of Latin, French and German and 2 units of History. (3) 
A student who wishes to enter the course in Science, is 
advised to present, besides the required English, 3 units of 
Mathematics, 4 units of Latin, French or German and 2 
units of Science. Those desiring to pursue courses in Jur-
isprudence, Engineering, Business Administration and Fi-
nance, will be admitted on presentation of same number of 
units, but a wider list of subjects may be presented. 
ADMISSION SUBJECTS DESCRIBED. 
All persons expecting to enter Stetson University 
should correspond with the President. Their qualifications 
will be passed on by him or the Dean. Following is a gen-
eral outline of the ground expected to be covered in respect 
to admission subjects: 
CIVICS, The student will be expected to know this 
subject from the point of view of such a text-book as that 
written by Hinsdale. Where the library method of teach-
ing Civics is used, >4 unit only will be allowed. 
ECONOMICS. Any standard elementary text-book may 
be used as the gauge of the amount of material accepted in 
Economics, j ^ unit is allowe'd and the student is urged 
to do collateral reading. 
HISTORY, I—^Greece: From the earliest times to 146 
B. C. This should include some knowledge of Ancient 
Oriental History. Y^ unit will be allowed. 2—Rome: 
F'rom the earliest times to 337 A. D. Each of the above 
histories will count Y2 unit if the work is satisfactorily done, 
3—General European History. The work expected here 
may be based on any standard history of the period. From 
Yi to \ unit credit will be given, according to the judgment 
of the Dean. 4—United States History, i unit will be 
allowed for this subject if well done. The more recent 
standard text should be used, and the later periods of his-
tory covered. 5—English History. From 5^ to i unit 
will be allowed for this subject, depending on how elemen-
tary or advanced the work has been and on the text-book 
used for preparation. 
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GREEK. One year's Elementary Greek counts i unit. 
Xenophon's Anabasis with Greek Prose Composition also 
counts I unit. 3 books of the Iliad will also count i unit. 
LATIN. One year's Elementary Latin counts i unit. 
One year's Caesar counts i unit. One year's Virgil counts 
I unit and one year's Cicero counts i unit. All the above 
work must come up to a high standard and the first year of 
Latin will not be accepted without the second year. 
FRENCH, I unit of French will include a thorough 
drill in the rudiments of Grammar, the reading of not less 
than 200 pages of standard texts, and careful drill in pro-
nunciation and in writing French. A second unit of French 
will be granted for advanced work in Grammar; the read-
ing of 400 pages of modern prose and extended work in 
pronunciation, conversation and French prose. A third 
unit of French will be granted for marked excellence in 
French proved by a special examination. 
GERMAN, I unit of German will include a thorough 
drill in Grammar, pronunciation, accent and a study of 150 
pages of graded prose text. A second unit in German will 
be granted for the reading of 400 pages of German prose 
and poetry with drill in advanced Grammar, A third unit 
in German will be granted for marked excellence in German 
proved by examination. 
SPANISH, I unit in Spanish will include a thorough 
knowledge of Spanish Grammar, a Mastery of Pronuncia-
tion, and the study of 175 pages of prose and poetry. 
ENGLISH, Three units of preparatory English include 
English Grammar and Analysis, Elements of Rhetoric, 
English and American Literature. The test in English 
will hereafter be given in accordance with the following 
uniform intercollegiate requirements: 
READING. The candidate will be required to write a 
brief essay upon a topic selected by the examiner, assuming 
such familiarity with the following works as would, on the 
average, be gained from one careful reading. The books 
to be read by those entering the University in the Fall of 
1912 are as follows: 
For Study and Practice—Shakespeare: Macbeth. Mil-
ton : Lycidas, Comus, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso. Burke: 
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Speech on Conciliation with America, or Washington's 
Farewell Address, and Webster's First Bunker Flill Ora-
tion. Macaulay: Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay on 
Burns. 
For Reading, Group i (two books to be selected) — 
Shakespeare: As You Like It, Henry V, Julius Caesar, The 
Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night. 
Group 2 (one book to be selected)—Bacon: Essays. 
Bunyan: The Pilgrim's Progress, Part I. The Sir Roger 
de Coverley Papers in the Spectator. Franklin: Autobiog-
raphy, 
Group 3 (one book to be selected)—Chaucer: Pro-
logue. Selections from Spencer's Faerie Queen. Pope: 
The Rape of the Lock. Goldsmith: The Deserted Village. 
Palgrave: Golden Treasury (First Series), Books II and 
III , with special attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cow-
per and Burns. 
Group 4 (two books to be selected)--Goldsmith: The 
Vicar of Wakefield. Scott: Ivanhoe, Quentin Durward. 
Hawthorne: The House of the Seven Gables. Thackeray: 
Henry Esmond. Gaskell: Cranford. Dickens: A Tale of 
Two Cities. George Eliot: Silas Marner. Blackmore: 
Lorna Doone, 
Graup 5 (two books to be selected)—Irving: Sketch 
Book. Lamb: Essays of Elia. De Quincey : The English 
Mail-Coach and Joan of Arc. Carlyle: Heroes and Hero-
Worship. Emerson: Essays (selected). Ruskin: Sesame 
and Lilies. 
Group 6 (two books to be selected)—Coleridge: The 
Ancient Mariner. Scott : The Lady of the Lake. Byron: 
Mazeppa and The Prisoner of Chillon. Palgrave: Golden 
Treasury (First Series), Book IV, with special attention to 
Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley. Macaulay: Lays of An-
cient Rome. Poe: Poems. Lowell: The Vision of Sir 
Launfal. Arnold : Sohrab and Rustum. Longfellow : The 
Courtship of Miles Standish. Tennyson: Gareth and Ly-
nette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur, 
Browning: Selections. 
BIBLICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE, I . The Histo-
ry of the Hebreivs from the Establishment of the Kingdom 
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to the Return from the Exile.—The following texts are 
recommended as indicating the character of the work re-
quired: Price, Syllabus of Old Testament History, 50-80; 
Kent, History of Hebrew People, Vol. I, 73-169; Vol. II, 
1-212. 
2t The Life of Jesus.—^The requirements will be met 
by the study of Burton and Mathews' Constructive Studies 
in the Life of Christ; chaps. 20-27, may, if necessary, be 
passed over ligTitly or omitted. 
3. Old Testament Literature.—Robertson, The Books 
of the Old Testament, will indicate the scope and character 
of the requirement. 
4. New Testament Literature.—The requirement will 
be met by the study of McClymont, The New Testament 
and its Writers, chaps. 1-18. 
The unit consists of i, 2, and either 3 or 4, at the op-
tion of the student. Y^ or 1 unit. 
MATHEMATICS, la. Algebra to Quadratic Equations, 
with emphasis on the technique. Special attention should 
be given to factoring, the solution of equations, the alge-
braic formulation of problems, and the simpler processes of 
radicals and exponents. Required of all students, i unit. 
lb. Algebra through Quadratic Equations, with em-
phasis on the statement and the demonstration of princi-
ples. Special attention should be given to radicals and ex-
ponents, imaginaries, systems of equations, and the theory 
of quadratic equations. Required of all students. Y^ unit. 
Note.—It is desired that the preparatory schools give 
to the subject of Algebra, besides the customary first-year 
course, a more advanced course, not earlier than the third 
year of their curriculum. The second course should include 
a review of the previous work and a thorough study of the 
topics emphasized in lb. The student in his first course is 
not sufficiently mature to do full justice to these topics, and 
first-course work will not satisfy the requirement ib. 
2. Plane Geometry, with emphasis on the demonstra-
tion of original propositions and the solution of original 
problems, i unit. 
3. Solid Geometry, with emphasis on the demonstra-
tion of original propositions and the solution of original 
problems. Y^ ""^^-
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It is suggested that schools and teachers individually 
consider carefully what can be done to shape instruction in 
mathematics so that it: (a) Proceeds from particular to 
general, from concrete to abstract; (b) Treats Arithmetic, 
Geometry, Algebra (Elements of Trigonometry) as phases 
of one subject—^Mathematics; (c) Correlates Mathematics 
closely with Physics and the other natural sciences; (d) 
Utilizes whatever is of value in the current discussions on 
the teaching of Mathematics. 
ASTRONOMY. The requirements in Astronomy call 
for proficiency in the fundamental facts and principles of 
Astronomy, including the more recent developments in the 
direction of spectroscopy and photography. 
Thorough familiarity with Moulton's Introduction to 
Astronomy will afford adequate preparation in this subject. 
54 unit. 
PHYSICS. In order to obtain entrance credit in Phy-
sics the applicant must have completed a course in the ele-
ments of Physics which is equivalent to not less than 150 
hours of assigned work. Not less than one-third of the 
total assignment must have been devoted to laboratory 
work, two hours of laboratory work being counted as one 
hour of assignment. 
A note-book containing the record of at least 35 labora-
tory experiments selected from or essentially like, those 
found in the "University of Chicago Recommended Lists of 
50 Laboratory Experiments in Physics for Secondary 
Schools" is a part of the requirement, x unit. 
CHEMISTRY.—A course in elementary Chemistry, as 
taught in the better class of high and preparatory schools, 
covering thirty-five to forty weeks, four to five days per 
week, one-third to one-half of the total assignment being 
devoted to laboratory work, will afford the necessary prepa-
ration. Two hours of laboratory work are reckoned as 
equivalent to one hour of assignment. One unit is allowed. 
GEOLOGY, I . Elementary Physiography.—^The re-
quirement for credit in this course includes: (a) a knowl-
edge of the simpler facts and principles involved in Math-
ematical Geography; (b) a knowledge of the general facts 
concerning atmospheric movements, precipitation, temper-
ature, etc., together with the principles governing them; (c) 
k 
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an elementary knowledge of the sea, including the general 
facts concerning its movements and their causes; and, (d) 
a general knowledge of the earth's features and their mode 
of origin, Y^ unit. 
2. Advanced Physiography.—For this course more 
detailed knowledge will be required concerning the topics 
named above. In addition, the candidate should be fa-
miliar with the principles of climatology, the modern doc-
trines concerning the evolutions and natural history of geo-
graphic features and the distribution of life and its relations 
to surface conditions. ^ unit. 
A unit's credit will be given those who present both i 
and 2. 
3. Geology.—^The requirements for admission em-
brace the elementary features of petrographical, structural, 
dynamical, and historical Geology. Familiarity with the 
modes of action of geologic agents, and clear views of the 
progress and relations of geological events are essential. Y^ 
unit. 
I and 2, or I and 3 may be'offered as the second unit 
of Science recommended to candidates for the College of 
Science (6.) 
GENERAL BIOLOGY. Tlie candidate applying for ad-
mission credit in General Biology will be required: (a) 
To submit to the examiner a note-book consisting of draw-
ings and descriptions of the animals and plants studied. 
(See statement concerning note-book under Physics, 
above.) It is recommended that studies of at least fifteen 
principal forms be undertaken, that these studies be largely 
such as do not demand the use of a compound miscroscope, 
and that attention be given chiefly to those organisms that 
can be studied in a living condition, (b) To demonstrate 
in the college laboratory, under the supervision of college 
officers, that he possesses some power to observe accurately 
and intelligently. More stress will be laid on correct ob-
servation and on the careful record thereof than upon tech-
nical terms, (c) To answer in writing a few general ques-
tions about familiar animals and plants, such as the perch, 
crayfish, grasshopper, moss, fern, some common type of 
flowering plant, etc. The candidates for 1912-1913 will 
be expected to have some first-hand knowledge of the hab-
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its and reactions of the earthworm and the life-history of 
the fern. One unit. 
ZOOLOGY, If admission credit in Zoology is sought, 
the general character of the work required will be the same 
as that indicated under General Biology; but in this case 
the number of types of animals studied should be in-
creased, so that the total amount of Avork offered is not less 
than that specified under General Biology, ^ or i unit. 
BOTANY. If admission credit in Botany is sought, the 
preparatory work should consist of the study of types from 
all the chief divisions of the plant kingdom, including a 
training in the fundamental principles of morphology, {Phys-
iology, ecology, and classification. In every case laboratory 
note-books must be submitted to the examiner, and written 
examinations passed. Y2 or i unit. 
Note.—Two units of credit may be obtained in Zoo-
logy and Botany; but a unit's credit will not be given for 
either of these subjects, if credit is received for General 
Biology, Any one of these three subjects may be offered as 
the second unit of science recommended to candidates for 
the College of Science. 
PHYSIOLOGY. The student is expected to be familiar 
with the facts given in Huxley's Text-Book of Physiology 
(revised) or Martin's Human Body (briefer course.) Y 
unit. 
MUSIC. Since Amherst, Barnard, Beloit, Columbia 
University, Cornell University, Harvard University, Ober-
lin, Radcliffe, Smith, Syracuse, Tufts and other institutions 
grant college entrance credits for music, Stetson will ac-
cept for admission the work of its own school of music 
and other schools of high grade, to the amount of i unit, 
subject to the regulations of the Dean. 
DRAWING. Admission credit not to exceed two units 
will be given in drawing. This unit must represent not less 
than 250 hours of work in freehand or mechanical draw-
ing, or both. Admission in drawing is given upon exam-
ination only; but, in addition to taking the examination, 
every candidate must present a full set of drawings, with 
the teacher's certificate that they are the candidate's work. 
FREEHAND DRAWING. The applicant must possess 
ability to represent simple objects in outline and with shad-
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ing. The examination will consist of drawing a group of 
geometrical solids, a simple piece of machinery, or an arch-
itectural ornament. Y^ or i unit. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING. The applicant must be able 
to make projections in plan and elevation of geometrical 
figures, and to prepare working drawings of simple archi-
tectural and mechanical subjects. The examination will 
test the applicant's knowledge of principles and methods. 
Yi or I unit. 
SHOP WORK. Admission credit not to exceed two 
units will be given for shop work. Each of these units 
must represent not less than 250 hours of work in the shop. 
This credit is given on examination only unless done in 
the Stetson shops; but in addition to the examination, every 
candidate must present a list of the exercises completed by 
him, with a certificate from his instructor stating that ,the 
list is correct. 
These two units consist of four half-units, each repre-
senting not less than 125 hours of work, as follows: ( i ) 
carpentry and wood-turning; (2) pattern-making, (3) ma-
chine shop work; and (4) advanced machine-shop work. 
I or 2 units. 
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION. 
Instruction in the different departments of college work 
is organized at Stetson under the following heads: 
The Course in Arts. 
The Course in Science. 
The Course in Education. 
The Course in Technology. 
The Course in Business Administration. 
The students are divided into four classes: Freshman, 
Sophomore, Junior and Senior. The first two years con-
stitute the Junior Colleges, and the last two years the Senior 
Colleges. 
THE COLLEGE YEAR. 
The College year runs from the latter part of Septem-
ber until June. It is divided into three parts, called the 
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Fall Quarter, the Winter Quarter and the Spring Quarter. 
A student may enter College at any time. He will find it 
most advantageous, however, to enter at the beginning of 
a Quarter, 
THE WORK OF THE COLLEGES. 
T H E UNIT OF WORK. A course calling for five reci-
tations a week througliout the Quarter is called a major, 
and entitles the student to one credit. 
AMOUNT OF WORK. Thirty-six credits, representing 
thirty-six major courses, are required for a Bachelor's de-
gree. A student is not expected to take more than three 
courses at any one time, but may, if his standing is high 
enough to justify it in the mind of the Dean, take four. 
T H E COLLEGE WORK. The College work is of three 
kinds: ( i ) Work contingently required in College, that is 
if not presented on admission—see table I below. (2) 
Work required in College of all candidates for a given 
degree—see .table II below. (3) Elective, normally about 
eighteen majors in the various courses. The number of 
electives may be reduced, depending on the subjects offered 
for entrance. Where special cases seem to warrant it, the 
President may authorize substitutions. In table III the 
science required in the Technology course is Physics and 
Chemistry. 
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TABLE I. 
COLLEGE WORK CONTINGENTLY REQUIRED. 
(That is, if the equivalent of this work is not ofifered for admission 
in addition to the required units in English, language other than 
English, and Mathematics, it is required in College.) 
CiTiea. 
Blvtory. 
Eoonomlos. 
Ore«k. 
I^atin. 
Frencli or 
aerman. 
Iiatin, Frenoli 
or Oerman. 
Mathematio*. 
Science. 
Drawing*. 
Shop Work. 
Total. 
Arta. 
2 major.s 
l u n l t 
2 majors 
l u n i t 
6 majors 
3 units 
8 majors 
4 units 
4 majors 
2 units 
2 majors 
1 unit 
24 majors 
12 units 
Literature 
4 majors 
2 units 
3 majors 
1 % units 
6 majors 
3 units 
3 majors 
114 units 
16 majors 
8 units 
Education 
2 majors 
1 unit 
6 majors 
3 units 
2 majors 
1 unit 
4 majors 
2 units 
6 majors 
3 units 
2 majors 
1 unit 
22 majors 
11 units 
Science 
3 majors 
1 % units 
4 majors 
2 units 
1 major 
Trig. 
% unit 
8 majors 
4 units 
16 majors 
8 units 
Teclinol. 
9gS 
2 majors 
Trig. 
1 unit 
8 majors 
4 units 
2 majors 
1 unit 
6 majors 
3 units 
18 majors 
9 units 
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TABLE IL 
COLLEGE WORK REQUIRED OF CANDIDATES FOR 
DEGREES. 
Fhlloaophy 
Fsyciioioery 
Economica 
Civlca 
Hlatory 
Greek 
Xiatlu 
XSng-Uah 
Matl iematica 
Science 
Xn a ZTon-apecl-
fied Singrle 
Department 
Arta 
1 major 
1 major 
3 majors 
3 majors 
2 majors 
2 majors 
12 
Literature 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
2 majors 
2 majors 
3 
12 
Education 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
2 majors 
2 majors 
3 
12 
Sc ience 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
1 major 
2 majors 
3 majors 
6 majors 
15 
Teclinol-
ogy 
^ 
1 major 
2 majors 
3 majors 
6 majors 
12 
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TABLE III. 
TOTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BACCALAUREATE 
DEGREES. 
Philoaophy and Fayoholoary 
Hiatory 
Economioa. 
CiTioa 
Oreek 
Xifttln 
Ziatin, Freuob or Qerman 
French, or Oerman 
Ensrllah. 
In a Single Department 
Mathematica 
Science 
Mathematica or Science 
TeohnologT 
Elective 
Profeaalonal 
A
rt
s 
2 
4 
9 
11 
4 
8 
6 
2 
2 
18 
66 
L
ite
ra
tu
re
 
2 
4 
2 
1 
-
14 
8 
6 
5 
3 
2 
19 
66 
E
du
ca
tio
n
 
2 
4 
1 
1 
6 
4 
8 
4 
5 
2 
2 
27 
66 
Sc
ie
nc
e
 
2 
3 
1 
1 
6 
4 
7 
9 
8 
6 
19 
66 
>> 
M 
S 
g 
ja 
4 
3 
7 
12 
10 
14% 
16% 
66 
1 
THE AUDITORIUM 
Note the beautiful architecture, terra cotta trimmings, and stained glass windows. This building was the gift of Mr. John B. Stetson, 
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TABLE IV. 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. 
All Subjects Required in the Freshman, Sophomore and Junior 
Years. 
Freshman Year. 
EngHsh I, II, III. 
Mathematics I, II, III. 
Modem Language I, II, III. 
Sophomore Year. 
History of Civilization I, II, III. 
Business Economics—Principles of Accounting I, II, 
Modern Language IV, V, VI. 
Junior Year. j 
Elementary Law 
Political Economy I, II. 
History of Industry and Commerce I, II, III. 
Contracts. 
Real Estate. •,::: 
English (Spring Term.) , 
III. 
Senior Year, {Corporations. Constitutional Law 
Bills and Notes • 1 (Winter Term.) 
I Philosophy—Metaphysics, Psychology, Logic. American History and Civics I, II, III. English VII, IX. 
Instruction Offered in the College 
by Departments 1912-1913 
PHILOSOPHY. 
LINCOLN HULLEY^ Ph.D., Litt.D., LL.D., President. 
D A N I E L JAMES BLOCKER^ A.B., A.M., B.D. 
1. T H E HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY. The problems of 
philosophy, philosophy among the Greeks, early cosmog-
onies, pre-Socratic philosophy, the influence of Plato and 
Aristotle, the stoics, cynics, cyrenaics, epicureans and other 
schools, mediaeval and modern philosophy. Fall Term. 
2. MODERN PHILOSOPHY. The systems of Kant, 
Fichte, Hegel, Schelling, Schopenhauer and Hartman in 
Germany, and of their contemporaries in England. Special 
attention will be given to Kant 's Critique of Pure Reason, 
to Hegel's Idealism, to Shopenhauer's pessimism and to 
modern theistic philosophy. Fall Term, alternating yearly 
with Course i. 
3. PSYCHOLOGY. Introspective and physiological. 
The object of this course is to put the student in possession 
of the general facts of sensation, memory, reason, imagina-
tion, feeling and will, and to do so in a systematic way. 
Constant attention, however, is given to the physiological 
facts that condition and accompany psychical phenomena, 
and to the methods of mental analysis and laboratory expe-
riment by means of which the facts of the soul's life have 
been studied. Winter Term, alternating yearly with 
Course 5. 
4. ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGY. Special problems and 
special investigations are pursued in this course. Psycho-
physics, pathological psychology, comparative and animal 
psychology, and questions relating to sensation, perception 
and volition are among the subjects taken up. Spring Term, 
alternating- yearly with Course 6. 
50 
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5. ETHICS . The problem of ethics, the history of 
ethics, the psychical basis of ethics, fundamental ethical 
concepts, the essential fallacies of some systems of ethics, 
modern ethical ideas as affected by modern science, by the 
concept of law, by the principles of Christ and by social 
progress. Winter Term, alternating yearly with Course 3. 
6. APPLIED E T H I C S . This course must be preceded 
by the course in the theory of ethics and aims to discover 
what theories are actually involved in our social organiza-
tion, and how ethical theories may be applied to the solution 
of such questions as those of capital and labor, marriage 
and divorce, Indians and Negroes, and what practical solu-
tions are offered by charity organizations in the great cities. 
Spring Term, alternating yearly with Course 4. 
7. EDUCATION. The history and philosophy of ed-
ucation, educational systems, epoch-making ideas, the rise 
of universities, and popular systems of education, the psy-
chologic foundations of education. Spring Term. 
8. PEDAGOGY. This is a course in practical pedago-
gy, in the study of child psychology, methods of learning 
and teaching, problems of school management and super-
vision, the co-ordination of psychological interests in mak-
ing a curriculum and other vital elements of teaching. 
Spring Term, alternating yearly with Course 7. 
9. METAPHYSICS. An introduction to the subject-
matter and methods of philosophy, involving the concepts 
of time, space, being, causality, etc., and the influence of 
these ideas in the history of thought and religion. Fall 
Term. 
10. T H E I S M . This is an examination of the argu-
ments on which the belief in God rests. The origin of the 
idea, the psychological warrant for it, the proofs from his-
tory, conscience and from the ideas of causality, infinity and 
the absolute and the arguments from force, order, intelli-
gence and Christianity are all examined. Fall Term. 
11. LOGIC. This is a course in formal logic based on 
the presentation of Jevon. Special attention is given to 
the student's grasp of the facts of logic, the forms of pro-
cesses, the functions of reason, the norms of thought or 
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categories, and to that practical logic applied and expressed 
in the sciences. Winter Term. 
12. LOGICAL THEORIES. This is a study of the his-
tory and theory of logic. Special attention is given to the 
Aristotelian logic, the Kantian logic, the Hegelian logic 
and to other theories deserving of study. Winter Term. 
Courses i, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 11 are given one year, and 
Courses 2, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 are given the following year. 
A Course of Bible Study in the Old Testament will be 
offered in the Fall to College men by Professor Blocker. 
A Course of Bible 'Study in the New Testament will 
be offered in the Winter Term to College men by Professor 
Blocker. 
A Course of Bible Study in the Old Testament will be 
offered in the Fall Term to young women by Miss Martien, 
A Course of Bible Study in the New Testament will be 
offered in the Winter Term to young women by Miss Mar-
tien. 
HISTORY A N D POLITICIAL SCIENCE 
G. PRENTICE CARSON^ A.M. 
1. MEDIAEVAL EUROPE. Early Europe, the Migra-
tions, the Fall of Rome, the Empire of Karl, Dismember-
ment of Karl's Empire, Feudal Europe, the growth of the 
Papacy, the principles of Feudalism, Monastic life and 
ideals, the struggle between the Papacy and the Empire, 
the growth of cities and mediaeval civilization. Fall Term. 
2. T H E REFORMATION TO T H E F R E N C H REVOILU-
TiON. The Renaissance influences, wars of religion, the 
peace of Augsburg, the counter reformation, Spanish su-
premacy and decay, the Revolt of the Netherlands, the 
thirty years' war, French Supremacy and the rise of Rus-
sia and Prussia. Winter Term. 
3. T H E F R E N C H REVOLUTION AND MODERN TIMES. 
French Absolutism, Financial Collapse, the States General, 
the Revolution in Paris. Revolution in the Provinces, the 
wars of Napoleon, the Congress of Vienna, the Revolutions 
of 1830, 1848, and 1852, the Unification of Germany and 
Italy, the Balkan States, the expansion of Russia. Spring 
Term. 
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4. EARLY ENGLAND. Saxon England, the Norman 
Conquest, the Great Charter, Germanic ideas, the beginnings 
of parliament, the revival of learning and the reformation, 
the Tudor despotism, the age of Elizabeth. Half course. 
Fall Term. 
5. MODERN ENGLAND. Puritan England, the Stuart 
period, Cromwell and the Civil War, the restoration, the 
revolution of 1688 and the Bill of Rights, the Age of Anne, 
the Georgian period, the Victorian Era, the colonial expan-
sion and naval supremacy of England. Half course. Fall 
Term. 
6. AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY. Exploration, dis-
covery, settlement, colonization. The Aborigines, European 
conditions and ideas and the physical features of the new 
country. New England, Southern and Middle colonial 
types. Political, social and religious elements. The growth 
of charters. Fall Term. 
7. T H E U N I T E D STATES. Formation. The colonies, 
confederation, the critical period, making the Constitution, 
organization of the government. The idea of federal su-
premacy, the idea of the State's rights. Constitutional 
interpretation, Jeffersonian Democracy, territorial and in-
dustrial expansion. 
8. T H E U N I T E D STATES. Middle Period. Demo-
cratic ideals, the Jacksonian era, financial and party issues, 
territorial and slavery questions. 
9. T H E U N I T E D 'STATES. Ciznl War. Northern and 
Southern differences, compromises, constitutional interpre-
tation, the beginning of the war, the campaigns of the war. 
10. T H E U N I T E D STATES. Reconstruction. Theories 
of reconstruction, methods of reconstruction, normal condi-
tions, the new union, material prosperity, territorial growth, 
new problems. 
Courses 7, 8, 9 and 10 are at present given as a single 
general course in the constitutional history of the United 
States. Winter Term. 
11. AMERICAN CIVICS^ I . The Federal Government. 
The law making arm, its origin, history, powers and meth-
ods of work. The executive arm, its functions, responsi-
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bilities and efficiency. The judicial arm, structure and 
working of the courts and the history of constitutional 
decisions. Spring Term. 
12. AMERICAN CIVICS, 2. The States. Their origin, 
constitutions and relation to the federal authority. State 
legislation, finance, politics and relation to local govern-
ment. Municipal government, party machinery, public 
opinion. Spring Term. 
ECONOMICS A N D SOCIOLOGY 
G. PRENTICE CARSON, A.M. 
1. PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION. Labor and capital, 
leading industries, modern business methods, trusts, over-
production, labor markets, wages, strikes, trade unions, 
co-operative schemes, socialism. Minor. Winter Term. 
2. PROBLEMS OF F INANCE. Money and banking, 
kinds of money, the theory of money, credit, the theory of 
banking, the history of money and banking. Bank re-
serves, loans, clearing houses, crises, the function of Wall 
street, stocks, bonds, foreign exchange. Minor. Winter 
Term, 
3. PROBLEMS OF DISTRIBUTION. Labor and capital, 
history of transportation, means of transportation, rail-
ways. State control, the public interest, corners, middle-
men, competition, rents and profits. Minor. Spring Term. 
4. PROBLEMS OF CONSUMPTION. Supply and demand, 
consumers and producers, the right of subsistence, the reg-
ulation of prices, public rights in strikes, new economic 
wants, the consumption of wealth, over-production, destruc-
tion of wealth. Minor. Spring Term. 
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
THEODORE D . C U L P , A.M. 
IRVING C . STOVER, M . O , 
I. The purpose of this and the two following courses 
in Freshman Composition is to awaken and cultivate the 
creative power. To this end a large number of themes are 
assigned on subjects chosen by the student, special atten-
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tion being given in this course to the gathering and arrange-
ment of material, clearness and correctness of expression, 
and individual point of view. 
2. DESCRIPTION AND NARRATION. A study of models 
in these related forms of discourse, with daily class exer-
cises and discussions as well as weekly themes and occasion-
al lectures on principles and methods. Prerequisite, Eng-
lish I, or its equivalent. 
3. Expo.siTioN AND ARGUMENTATION. Careful study 
and considerable practice in expository writing, making 
briefs, analysis of good models and writing forensics. 
(The co-operation of the Department of Elocution will be 
found especially valuable in this course to students in the 
Law School and others who may be contemplating a public 
career.) Prerequisite, English I and II or their equiva-
lent. 
4. E N G L I S H LITERATURE. A general course of Eng-
lish literature as a preparation for study in special fields. 
Fall Term. 
5. AMERICAN LITERATURE. A general course in 
American literature. Winter Term. 
6. SHAKESPEARE. Rapid outside reading and class 
discussion of fifteen or more selected comedies, tragedies 
and historical plays to rouse interest in Shakespeare. Spring 
Term. 
7. CHAUCER. Chiefly the Canterbury Tales. A study 
of early English, of the historical setting of the tales, of 
the general plan of the whole,. and of Chaucer's skill in 
handling his plots and delineating his characters. Fall 
Term. 
8. SHAKESPEARE. A critical study. Representative 
plays are used to study Shakespeare's dramatic art, his 
skill in unfolding a plot, in developing character, in uni-
fying various sub-plots and in grounding his work in real-
ity. Winter Term. 
9. E I G H T E E N T H CENTURY LITERATURE. Dryden and 
the writers of the Restoration. Swift, Pope, Addison and 
the writers of the Age of Anne. Johnson, Goldsmith, 
Gray, Collins and the writers precedent to the French Rev-
olution. Spring Term. 
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10. T H E ROMANTIC MOVEMENT. Chiefly Words-
worth and Coleridge. Collateral reading and study of 
Southey, Byron, Shelly, Keats, Lamb, DeQuincey, Hazlett 
and other essayists. Fall Term. 
11. T H E TECHNIQUE OF THE NOVEL. Special study 
of Jane Austin, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, 
Meredith, Henry James, Stevenson and Hawthorne. Win-
ter Term. 
12. T H E VICTORIAN POETS. Special study will be 
given to Browning and Tennyson. Spring Term. 
Courses 10, 11 and 12 will be given in 1912-1913. 
Courses 7, 8 and 9 were given in 1911-1912. 
THE LATIN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
EDWIN G. BALDWIN, A.M. 
The following courses are required of all students in 
the Freshman year of the Classical and Latin-Scientific 
courses: 
1. Livy, Books X?XI and XXII (selections) ; Gram-
mar and Composition based on the text; Sight Reading. 
Fall Term. 
2. Terence, one comedy; Tacitus, Agricola or Ger-
mania; origin and development of Roman Comedy; Anti-
quities of the Roman Stage; translation of easy narrative 
passages into Latin. Winter Term. 
3. Horace, Odes and Epodes; Latin Composition con-
tinued. Spring Term. 
The following courses are elective for students of the 
Sophomore, Junior and Senior years, and are arranged in 
a triennial rotation. 
To be given in 1913-1914. 
4. Pliny, Letters. The selections will be made the 
basis of studies in Roman private life, education, and liter-
ary criticism. Fall Term. 
5. Tacitus, Annals I-VI. Special study of the life of 
Tiberius, based on Tacitus, Suetonius and Paterculus. Win-
ter Term. 
6. Catullus, Tibullus and Propertius (selections,) A 
rapid reading course. Roman Elegy. Spring Term. 
To be given in 1914-1915, 
7. Cicero's Letters. The selections will illustrate the 
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political history of the period, which will be studied in de-
tail. Fall Term. 
8. Juvenal, Satires. Development of Roman Satire; 
reading of the ancient "Lives" of Juvenal. Winter Term. 
9. Cicero, De Officiis, Book III. Collateral reading of 
assigned passages; special lectures on Roman Philosophy. 
Spring Term. 
To be given in 1912-1913: 
10. Plautus, Selected Comedies. Early Prosody and 
Syntax; study of the origin and development of Roman 
Comedy. Reports and papers, by class, on the Roman stage 
and presentation of plays. Fall Term. 
11. Horace, Epistles. Study of the poetical epistle 
in Roman literature; readings from the fragments of Lu-
cullus, as found in Merrill's Fragments with short extracts 
from Ovid's Tristia and Ex Ponto, and references to later 
epistolography. Winter Term. 
12. Martial, Epigrams. Development of the Epigram, 
its place and scope in literature; with additional readings 
from Seneca's Epigrams (Teubner's text) and Ansonius' 
Epigrammata (Teubner.) Lectures, with special reports. 
Spring Term, 
Incidentally the students receive instruction in Roman 
history, customs and civilization. Students who desire ad-
vanced work in Latin Composition may arrange to have 
weekly exercises in connection with any of the elective 
courses, 
THE GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
CHARLES S. FARRISS,. A.B., D.D. 
Attention is given in this department to rendering into 
idiomatic English the different texts studied, the proper 
mastery and inductive classification of their syntax, a proper 
appreciation of the style and content of each author, the 
idiomatic peculiarities of each, the place of the Greek peo-
ple, civilization, art and literature in history. Much atten-
tion is also given to sight reading. Courses 4 to 12 come 
in three cycles—4, 5, 6 in 1914-1915; 7, 8, 9 in 1912-1913; 
10, II , 12 in 1913-1914. 
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1. LYSIAS. Selected orations; practice in the writing 
of Greek; familiar lectures on Greek history. The style of 
Lysias is contrasted with that of the orators of the best 
period of Athenian oratory, as also with that of the great 
orators of history. 
2. HERODOTUS. The sixth and seventh books of He-
rodotus are used. Attention is directed to giving Herod-
otus his proper place as a historian. His method is com-
pared with that of Thucydides and with that of the modern 
treatment of historical subject-matter, 
3. PLATO'S APOLOGY AND CRITO. The work in this 
course concerns itself in the first place with the place of 
Socrates in Greek philosophy, the eminent service rendered 
by him to philosophy, ethics and knowledge, in his dialectic 
defeat of the sophists of the fifth century. 
In all of the above courses there Js much sight reading, 
besides rendering of English into Greek regularly, and a 
constant criticism of Greek syntax, 
4. DtMOSTHENES. Selected orations. A course in the 
De Corona will be offered this year. The greatest oration 
of the greatest orator is carefully read, and familiar histor-
ical lectures supplement it so as to acquaint the student defi-
nitely with the pre-eminent service rendered Athens by the 
masterly oratory of Demosthenes. 
5. HOMER. Odyssey, twelve books. This course is 
given almost wholly to translate the Odyssey. In order to 
accomplish so much in a short time, much sight reading is 
necessary. 
6. EURIPIDES. It is the purpose of this course to read 
two plays, and give to Euripides his place among the 
Athenian dramatists and the dramatists of all time. The 
method of dramatic presentation will be considered in de-
tail, and Euripides will be contrasted with his great rivals, 
Aeschylus and Sophocles. 
7. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. A large portion of the 
New Testament will be read. It will be criticised from the 
standpoint of Attic Greek of the best period, its Hebra-
isms distinguished; as also the comparative Greek purity o£ 
the different writers. 
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8. AESCHYLUS AND SOPHOCLES. One play from each 
of these great tragedians will be read. Their relative posi-
tion in the history of the drama will be considered. Differ-
ences in Greek theology recurrent in the plays will be noted, 
as also the differences in their dramatic and literary styles. 
Lectures will be given on the origin and history of the 
Athenian drama, and on the Greek theatre. 
9. PLATO. Phaedo. The study of Plato will be re-
sumed where it was left off in the study of the Apology and 
the Crito. The Socratic and Platonic argument for the 
immortality of the soul will be read and criticised, and an 
attempt made to relate it to other attempts of the kind. The 
transcendentalism of Plato will be considered at some 
length, and differences between him and other philosophers, 
especially his pupil, Arisotle, will be noted. 
10. PINDAR. In this class the student is introduced 
to the lyric period, and the beautiful odes of Pindar are 
made the basis of this study. Pindar being inseparable 
from the Greek athletics, the attempt is made, in connection 
with the study of the Pythian and Olympic odes especially, 
to make intelligible the relationship of the athletic contests 
to the Greek life, social, political and religious. The poetic 
style of Pindar is criticised and his place among the Greek 
poets and the poets of all ages is sought. 
11. ARISTOTLE. Constitution of Athens. The text 
based on the manuscript discovered in 1894 will be used, 
and a more or less technical study of what constituted the 
real political constitution of the Athenian State will be pur-
sued. Criticism will be made of erroneous conclusions in 
reference to this matter, as existing prior to the discovery 
of the above named manuscript. 
12. ARISTOPHANES. TWO plays will be read. The rise 
of Greek comedy, its separation into the early, the middle 
and later comedy will be considered. The power exercised 
over the Athenian people by the frequent presentation of 
comedy, with its social, political and religious content will 
be pointed out. Its place in literature will be considered 
and criticised from both the ancient and modern stand-
point. 
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13. PLATO. Timaeus, This difficult Greek will be 
made the text for a seminar, in which the Greek physicists 
will be studied, and arrangements may be made to carry the 
study into other terms. 
14. COURSE OF RAPID READING IN THE GREEK HIS-
TORIANS. This will consist of extensive reading in Hero-
dotus and Thucydides. It will be the purpose of the instruc-
tor to cover as much ground as possible within the term, and 
special arrangements may be made for separate meetings 
of the class for sight reading and reading by different stu-
dents appointed from time to time. 
Elementary Greek in College. 
Frequently the student desires to change his course to 
the classical. Opportunity is offered such students to do 
this by taking two years of elementary Greek. He covers 
within the two years the course embraced within the three 
years of the Academy. (See Academic Department.) 
THE GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
SARAH ELIZABETH BANGS, A , B . 
The following courses are offered in German: 
1. Elementary course in German. Text-book required, 
Joynes-Meissner German Grammar. Fall Term. 
2. Elementary German. Grammar continued, compo-
sition, reading. Easy German stories, Vol. I, by Allen and 
Batt. Winter Term. 
3. Intermediate German. A continuation of Course 
2, devoted to inductive reading of modern prose. Spring 
Term. 
German Stories Vol. II used as text. 
4. History of German Literature. Selections from 
modern novelists. A brief survey of the writers from the 
earliest times to the present. Reading in class of Kfeller's 
Bilder. Conversation in German on the subject-matter of 
the text; oral and written summaries of assigned work out-
side the class-room. Fall Term. 
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5. Lessing's Minna von Bamhelm and Emilia Galotti. 
Study of Lessing's life and place, both as critic and as 
dramatist, in the development of the German literature. 
The composition work will consist of the rendering of out-
lines of the Hterature, read in class, and of themes. His-
tory of German Literature, continued from Course IV. 
Winter Term. 
6. Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea, or his Dichtung 
und Wahrheit. A study of the life and work of the author; 
written and oral reports; conversational reviews. History 
of German Literature, continued from Course IV. Spring 
Term, 
To be given in 1912-1913. 
7. Schiller's Wallenstein will be read in class. Dis-
cussion of the political and social background of the picture 
presented in this triology accompanies the reading of the 
text. Fall Term. 
8. Heine's Prose and Lyrics. This is a course intend-
ed to acquaint the student with the works of one of the 
greatest of German lyrists. Text-book used, Heine's **Die 
Harzreise." Winter Term. 
9. Kleist and Grillparzer. A study of the master-
pieces of two great dramatists; a comparison in style of the 
Prussian and Austrian poets in their respective dramas, 
**Prinz von Homburg" and "Sappho." Spring Term. 
To be given in 1913-1914. 
10. Eighteenth Century Prose. This course is de-
voted to the reading of the principal works of Tieck, 
Fouque, Ploffman, Eichendorf, Kleist and other prose 
writers of this century. Fall Term, 
11. Modem German Drama. A rapid reading course 
presupposing a thorough knowledge of German grammar. 
Texts: 'Sudermann's "Heimat," "Frau Sorge," Haupt-
mann's "Dass Friedensfest," "Die Versunkene Glocke." 
Winter Term, 
12. Goethe's Faust. Study of Goethe's life and place, 
both as critic and as dramatist, in the development of the 
German literature. The composition work will consist of 
the rendering of outlines of the literature read in class, and 
of themes. Spring Term. 
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THE FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
CLAIRE VIRGINIA W H I T I N G , M , S , 
1. Elementary Course. Grammar, Composition, 
Reading and Oral Exercises, with special reference to verb 
forms and pronunciation. Text-book required: Eraser and 
Squair's French Grammar. 
2. Continuation of Grammar, including Composition, 
Conversation and Dictation. Study of Modern French 
Prose, including Sight Translation, 
3. Representative French Authors. Rapid Reading 
Course of Classic French Prose and Poetry, Composition 
and Conversation. 
4. Writers of the Romantic School. Works read to 
be selected from works of Hugo, Lamartine, Vigny, Mus-
set, Dumas and Sand. Advanced Prose Composition. 
5. Novels and Poems of Victor Hugo. His art and 
literary methods. Reading, Reports and Discussions. 
6. French drama. Study of Selected Periods of 
French Dramatic Writings, 
7. Classic Writers of the XVIIth century. Tragedies 
of Corneille and Racine. Collateral reading. Reports. 
8. Moliere. Survey of French comedy up to the 
time of Moliere. Class study of some of the principal 
works of this author, and rapid outside reading of others. 
Reports, 
9. History of French Literature, Periods consid-
ered to alternate from year to year. 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY. 
J. ARCHY S M I T H , M.S., Sc.D, 
IVAN F , W A T E R M A N , B.S,, C.E. 
T. TRIGONOMETRY. The elements of plane and 
spherical Trigonometry are both included in this course. 
Fall Term. 
2. ALGEBRA AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. The two 
are taken together and studied in their relations. They in-
clude .series, undetermined coefficients, loci, derivatives, 
and the theory of equations. Winter Term, 
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3. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. An elementary study of 
lines of the first and second degree by means of Cartesian 
and polar co-ordinates, and a limited introduction to higher 
plane curves. Spring Term. 
Courses i, 2 and 3 must be taken in the above order. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS and its application to 
analytics and mechanics. Fall Term. 
5. COURSE 4 CONTINUED AND ELEMENTARY I N -
TEGRAL CALCULUS BEGUN. Winter Term. 
6. INTEGRAL CALCULUS and its application to analy-
tics and mechanics. Spring Term. 
7. ADVANCED DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS. Including 
work in asymptotes, curvature, evolutes, involutes, oscula-
tion, roulettes, Jacobians and applications to motion and 
machinery. Fall Term. 
8. ADVANCED INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Including defi-
nite integrals, simple and multiple gamma functions, beta 
functions, lengths of curves, areas of surfaces, volumes, 
centers of gravity, line, surface and space integrals, elliptic 
integrals, continuous applications to mechanics. Winter 
Term. 
9. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. A short course in or-
dinary differential equations and applications to mechanics 
and physics. Spring Term. 
10. THEORY OF EQUATIONS. An elementary course, 
including general properties of equation, transformations, 
reciprocal and binomial equations, various volutions of cu-
bics and quartics, properties of symmetric functions of roots. 
the complex variable, proofs of the fundamental theorem 
of algebra. Fall Term. 
11. THEORY OF EQUATIONS. An advanced course, 
including determinants, elimination, covariants and invari-
ants, transformations, theory of substitutions and groups. 
Winter Term. 
Courses 10 and 11 together will usually cover a year's 
work, five hours per week. 
12. ADVANCED ANALYTICS. Including work in tri-
linear co-ordinates, tangential equations, contact of lines, 
similar figures, envelopes, projection, homographic divis-
ion, reciprocal polars, conic invariants and covariants. 
Spring Term. 
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13. SURVEYING. A general course in chain survey-
ing, measuring distances, angles, the use of instruments, 
the running of levels, determining heights, with practical 
field work and problems. Fall Term. By Mr. Waterman. 
Courses 7, 8 and 9 are scheduled for 1911-1912; 
Courses 10, 11 and 12 are scheduled for 1912-1913. 
14. ASTRONOMY. A small amount of descriptive as-
tronomy belongs to the course. It is chiefly mathematical. 
It discusses the earth's relations to the solar system, and the 
masses, motions and orbits of each planet; the causes and 
consequences of the earth's motions, the theories of comets, 
meteors and nebulae. Winter Term. 
PHYSICS. 
ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD, B.S. 
These courses must be preceded by Entrance Physics 
and Mathematics, and Trigonometry. 
1. General Physics. Mechanics of Solids and Fluids, 
and Sound. Three recitations a week. Fall Term. Text, 
Carhart's University Physics. 
2. General Physics. Sound, Light, and Heat. Three 
recitations a week. Winter Term. Text, Carhart's Uni-
versity Physics. 
3. General Physics. Electricity and Magnetism. 
Three recitation a week. Spring Term. Text, Carhart's 
University Physics. 
4. A Laboratory course to accompany Course i. Two 
laboratory periods a week. 
5. A Laboratory course to accompany Course 2, Two 
laboratory periods a week. 
6. A Laboratory course to accompany Course 3, Two 
laboratory periods a week. 
7. Electrical Measurements, A course for the accu-
rate measurement of electrical and magnetic quantities. Two 
recitation periods and three laboratory periods a week. Fall 
Term. Prerequisite, Courses 1-6. 
8. Electrical Measurements. A continuation of Course 
7 through the Winter Term. 
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9. Advanced Light. A course in light with one reci-
tation and four laboratory periods a week. Spring Term. 
Prerequisite, Courses 1-6. 
10. Electrical Machinery. A course in the theory of 
Direct and Alternating current machinery. Five periods 
a week. Fall Term. Prerequisite, Courses 1-8. 
CHEMISTRY—GENERAL AND SPECIAL. 
CLAUDE S . TINGLEY, M.S. 
The following courses consist of laboratory work and 
can be elected at any time: 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 
18. Besides the regular laboratory fee for materials, a 
breakage deposit of $3.00 is required of each student. At 
the end of the term the balance, after deducting for break-
age, will be returned upon presentation of the ticket. 
1. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. The course begins with 
the fundamental elements, compounds and processes. It 
treats the nature, history, physical and chemical properties 
of non-metallic substances and the action of common rea-
gents on each. Lectures on the theory of solutions and the 
applications of the theory of dissociation to chemical reac-
tions. Fall Term. 
2. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. The metallic elements 
and their compounds. This and the preceding course aim 
to fix in mind the general facts of elementary Chemistry. 
Attention is given to an elaborated system of principles 
rather than to crowding a mass of facts into the mind. Win-
ter Term. 
3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS I. This course aims 
to ground the student in the analytical processes of Quali-
tative Analysis and in the application of them. 'Separation 
and recognition of inorganic substances in solution. Fall 
and Spring Terms. 
4. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS II . Analysis of insolu-
ble compounds and mixtures. 
5. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS III. Analysis of compli-
cated mixtures, minerals and commercial products. 
6. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS I. Grovemetric analy-
sis of iron, wire and silver coin. Preparation of standard 
solutions. Volumetric analysis of substances.. 
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7. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS II . Grovemetric analy-
sis of barium sulphate, dolomite and spathic iron ore. 
8. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. An introduction to the 
study of carbon compounds. Alliphatic series. Prepara-
tion and properties of organic compounds. Fall Term. 
9. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Course 8 continued with 
Aromatic instead of Alliphatic series. Winter Term. 
10. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Deter-
mination of specific gravities, melting and boiling points, 
and vapor densities. The theory of the determination of 
molecular weights, and physico-chemical measurements. 
Spring Term. 
11. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. Definite problems 
in agricultural chemistry will be taken up, including the 
analysis of soils, and a study of the composition and use of 
fertilizers. Winter Term. 
12. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. Preparations of inor-
ganic salts, commercial products, dyes and printing, coal 
gas, fermentation, bleaching and commercial ores. Spring 
Term. 
Special methods of Quantitative Analysis: 
13. Food analysis, minor or major. 
14. Electrolytic analysis, minor or major. 
15. Water analysis, minor. 
16. Gas analysis, minor. 
17. Organic analysis, minor. 
18. Phosphate analysis, minor. 
THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. 
J O H N F . BAERECKE, Ph.D,, M.D. 
In the sciences, except Astronomy, laboratory meth-
ods are daily emphasized. The University owns twelve 
laboratories, a costly museum and a large, choice collection 
of books of recent date. The courses are arranged in the 
order in which they should be elected to most advantage. 
I. ZOOLOGY. General elementary field zoology. Ver-
tebrate and invertebrate zoology. Besides a study of the 
general divisions of the subject, the life history, habits, 
classification and distribution of many common animals 
will be taught, and there will be dissections of typical forms. 
A comparative study of special organs. Fall Term. 
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2. BOTANY. This subject is taught by text-book, field 
exercise, plant analysis and daily lectures. It embraces 
plant structure, physiology, growth and reproduction. There 
is drill in analyzing, classifying, recording and preserving 
specimens, but constant emphasis is put on the physiology 
and life of plants. Special forms of vegetable growth, the 
flora especially of Florida, and the cultivation and uses of 
plants are included in the study. Winter Term. 
3. BIOLOGY. This is a general study of the biological 
principles underlying zoology, anatomy, botany, physiology 
and bacteriology. It deals with the general classification of 
the biological sciences, with the morphology and physiology 
of the cell, and the theories of cell development. Spring 
Term. 
4. PHYSIOLOGY. An advanced study of the parts, 
structure and functions of the body. Attention is given 
to the composition of foods, laws of health and the effects 
of stimulants and narcotics. Suggestions are constantly 
made as to poisons and their antidotes, the care of the sick, 
disinfection and sanitation. Charts, manikin and skeleton 
and other materials are used. Fall Term. 
5. H U M A N HISTOLOGY. Instruction in histological 
technique, including methods of fixing, hardening, staining 
and sectioning. The work involves a study of the cell, and 
elementary tissues chiefly. It will teach the normal appear-
ance and texture of organs and the variations of special 
tissues. Winter Term, 
6. BACTERIOLOGY. The laboratory contains incuba-
tors, sterilizers and & preparation table, and powerful mi-
croscopes. The class is trained in the preparation of cul-
ture-media, aerobic and anaerobic cultures, fermentation 
processes and other methods. The student may conduct 
the work along the line of medicine or agriculture. Spring 
Term. 
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES. 
J O H N F . BAERECKE, Ph.D., M.D. 
I. PHYSIOGRAPHY. This course presumes founda-
tion work in most of the inorganic sciences. It includes 
the earth's surface features and their significance; the at-
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mosphere and the elements of meteorology; the ocean cur-
rents and tides, and their physical and commercial impor-
tance. Fall Term. 
2. MINERALOGY. This course embraces the compo-
sition and structure of rocks and minerals. The student is 
required to analyze many specimens, and is made familiar 
with the process of analysis, forms of crystallization and the 
commonest natural compounds. Winter Term. 
3. GEOLOGY. Lithological, structural, dynamic and 
historical Geology. This is an advanced course. A large 
geological museum adjoins the class-room. Rocks and min-
erals are handled in class, and their place in nature is ex-
plained. The structure of the earth in its present form, the 
theory of its evolution and the forces at work on it are con-
sidered. Spring Term. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. 
WILLIAM Y. MICKLE, B.S. 
Recognizing the fact that modern business conditions 
demand men esi>ecially trained along business fines, the Uni-
versity has added the Department of Business Administra-
tion to the College of Liberal Arts, feeling sure that by so 
doing it is meeting a demand which is constantly growing. 
The courses in Business Administration are four-year 
programs of study for students in the College of Liberal 
Arts and are arranged with especial reference to those young 
men and women who are looking forward to business ca-
reers and desire a training that will fully equip them for 
this important work. 
Only those students who have completed sufficient work 
to entitle them to enter the Freshman Year of the College 
of Liberal Arts, are eligible to, enter this department, A 
diploma in Elementary Bookkeeping is also a prerequisite 
to this course. 
The completion of the course here described leads to 
the Degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, 
BUSINESS ECONOMICS—PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. 
This course extends through the three terms of the Sopho-
more Year and embraces the subject of accounts as inter-
preted by the laws of double entry; the relation of accounts 
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and their uses, explained and illustrated by a process of log-
ical induction and philosophical reasoning; money—its or-
igin and use; value and what determines it. 
HISTORY OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE. This course 
extends-^through the three terms of the Junior Year and is 
particularly valuable to those students who intend to engage 
in manufacturing or the various forms of transportation. 
From time immemorial, the manufacture of articles 
necessary to the welfare of the human race, and the prob-
lem of the dissemination of these articles, has been closely 
related to the expansion and advancement of civilization. 
A particular study will be made of the causes and prob-
able effects of the many and various industrial organiza-
tions, also commercial, upon the body poHtic of this coun-
try. 
English I, II , I II , Mathematics I, II , I I I and Modern 
Language I, II , I II , which are required in the Freshman 
Year; History of Civilisation I, II , I II , and Modern Lan-
guage IV, V, VI, which are required in the Sophomore 
Year; Philosophy, (Metaphysics, Psychology, Logic), 
American History and Civics and English VI I and IX of 
the Senior Year, are given in the resi>ective Departments 
of the College of Liberal Arts, 
Elementary Law, Contracts and Real Estate of the Ju-
nior Year; Bills and Notes, Corporations and Constitution-
al Law of the Senior Year, are the same courses taken by 
the Juniors and Seniors of the College of Law who upon 
graduation are admitted to the practice of the Law in Flor-
ida by the Supreme Court of the State, 
PUBLIC SPEAKING. 
IRVING C. STOVER, M.O. 
Those desiring to pursue a course in elocution and ora-
tory are strongly recommended to lay a broad foundation 
for the work in matters closely related. They are urged to 
take a course in physical culture, for much depends upon 
the student's physical personality. They should take as 
much work in the Department of English as possible, the 
more the better. Next to the above subjects psychology 
holds first place, for interpretation follows laws of thoug-ht. 
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The student should supplement the work of the course by 
a good deal of exercise in singing, in conversation, in the 
practice of speaking and impersonating when alone, and in 
the study of men in the pulpit, on the platform, in the 
courthouse, in social life, not so much for the purpose of 
criticising as to learn. 
Public speaking is not the artificial thing that elocution 
once was. It does not consist of mannerisms, superficial 
pantomime and grimaces, in pretty gestures and childish 
mimicry. It is the natural and normal expression of thought 
in the most impressive and pleasing manner. The course 
given below runs through the entire four years of a College 
course, and correlated as it is with the classics, mathemat-
ics, sciences and other subjects of a College course, it is 
given under ideal conditions. 
1. VOCAL EXPRESSION. Physical culture, voice 
building, voice quality, force, stress, pitch, rate of deUvery, 
inflection, emphasis and accent. Fall Term. 
2. PUBLIC READING. Clear enunciation, correct pro-
nunciation, sympathetic grasp of the content and impressive 
rendering. Practice in Bible and hymn reading. The aim 
is to produce natural readers, not artificial ones. Winter 
Term. 
3. DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION. Practice in strong-
ly visualizing the subject-matter, and practice in gesture and 
vocal interpretation of dramatic, literature. Spring Term. 
4. ORAL DEBATES. Practice in the preparation of 
one's matter in stating a question, in presenting an argu-
ment. Modes of proof, attack and defense, the burden of 
proof. The art, not merely the theory, is the aim. Fall 
Term. 
5. EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING. Practice in quick 
analysis of a subject, in methods of marshalling resources, 
in the skillful choice of words, in thinking on one's feet and 
in self-possession before an audience. Winter Term. 
6. ORATIONS. The study of great orators and their 
methods. Oral work in forensic, pulpit and platform ora-
tory. Practice in the delivery of original orations. Spring 
Term, 
Courses 4, 5 and 6 are supplemented by the work of 
three vigorous literary societies. 
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7. RECITAL W O R K IN SHAKESPEARE. The princi-
ples of dramatic expression, the dramatic reading of Shake-
speare by the teacher, practice by the student in selected 
passages. This course is connected with the annual ren-
dering of a College play. Fall Term. 
8. RECITAL W^ORK IN T H E POETS, Winter Term. 
9. SPECIAL W O R K . Spring Term. 
Full credit will be given for the work in Elocution, but 
the above courses require only a fraction of the time of 
full courses, hence it will take more than one course to 
make a full credit. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
IVAN F . W A T E R M A N , B.S., C.E. 
Civil engineering is given first place among the engi-
neering sciences because it is the oldest and the broadest in 
its applications. No person can possibly be the master of 
all the branches of learning to which civil engineering leads. 
But effort is made to lay strong foundations in the general 
subjects that underlie engineering so as to enable the stu-
dent as he develops his life work to do so along the line of 
whatever specialty he chooses. Civil engineering has di-
vided into topographical, railroad, municipal, structural and 
other forms. But the ground work of all these branches 
rests on a definite body of laws and principles. 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. This includes the use of in-
struments, tracing and lettering, problems relating to the 
point, line and plane, the generation and classification of 
lines and surfaces, the representation of surfaces with plane 
faces, single curved surfaces, warped surfaces, surfaces of 
revolution and the intersection of surfaces by lines, planes 
and surfaces. 
LAND SURVEYING. The theory of surveying areas, di-
viding lands and obtaining heights and distances; the solv-
ing of problems, the use of instruments, actual measure-
ments and practical field work in surveying farms and town 
lots; the making of maps and plans. 
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING. The use of the transit, 
stadia and plane table. A rolling country is chosen to illus-
trate 'field work in rough places. Work will be done in 
leveling, and in making contour maps. 
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STEREOTOMY. The theory of our work in stone-cut-
ting, the making of plans for piers, culverts, arches and 
foundations for bridges. Linear, perspective and isometric 
drawings included. 
RAILROAD S>URVEYING. The methods of reconnais-
sance, preliminary and location processes, the theories of 
road beds, filling and leveling, curves, switches and turn-
outs; computation of cuttings and fillings and leveling; 
preparation of profiles and map drawings. 
GEODETIC SURVEYING. The elements of the method 
of least squares and the application to the adjustment of 
triangulations. Field work in finding azimuth and the fig-
ure of the earth. 
CONSTRUCTION. Foundations with piles, cribs, coffer 
dams and caissons. Methods of river and harbor work, 
tunnels, canals and road-making. 
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. The elasticity and 
strength of timber, brick, stone and metals. The strength 
of columns, beams, shafts; tension, compression, torsion 
and flexure. 
BRIDGES. Roof and bridge trusses, designs of trus-
ses and floors, principles of draw bridge, cantilever, suspen-
sion and continuous bridges. 
SANITARY ENGINEERING. Systems of sewage and 
water supply, purification systems, reservoirs, pipe lines, 
pumping plants, house drainage, the flow of water through 
tubes, pipes and various orifices and channels. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
L I T C H F I E L D COLTON, B.S. 
This course is grounded in pure and applied mathe-
matics. It requires, like the others, trigonometry, advanced 
algebra and analytic geometry and calculus, and includes 
the working out in practice of original problems in mechan-
ical engineering. The course requires a long training in 
mechanics and physics, in drawing, designing and machine 
construction. Laboratory work is required in the study of 
mechanism and in the construction of complicated pieces of 
machinery and machine tools. It includes gear teeth and 
valve gears, thermo dynamics and steam boilers. The study 
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is preceded by a thorough course in mechanic arts, includ-
ing joinery, carpentry, pattern making and machine tool 
work. 
DRAWING. The course is preceded by thorough work 
in mechanical drawing; lines, angles, surfaces, solids, pro-
jections, intersections of planes, line shading and lettering. 
M A C H I N E DESIGNS. Tracings and blue prints; sketch-
es and working plans for machines, forces, stresses, theo-
retical construction, specifications. 
E L E M E N T S OF M A C H I N E S . Designs of parts, belts, 
pulleys, shafts, gears, couplings, clutches, brakes, bearings; 
brackets, stands and scores of other parts of machines. Free 
hand sketches must be made of many items. 
BOILERS, The elementary principles, the various 
types, details of construction, the relation of all the parts, 
strength of the materials, mode of building, fuels and fur-
naces, operation, wear and tear. 
STEAM ENGINES. Theories of steam and heat, inertia, 
resistance, steam pressure, principles of the steam chest, 
efficiency of engines, the valve gearings, sliding valves, gov-
ernors, link motion, steam engine indicator, cam pounding. 
T H E R M O DYNAMICS. The fundamental laws, equa-
tions of conditions for air and steam; pressure, volume, 
temperature, etc. 
In addition to the above required subjects there are 
others elective. 
At least three students must elect a course or it may be 
withdrawn. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 
ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD, B.S. 
The rapid development of industrial life through the 
applications of electricity has created many openings for 
specially qualified men. The work here is intended to fur-
nish young men the advantages necessary to an intelligent 
mastery of this important profession. A basis is laid in 
mechanical drawing, descriptive geometry, mathematics, 
general physics and other related lines so as to render more 
efficient the technical subjects that follow. 
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The various properties of electricity are thoroughly 
comprehended first. The various kinds of electrical mech-
anism and machine drawing are studied in a technical way. 
Electrical motors, electrical measurements, the agencies of 
transmission and the apparatus used in these matters are 
studied. The mechanic arts are so intimately related to 
electrical engineering, as also applied mechanics, steam en-
gineering, mechanics, hydrostatics and hydraulics that these 
subjects are included in the course. The technical applica-
tions of electricity for lighting purposes, for traction, for 
telegraphy, for telephone systems, bring these matters under 
consideration. Thermo dynamics and dynamo electric ma-
chinery are included in the course. Theory is studied from 
the most advanced text-books, and is supplemented by con-
stant work in the laboratories so as to test all theories by 
practice. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. 
CLAUDE S . TINGLEY, M.S. 
This course is intended to be thorough in the technical 
mastery of chemical theory and of its practical applications. 
Some studies are included in the course for the sole purpose 
of mental discipline. It is necessary that an engineer be a 
thinker, and that he have mental power and originality in 
purusing his vocation. 
The foundations of the course are laid in general stud-
ies for mental strengthening, and in the general principles 
of elementary inorganic chemistry. The practical applica-
tions of chemistry require a general knowledge of the me-
chanic arts, and of machinery, particularly such as is used 
in chemical works. 
The chemical arts are so numerous that physics is added 
to the regular course so that the industrial and applied uses 
of chemistry may be given a prominent place. The textile 
industries, dyeing industries and other manufacturing,ap-
plications are considered, and the student is made familiar 
with the methods of transportation, evaporation, distillation, 
refrigeration and other related matters. Sanitary, organic 
and agricultural chemistry are all included in the course. 
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In order to widen the student's knowledge of general 
science in fields related to chemistry many scientific subjects 
are included in the course. For instance. Zoology, Botany 
and General Biology are included as having a bearing on 
organic and agricultural chemistry and physiology as re-
lated to physiological chemistry. Physiography, Mineral-
ogy and Geology are included because of their close relation 
to inorganic chemistry and qualitative Analysis. Mechanics, 
Physics and Economics are included because of their bear-
ings on physical and industrial chemistry and the economic 
value of chemical products. 
In addition to the preceding special studies all the engi-
neering courses are grounded in certain prescribed studies. 
Some of these are solely for mental discipline and for put-
ting strong foundations under the work. Others are for 
the purpose of testing theory by practice. 
For instance, all the engineering students must take a 
course in Mechanic Arts. They must take Drawing and 
Mathematics, and Chemistry and Physics. These subjects 
are essential to good work in any engineering line. After 
the Freshman year the civil engineers get more mathematics 
than the others, the mechanical engineers more drawing, the 
electrical engineers more physics and the chemical engineers 
more general science and chemistry. Opportunity is given 
after the Freshman year for taking modern languages and 
other elective studies. 
PHYSICAL CULTURE AND ATHLETICS. 
The University provides facilities for all sorts of exer-
cise which is open to all the school. It has two gymnasiums. 
One is a hundred and forty feet, equipped with baths and 
lockers, the gift of Mr. Stetson, liberally fitted up with ap-
paratus, the gift of Mr. Sampson. The other is a new 
brick building, the Cummings Gymnasium. It also owns 
a large enclosed athletic field. Its equipments include an 
open air quarter-mile running track, tennis courts, football 
gridiron, baseball diamond, and all the necessary apparatus 
for track, field and indoor athletics. The University phy-
sician for men, John F. Baerecke, M. D,, will give, for a 
fee, physical tests and medical advice as to suitable exercise 
to any young man who wishes it, Mrs. Vida Baerecke, 
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M» D., the University physician for women, will do the 
same for women. 
Being located in the land of blue skies, summer recre-
ations run through the winter. Baseball begins the first 
week of January. Every encouragement is given to exer-
cise in the open air. There are nearby opportunities for 
golf, and shell roads for miles about DeLand, and the bridle 
paths through the pine woods furnish excellent opportuni-
ties for bicycling, riding and driving. Blue Lake, one and 
one-half miles east; Lake Winnemissett, three miles south-
east, and the St. Johns river, four miles west, are used for 
sailing, rowing, swimming and fishing. Excellent hunting 
is near, but is limited to Saturdays. The University will 
co-operate, as the students need it and wish it, in carrying 
out the following excellent program: 
1. CALISTHENICS. This is designed to promote 
health and grace, and to be corrective of bad habits, such 
as stooping shoulders, imperfect breathing, careless sitting, 
standing and walking. 
2. PHYSICAL CULTURE. This is a prescribed course 
for Normal students as a part of their Technical Training. 
It is commended also to all sub-collegiate residents of Chau-
doin Hall who are under twenty-one years of age. It is 
open to College women. The work consists of free hand 
and free standing exercises, in club swinging, dumb bell 
and wand movements, and various tactics. 
3. GYMNASTICS. Facilities are furnished volunteer 
classes for exercise in club swinging, rope and pole climb-
ing, horizontal wrist pulleys, the back pulley quarter circle, 
intercostal pulleys, horizontal bars, parallel bars, and in the 
use of vaulting horse and buck. 
4. ATHLETICS. Football, baseball and basketball are 
included under this head. The Stetson students maintain 
two strong football teams, with enough regular substitutes 
for a third team; also two baseball teams and three basket-
ball teams. They have reached a high standard of efficiency 
in all their athletic work. 
5. OUTDOOR RECREATION. Tennis is played every 
day. Match games and tournaments are arranged by 
the players. Bicycling is a favorite exercise because of the 
excellent roads. The University provides a number of 
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sheds for the care of the wheels. The golf grounds of the 
"College Arms" are available for students. Aquatic sports 
—swimming, boating and fishing, are near and are greatly 
enjoyed. 
6. INDOOR ATHLETICS. Provision is made for con-
tests at the option of the Director, if desired, on horizontal 
bars, parallel bars and flying rings; for tumbling, vaulting, 
jumping. 
7. TRACK EVENTS. These include short and long 
distance running, hurdling, bicycling and relay races. The 
events are contested by classes and schools in the University 
in preparation for intercollegiate meets. 
8. FIELD SPORTS. These include the hammer throw-
ing, shot putting, pole vaulting, high jumping, broad jump-
ing and discus throwing. 
9. LECTURES. A course of lectures on Anatomy. 
Physiology, Hygiene, Athletics, Gymnastics, Training, Out-
door Sports, the Principles of Physical Culture and the 
place of Athletics in a Student's education. These lectures 
will cover such points as the body, its functions, its diseases, 
its development, exercise, food, rest, air, cleanliness, moral 
and physical; recreation, the influence of narcotics and stim-
ulants, normal living and the care and upbuilding of one's 
health. 
College of Law 
GENERAL STATEMENT. 
The College of Law was opened in October, 1900, and 
its growth from the beginning has been marked. It is the 
purpose of the College to prepare students to practice law. 
In carrying out this purpose, it is sought not merely to fa-
miliarize the student with certain rules of law, but also to 
develop a legal mind and to train him in the art of legal 
reasoning. 
THE DEPARTMENT BUILDING. 
During the first two years the College occupied rooms 
in Elizabeth Hall, These quarters were necessarily 
cramped and entirely inadequate to the needs of the rap-
idly growing work. In October, 1902, the new Science 
Hall, a beautiful brick building two hundred feet long, 
eighty feet deep and three stories high, was opened. The 
style of the building is of the Spanish Renaissance, with 
low, nearly flat roof, the brick walls being finished in grey 
stucco. The entire south half if its third floor is given up 
to the College of Law. This provides two large lecture-
rooms, a room for the Library, a Practice Court-room, the 
Dean's office and a hall for the Kent Club, the law debating 
society, thus furnishing ample room for the College of Law 
and giving it a home second to none in the South. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Applicants for admission to the Junior class must be at 
least nineteen years of age, and to the Senior class twenty. 
Graduates or matriculates of colleges, and students who 
have completed an academic course satisfactory to the Fac-
ulty, will be admitted to the College of Law without exam-
ination as to the preliminary requirements and may become 
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candidates for a degree. Other applicants, if candidates 
for a degree, must give satisfactory evidence of educational 
qualifications sufficient to enable them to pursue successful-
ly the study of law. 
Wherever practicable, prospective students of the law 
are earnestly advised to acquire a good high school or col-
legiate education before entering upon the special study of 
their profession. 
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING. 
Attomeys-at-law in good standing who have been ad-
mitted to practice law in Florida will be admitted to the 
Senior class without examination. Other applicants for 
advanced standing must pass an examination on the sub-
jects included in the work of one Junior year. 
ADMISSION OF SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
Persons who are unable to comply with the above re-
quirements are allowed to become special students, with 
the privilege of pursuing a selected course of study, but 
without the privilege of being enrolled as candidates for a 
degree. They are permitted under the guidance of the 
Dean to select such subjects from the different courses as 
they are able to pursue with profit to themselves. 
A like privilege is extended to all other persons de-
siring to take only certain courses offered in the College of 
Law. 
EXAMINATIONS FOR ADMISSION 
In the fall of 1912 examinations for admission will be 
held in the Law building, September 23rd and 24th, begin-
ning at nine o'clock in the morning and at two o'clock in 
the afternoon of each day. The examinations on the first 
day will have reference to general education. The exam-
inations on the other days will have reference to legal edu-
cation, and will be confined to candidates for advanced 
standing. Applicants for advanced standing, unless exempt 
from the preliminary requirements,. should be present at 
both of these examinations. Candidates should aim to pre-
sent themselves on these days, as they are expected to be 
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in attendance on the first day of the term, at which time 
the regular course of instruction will begin. No examina-
tions for advanced standing will be given after the first 
month of the Fall Term. 
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION. 
There are three distinct methods of instruction used by 
law schools, namely: the lecture system, the text-book sys-
tem and the case system. The work will not be confined 
to any one system. Realizing that each of these methods 
has in it elements of good, the Faculty will endeavor to 
combine in the course the good features of all. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
The course of study is a graded one and covers a period 
of two years of thirty-three weeks each. The College year 
is divided into three terms, the fall and winter term of 
twelve weeks each and the spring term of nine weeks. As 
the curriculum in the Law School covers a wide range and 
the work is exceptionally heavy, those students whose pre-
liminary training is not the equivalent of a good high school 
course are earnestly advised to "devote three years to the 
completion of their law studies. Students who need a 
three years' course are urged to take History, Economics 
and English in addition to law proper. The following is 
a statement of the subjects in which instruction is given, 
the time given to each subject and the methods used, and 
embraces the subjects and text-books prescribed by the Su-
preme Court of Florida for examination for admission to 
the Bar: 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
CONTRACTS—Nature and requisites of contracts in gen-
eral; offer and acceptance; contracts under seal; statute of 
frauds; consideration; capacity of parties; reality of con-
sent; legality of object; operation, interpretation, and dis-
charge of contract; quasi contract. Text-books : Clark on 
Contracts and Huffcut and Woodruff's Cases on Contracts, 
Four hours a week, two terms. 
ELEMENTARY LAW—Elementary principles of juris-
prudence, study of the leading branches of the law as treated 
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in Blackstone's Commentaries, Introduction, Book I (omit-
ting chapters I I I -XI I I ) and Book II. Five hours a week, 
one term. 
CRIMINAL LAW—Sources of criminal law; common 
law and statutory offenses; criminal acts; intent in general 
and as affected by insanity, intoxication, infancy, coercion, 
ignorance or mistake; justification; necessity; agency; con-
sent; condonation; contributory acts; domestic relations; 
parties in crime; jurisdiction; crimes against the person, 
property, public health, peace, justice, decency and morality. 
Three hours a week, one term. Text-book: Clark on Crim-
inal Law and selected cases. 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS—Includes a consideration of the 
law of Husband and Wife, Parent and Child, Guardian and 
Ward, and Infancy. Three hours a week, one term. Text-
book: Schouler's Domestic Relations and selected cases. 
TORTS—Nature ; harms that are not torts; parties to 
tort actions; remedies; discharge of torts; assault and bat-
tery; wrongful disturbance of family relation; defamation; 
trespass to property; trover and conversion; deceit and kin-
dred torts; nuisance; negligence. Five hours a week, one 
term. Text-books: Cooley on Torts, Burdick on Torts, 
and Burdick's Cases on Torts. 
BAILMENTS AND COMMON CARRIERS—Bailments in 
general; legal results of the relation; mutual benefit bail-
ments; extraordinary bailment. Common carriers of 
goods; rights and duties of common carriers; liability un-
der special contract; termination of relation; quasi bailees; 
carriers of passengers; actions against common carriers. 
Three hours a week, one term. Text-books: Moore on 
Carriers and Goddard's Outline of Bailments and Carriers. 
EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE I—The origin and history of 
equity jurisdiction; general maxims; equitable titles, includ-
ing an exhaustive study of trusts and of the powers, duties 
and liabilities of trustees. Four hours a week, one term. 
Text-book: Bispham's Equity Jurisprudence. 
CONSTITUTIONAL L A W OF FLORIDA—Two hours a 
week, one term. Text-books: Constitution of Florida and 
the decisions of the Supreme Court. 
AGENCY—'For what purposes an agency may be cre-
ated ; who may be principal or agent; appointment of agents 
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and the evidence thereof; authority by ratification, delega-
tion of authority by the agent; termination of the relation; 
nature and extent of the authority; construction and execu-
tion of the authority; duties of agent to principal; duties 
and liabilities of agent to third persons; duties and liabili-
ties of principal to agent; duties and liabilities of principal 
to third persons; duties and liabilities of third persons to 
agents; duties and liabilities of third persons to principal; 
special classes of agents. Three hours a week, one term. 
Text-book: Mechem's Outlines of Agency and selected 
cases. 
COMMON LAW PLEADING—^Forms of action; parties 
to action; proceedings to an action; the declaration; pro-
duction of the issue; materiality in pleading; singleness in 
pleading; certainty in pleading; consistency and simplicity 
in pleading; directness and brevity in pleading; miscella-
neous rules. Five hours a week, one term. Text-book: 
Shipman's Common Law Pleading and selected cases. 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE—Apprehension of persons and 
property; preliminary examination; bail and commitment; 
mode of accusation; time of prosecution; nolle prosequi; 
pleading; proof; variance; motion to quash; arraignment; 
demurrer and pleas of defendant; trial and verdict; pro-
cedings after verdict; evidence; habeas corpus. Three hours 
a week, one term. Text-book: Beale's Criminal Procedure 
and selected cases. 
SALES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY—Sale and contract to 
sell; Statute of Frauds; conditions and warranties and rem-
edies for their breach; delivery; acceptance and receipt; sel-
ler's lien; stoppage in transitu; bills of lading and jus dis-
ponendi; factor's acts. Three hours a week, one term. 
Text-book: Tiffany on Sales and selected cases. 
WILLS—Nuncupative, holographic, and conditional 
wills; agreement to make wills; who may be testator; re-
straint upon power of testamentary disposition; mistake; 
fraud and undue influence; execution; revocation; republi-
cation, probate and construction of wills; legacies; payment 
of testator's debts. Three hours a week, one term. Text-
book: Rood on Wills. 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE II—Grounds for relief in 
equity; equitable remedies, including reformation, recession 
and cancellation, specific performance, injunctions and re-
ceivers; equitable estoppel; election; satisfaction; notice; 
priorities and subrogation. Three hours a week, one term. 
Text-book: Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence. 
EQUITY PLEADING—^^Equity pleading in general; par-
ties; proceedings in an equitable suit; bills in equity; dis-
claimer; demurrer; plea; answer; repHcation. Three hours 
a week, one term. Text-book: Shipman's Equity Pleading 
and selected cases. 
BILLS AND NOTES—General consideration of the nego-
tiable instrument law of Florida and more specifically, form 
and interpretation of negotiable instruments; consideration; 
negotiation; rights of holder; liability of parties; duties of 
holder, such as presentment for payment and notice of dis-
honor; discharge; bills of exchange, their acceptance, pre-
sentment and protest; promissory notes and checks. Three 
hours a week, one term. Text-book: Bigelow's Bills, Notes 
and Cheques. 
M A U P I N ON MARKETABLE T I T L E S TO R E A L PROPER-
TY—Four hours a week, one term. 
GENERAL STATUTES OF FLORIDA AND CIRCUIT AND 
SUPREME COURT RULES—Three hours a week, two terms. 
Text-books: General Statutes of Florida, Florida Decisions 
and Court Rules. 
JURISDICTION OF U N I T E D STATES COURTS—One hour 
a week, one term. Text-book to be selected. 
EVIDENCE—Rules of admission; rules of exclusion; 
facts judicially noticed; oral evidence and when excluded; 
burden of proof; right to begin; competency of witnesses; 
examination of witnesses; production of documents; pro-
duction of persons and things; examination in chief; cross-
examination; re-examination. Four hours a week, one 
term. Text-book: McKelvy on Evidence. 
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS—Nature of a corporation; 
creation and citizenship of corporations; effect of i r r ^ u l a r 
incorporation; relation between corporation and its promo-
ters; powers and liabiHties of corporations; the corporation 
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and the State; dissolution of corporations; membership in 
corporations; officers and agents of corporations; rights and 
remedies of creditors; foreign corporations. Four hours 
a week, one term. Text-book: Clark on Corporations and 
selected cases. 
PARTNERSHIP—Definitions and distinctions; for what 
purposes a partnership may be created; who may be part-
ners ; contract of partnership and its evidence; true partner-
ships ; quasi partnerships; articles of partnership; firm name; 
good will; capital of firm; property of the firm; rights and 
duties of partners toward each other; action at law between 
partners; actions in equity between partners; powers of 
partners; who are bound by the acts of a partner; liability 
of a firm for acts of its servants and agents; nature and ex-
tent of liability of partners; actions by and against the firm; 
termination of the partnership; notice of the dissolution; 
effect of dissolution upon the powers of partners; lien of 
partners; special agreements between partners at dissolution; 
application of partnership assets; final accounting; limited 
partnerships. Three hours a week, one term. Text-book: 
Mechem's Elements of Partnership. 
PRACTICE COURT—One hour a week during winter 
and spring terms. 
FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—United States and 
the States; establishment and amendment of constitutions^ 
construction and interpretation of constitutions; three de-
partments of government; federal jurisdiction; powers of 
Congress; establishment of republican government; execu-
tive, judicial, and legislative power of the States; the police 
power; power of taxation; right of eminent domain; civil 
rights and their protection by the constitutions; political 
and public rights; constitutional guaranties in criminal cases; 
laws impairing the obligation of contracts; retroactive laws. 
Three hours a week, one term. Text-book: Cooley's Prin-
ciples of Constiutional Law. 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—Creation of public cor-
porations; legislative control over public corporations; con-
stitutional limitations upon legislative power over public 
corporations; municipal securities and indebtedness; mode 
and agencies of corporate action; liability of public corpo-
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rations in tort and contract; municipal duties relating to 
governmental officers. Three hours a week, one term. Text-
book : Elliott's Municipal Corporations and selected cases. 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—Appointment and 
qualification of executors and administrators; assets and 
inventory of the estate; general powers, duties and liabil-
ities of executors and administrators as to personal assets; 
payments and distribution; general powers, duties and lia-
bilities of executors and administrators as to real estate; 
accounting and allowances. Three hours a week, one term. 
Text-book: Croswell on Executors and Administrators 
and selected cases. 
DAMAGES—Definitions and distinctions; classes of 
damages; damages for non-payment of money; damages 
for breach of contracts respecting personal property and 
real property; damages for breach of contracts respecting 
personal services; damages in actions against carriers; dam-
ages in actions against telegraph companies; damages for 
causing death of a person; damages for injuries to real 
property; damages for injuries to personal property; dam-
ages for personal injuries; damages for libel, slander, false 
imprisonment, and malicious prosecution; costs and ex-
penses as damages; pecuniary circumstances of parties as 
affecting amount of damages; aggravation and mitigation 
of damages; excessive and insufficient damages. Three 
hours a week, one term. Text-book: Mechem's Cases on 
Damages. 
LEGAL MAXIMS—Text-book: Broom's Legal Maxims. 
Four hours a week, one term. 
LEGAL ETHICS—Three hours a week, one term. Text-
book : Sharswood's Legal Ethics. 
GENERAL REVIEWS—Five hours a week during the 
spring term. 
The text-books herein named are subject to change 
without notice, and also the term in which given. 
All Florida students are required to prepare such parts 
of the statutes of Florida relating to each of the above 
subjects as shall be designated by the Faculty. 
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EXAMINATIONS. 
It is the desire of the Faculty to characterize the work 
of the College of Law by its completeness and thorough-
ness. As one means to this end, two days are set ap^rt at 
the close of each term for the examination of all students 
upon the work of that term. The examinations are in 
writing and are rigid and searching, but are not final. Dur-
ing the last week of the Senior year all members of the 
Senior class must pass an examination in all subjects given 
in the course and attain a minimum grade of 75 per cent. 
in each subject in order to be recommended for a degree. 
THE PRACTICE COURT. 
A well organized Practice Court will be a regular fea-
ture of the course in the Senior year, and the work in it 
will be emphasized. Beginning with the Winter Term, 
weekly sessions of the Court will be field, over which the 
Judge of the Practice Court will preside. The object of 
the course in the Practice Court is to give the students 
practical instruction in pleading and practice at law and in 
equity and actual experience in the preparation and trial 
of cases, thus removing the main objection raised to law 
school training, that it is theoretical and not practical. The 
work in the Practice Court is divided into three classes 
of cases. 
FIRST. Cases arising upon statements of fact prepared 
and assigned to the students, upon which they are to issue, 
serve and return process, prepare pleadings and bring the 
case to an issue on a question of law. The case is first 
heard on the pleadings and the questions arising thereon 
are argued and disposed of. At the second hearing, after 
the pleadings have been approved, the case is argued and 
decided on the questions of law involved, the facts being 
admitted. 
SECOND. In the second class, actual controversies are 
arranged and assigned for trial as issues of fact. The 
students are here required to issue the proper process and 
prepare and file the pleadings necessary to produce an issue 
of fact. They then subpoena the witnesses, impanel the 
jury, examine the witnesses and argue the case to the court 
and jury. 
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THIRD. In this class the necessary papers are prepared 
to bring the case before the Supreme Court for review, and 
the legal questions arising in the lower court are argued 
and decided, 
LAW LIBRARY. 
Through the generosity of the bar of Florida the Col-
lege of Law was enabled to begin its career with a good 
working Library, including the reports of the Florida Su-
preme Court, the United States Supreme Court, the Amer-
ican Decisions, the American Reports and American State 
Reports, the Digests and Statutes of the State and the 
United States, and many of the leading text-books and 
books of reference. Since the year 1900, the reprint of 
the English Reports and the State Reporter System com-
plete have been added. The State Reporter System, issued 
by the West Publishing Company, gives us every case de-
cided in the court of last resort of every State in the Union 
since about 1870, This, with the selected cases before men-
tioned, affords most excellent facilities for the study of 
the case law of the American States. The Class of 1903 
left to the College of Law, as a memorial, the Chancery 
Reports of the State of New York; the Class of 1905, the 
New York Common Law Reports; the Class of 1906, the 
Lawyers' Reports Annotated; and the Class of 1907, the 
Michigan Reports to the Northwestern Reporter. Impor-
tant additions will be made to the Library during the com-
ing year. Hon. N, H. Larzelere of Norristown, Pa., pre-
sented the law library with a complete set, 224 volumes, of 
the Penna. Reports. Other large additions to the Law 
Library were made last year. There are now over two 
thousand bound volumes in the Law Library, not including 
law reviews. 
The students of the College of Law have access to 
the General Library of the University, 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
The Kent Club is a literary Society, the membership 
and work of which are under the control of the students 
of the College of Law, It meets in the evening once a week 
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in its hall in the Law Building, This hall has been set 
apart for the exclusive use of the law students and has been 
by them well furnished with chairs, tables, curtains, pic-
tures, etc. 
UNIVERSITY PRIVILEGES. 
The advantages of the other departments of the Uni-
versity are open to such students in the College of Law as 
desire and are able to accept them. Courses in Constitu-
tional and Political History, International Law, Political 
Economy, Logic, Rhetoric and English Composition are 
particularly recommended to law students. No extra charge 
will be made for such courses, but students in the College 
of Law will be permitted to take them only with the con-
sent of the Law Faculty and of ^ the professors whose 
courses they wish to take. 
DEGREE. 
The degree of Bachelor of Laws will be conferred on 
the completion of the course of study previously outlined. 
Students admitted to advanced standing may, if qualified, 
receive the degree after one year's residence, but in no case 
will the degree be granted unless the candidate is in actual 
residence during all of the Senior year. 
The Preparatory Academy 
The Stetson Academy invites comparison of its work 
with that of any other preparatory school in the country. 
The work is done by men who are Masters of Art or Doc-
tors of Philosophy or Science. These men represent Chi-
cago, Yale, Columbia, Utrecht-Holland and other high-
class institutions. The graduates of the Academy are pre-
pared to enter the best colleges in the United States. 
Students are required to offer testimonials as to per-
sonal character and work done, and of honorable dismissal, 
if coming from other schools. They will be required to 
pass a satisfactory examination in Arithmetic, English 
Grammar, Elementary Composition, United States History, 
Geography, Spelling and Writing, or present certificates 
from approved schools for all of the above work, except 
Spelling, for which no certificate will be accepted. Those 
students admitted with conditions will be required to make 
up their conditions before being entitled to advancement at 
the end of the year. 
COURSES OFFERED. 
The Academy offers six courses of study based on the 
requirements of the College of Liberal Arts in both the 
John B. Stetson University and the University of Chicago. 
These courses are as follows: The Classical Course, the 
Latin-Scientific Course, the Scientific Course, the Modern 
Language Course, the Fine Arts Course and the Engineer-
ing Course. 
Students are urged to pursue one of these six regular 
courses. In some cases, however, this is not possible, hence 
the Academy offers in addition a Literary course. This is 
an irregular course consisting of electives from the studies 
of the regular course. 
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CREDITS. 
All selections of work are subject to the approval of the 
student's dean. Beginning work in two foreign languages 
at the same time will not be encouraged. To make sure of 
credit in a modern language it must be pursued for two 
years. Over half the work of a class must be finished by 
the end of the year to insure promotion to the next class 
above, and even then it is a conditioned promotion. 
One credit will be given for the completion of one 
term's work in any subject. Forty-eight credits are re-
quired for graduation. All students are classed as First 
Year who have less than twelve credits; Second Year, 
twelve or over and less than twenty-four; Third Year, 
twenty-four or over and less than thirty-six; Fourth Year, 
thirty-six or over. 
The following curricula are recommended for college 
entrance, but Music, Fine Arts, and Mechanic Arts will be 
accepted as substitutes for some of the subjects here named 
under the rules enforced by the Dean: 
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The Academy Curriculum 
FIRST YEAR. 
ra i l 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Springr 
Term 
Classical 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra, 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
X^atln-Sclentifio 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Scientlflo 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Latin. 
Algebra. 
English. 
Elocution. 
History. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Springf 
Term 
Modem Ibang'Qag'e 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Fine Arts 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Music or Art. 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Music or Art. 
German or Fr. B. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Music or Art. 
Enffineeringr 
Mechan. Drawing. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Wood Shop. 
Mechan. Drawing. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Wood Shop. 
Mechan. Drawing. 
English. 
Algebra. 
Wood Shop. 
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SECOND YEAR. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Spriniir 
Term 
Classical 
Latin, Caesar. 
Greek. 
English. 
''^locution. 
Zoology. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Botany. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
Elocution. 
Botany. 
£atln-8elentiflc 
Latin, Caesar. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Zoology. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
.Botany. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Botany. 
Scientific 
Latin, Caesar. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Zoology. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Botany. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Elocution. 
Botany. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Sprlnsr 
Term 
Modern Iianffnasre 
Plane Geometry 
English. 
General History 
German or Pr. A. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
General History 
German or Fr. A. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
General History. 
German or Fr. A. 
Fine Arts 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
German or Fr. A. 
Music or Art. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
German or Fr. A. 
Music or Art. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
German or Fr. A. 
Music or Art. 
Engrineeringr 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
Mechan. Drawing. 
Iron Shop. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
Mechan. Drawing. 
Iron Shop. 
Plane Geometry. 
English. 
Mechan. Drawing. 
Iron Shop. 
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THIRD YEAR. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Spring-
Term 
Classical 
Latin. 
Greek. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
English. 
Geometry. 
I^atin-Sclentiflc 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Scientific 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Latin. 
French or Ger. 
English. 
Geometry. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Spring' 
Term 
Modern Kanf nag-e 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra 
Natural Scionce. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra 
Natural Science 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra 
Natural Science, 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Fine Arts 
Algebra. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Music or Art. 
Algebra & Elect. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Music or Art. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Elective. 
Music or Art. 
Engineering' 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Chemistry. 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Chemistry. 
Solid Geom. & 
Algebra. 
French or Ger. B. 
English. 
Chemistry. 
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FOURTH YEAR. 
FaU 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Sprinff 
Term 
Classical 
Latin. 
Greek. 
Algebra, Adv. 
Physics 
Latin. 
Greek. 
Geometry. 
Physics. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
Geometry. 
Physics. 
Katin-Soientiflc 
Latin. 
Algebra Adv. 
Physiology. 
Physics. 
Latin. 
Geometry. 
Physical Geog. 
Physics, 
Latin. 
Geometry. 
Geology. 
Physics. 
Scientific 
Pol. Economy, 
Algebra, Adv. 
Physiology. 
Physics. 
Civil Gov, 
Geometry. 
Physical Qeog, 
Physics, 
Civil Gov. 
Geometry. 
Geology. 
Physics. 
Fall 
Term 
Winter 
Term 
Spring 
Term 
Modern ^angoiag'e 
German or Fr. 
Political Science. 
Physics. 
French or Ger, 
German or Fr. 
Political Science. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. 
German or Fr. 
Political Science. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. 
Fine Arts. 
German or Fr. 
Physics. 
French or Ger, 
Art of Music. 
German or Fr. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. 
Art or Music. 
German or Fr, 
Physics. 
French or Ger. 
Art or Music. 
Bngrineering' 
Descrip. Geom. & 
Machine Design. 
Mathematics. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. A. 
Descrip. Geom. & 
Machine Design. 
Mathematics. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. A. 
Descrip. Geom. & 
Machine Design. 
Mathematics. 
Physics. 
French or Ger. A. 
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THE LATIN LANGUAGE. 
The aim of the department is to thoroughly ground the 
student in the elements of Latin, to develop the ability to 
translate easily and to rouse an interest in the language. 
The first year is given to unceasing drill in noun and verb 
forms, to a mastery of the meaning of the forms and to the 
acquisition of a vocabulary. From the beginning there is 
daily drill in rendering English into Latin as well as Latin 
into English. After the first year the interest in Latin is 
greatly enlivened by the historical elements in Caesar, the 
poetic elements in Virgil and the oratory of Cicero, Those 
who study Latin are at the same time acquiring a strong 
grasp of English. 
Instruction in Latin is given continuously for four 
years as follows: 
FIRST YEAR, Introductory course, based on Com-
stock's First Latin Book, 
SECOND YEAR, Caesar TIV; Latin Composition, 
based on the text. 
THIRD YEAR. Six orations of Cicero; Latin Com-
position, based on the text. 
FOURTH YEAR. Virgil, Aeneid I-VI, with metrical 
reading; review of Latin Composition. 
DEPARTMENT OF GREEK. 
It is the design of this course to prepare the student to 
read with facility the authors to be studied afterwards in 
the College. Particular stress is laid upon the thorough-
ness of drill in the declensions and in the conjugations, the 
rendering of Greek into idiomatic English, the frequent and 
regular work in rendering English prose into Greek and 
the daily inductive classification of the Greek syntax. Also 
attention is given to acquiring a more or less extensive 
vocabulary, based upon the affinity of words. The student 
is also led into an appreciation of what the Greek does for 
him in acquiring accuracy of thought and definition, and he 
is gradually introduced to a conception of the place occu-
pied by this great people in the history of human experience. 
The course in the Academy covers a period of three 
years, and is as follows: 
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FIRST YEAR. Beginning class. The work is based on 
White's Beginner's Greek, and involves a thorough drill in 
forms and in general principles of syntax. During the year 
the student reads some of the easier passages of Xenophon's 
Anabasis and begins reading at sight. 
SECOND YEAR, Xenophon's Anabasis, From three to 
four books are read. Drill in the declension and conjuga-
tion of forms is continued, and prose work is required twice 
weekly. The study and classification of syntax is pursued 
vigorously, and much sight reading is required. 
THIRD YEAR. Homer's Iliad. From three to four 
books of the Iliad are read. Instruction is based upon the 
principle of tracing the growth of the language, in fixing a 
knowledge of the Homeric forms, and a knowledge of the 
best Attic usage. Attention is also given to scansion. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS. 
This department is recognized -as one of the most fun-
damental to a good education. The course here is three 
years long. It includes Algebra, Plane Geometry, Solid 
Geometry, and Spherical Geometry. This course is thor-
ough and complete. Effort is made throughout to develop 
in the pupil power to think, to concentrate attention steadily, 
to reason accurately and to do original work. There are 
constant drills and reviews and tests. 
The text-books are selected to include the most approv-
ed ideas of mathematical pedagogy, and the class-room 
work is conducted with special effort toward overcoming 
the difficulties of individual pupils in mathematical study. 
It is recognized that the failure of many students to enjoy 
their course in mathematics is due to imperfect teaching 
arising from ignorance or excessive haste, or a disregard 
of plain laws of psychology. All the courses in mathematics 
are required for entrance to College. 
FIRST YEAR. Algebra to quadratics, including ratio 
and proportion. The elementary facts and principles of 
the science are carefully explained and impressed. 
THIRD YEAR. Plane Geometry, The elements are 
mastered, and enough original problems introduced to de-
velop independence in the process. 
J<:as( v iew of tlie (hininiinKS (i.\-nina.siimi, which i.s otic o\' our m o s t 
beau t i f u l bu i l d ings . 
Conriid Hai l for Youns ' Men. 
i 
^. 
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FOURTH YEAR, Algebra through quadratics the first 
half year, and Solid Geometry the second half year. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. 
This department offers three years of work based on 
the intercollegiate requirements in English. It does so in 
full recognition of the importance of the mother tongue as 
the instrument with which all the pupil's work is to be done. 
The course includes English Grammar and Analysis, the 
Elements of Rhetoric, and English and American Litera-
ture. These subjects are all made as concrete as possible. 
The student approaches the subject altogether from his 
own experience rather than by way of dry definitions. 
The composition work is based on the pupil's knowl-
edge, and he chooses themes wholly within the range of his 
own reading and thinking. He is taught daily to express 
himself. The classics read by the class are chosen with a 
view to stimulate the pupil's taste for good literature. He-
roic ballads, short stories, character sketches, thrilling tales 
of adventure, choice essays, the most beautiful lyric poetry 
and the best plays of Shakespeare are studied in the course. 
FIRST YEAR. An application of the rules of English 
Grammar; the correction of common errors of speech; the 
study of simple masterpieces and themes. Three days a 
week. 
SECOND YEAR. This is primarily a theme course. The 
more practical elements of Rhetoric are made familiar, A 
more critical study of masterpieces begins. Three days a 
week. 
B t^f T H I R D YEAR. History of English Literature and class 
feports; themes and readings based on masterpieces of the 
I literature from 1590 to 1892; readings and discussions of 
American Literature. Five days a week. 
DEPARTMENT OF ELOCUTION. 
This department is correlated with that of English for 
the first two years of the Academy course, and the work is 
required. From the first effort is made to overcome care-
less habits of pronunciation and enunciation. Full value is 
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given to every vowel and consonant. Nasal qualities, lisp-
ing, and aspirated elements of speech are overcome. At-
tention is given to the production of pure tones, the increase 
of the vocal register, the thorough understanding and abil-
ity to reproduce the effusive, expulsive and explosive qual-
ities of tone. The pupil is drilled in reading examples of 
suppressed, moderate and declamatory force, high pitch and 
low pitch, phrasing and stress. Monotones, one of the 
principal difficulties of readers and speakers, receives spe-
cial attention. Time, the rate of delivery, movement, ac-
cent, rhythmic qualities of intonation and richness and full-
ness of voice are cultivated. Gesture as a language by itself 
is taught as a means of expression. 
FIRST YEAR, Voice culture, breathing exercises, enun-
ciation, quality of voice, the increase of the vocal register, 
the delivery of selected declamations and criticism. 
SECOND YEAR, Emphasis, pitch, time, stress, accent, 
voice culture continued, gesture, the principle of action in 
declamation and the public delivery of short selections, 
DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN. 
The aim of the work in the first two years is to fit stu-
dents for reading literary German of ordinary difficulty, 
and to serve as a basis for advanced work. The work of 
the first two years covers: careful drill upon pronunciation; 
frequent repetition of memorized model sentences illustrat-
ing idioms and colloquial usage; rules and principles of 
grammar, ordinary prepositions, and word-order; easy 
prose composition, designed to fix grammatical principles 
and develop a fair degree of readiness in natural forms of 
expression; and the reading in class of about two hundred 
pages of texts from Standard German authors. 
The course in the Academy covers a period of two 
years. A third year may be elected. The regular work is 
as follows: 
FIRST YEAR, Introductory course, based on Joynes-
Meissner German Grammar, with the reading of some ele-
mentary German text. 
SECOND YEAR. Advanced work in Grammar. Reading 
of Heyse's "L'Arrabbiata," or Storms' "Immensee," Fall 
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Term. Schiller's "Wilhelm Tell," Winter Term. Lessing's 
"Minna von Bamhelm," Spring Term. Composition based 
on texts read. Conversation. 
DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH. 
FIRST YEAR. Thorough drill in the rudiments of 
French Grammar, with special reference to pronunciation 
and ear-training. Simple texts introduced in second and 
third terms. Grammar required: Chardenal's Complete 
French Course. 
SECOND YEAR. Continuation of Grammar, including 
irregular verbs. Composition, Dictation and Conversation. 
Simple poems, fables and stories to be committed to mem-
ory. Intermediate Texts. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND CIVICS. 
Some knowledge of United States History is required 
of all students who enter the Academy. Two years' work 
in History and in Civics is provided in the Academy course. 
The first year's work is intended to acquaint the pupil with 
the facts of general history of the world from the earliest 
times to the present. Myer's "General History" is used as 
a guide. In addition to this course the following course in 
Civics and Economics is prescribed for the students of the 
Scientific course: 
ECONOMICS. Walker's Elements of Political Econ-
omy is used as the basis of the work, the aim being to pre-
pare students for college work in economics and also to 
familiarize those who do not intend to take a prolonged 
course of study with the elements of economics and the 
salient points in American industrial history. Fall Term, 
CIVIL GOVERNMENT, Bryce's American Common-
wealth is used as a text. The object of the course is to 
acquaint thoroughly the students with the Constitution of 
the United States, Winter and Spring Terms, 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND 
GEOLOGY. 
In Physical Geography the text-book is used as a basis 
for recitation and is supplemented by lectures. The object 
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of the course is to awaken in the student an intelligent in-
terest in the phenomena of nature. 
The text-book used in Geology is illustrated and sup-
plemented by the geological collection of the museum, which 
includes the principal minerals, forms of rock and casts and 
fossils representing the different strata, 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS. 
ELEMENTARY PHYSICS, This course includes the 
treatment, theoretically and experimentally, of the subjects 
of Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Acoustics, Heat, 
Optics and Electricity and Magnetism, 
Recitations and lectures, three periods a week. Lab-
oratory work, several periods a week throughout the year. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY. 
ZOOLOGY. The animals are studied in their habits of 
Hfe and their relations to their surroundings; for the obser-
vation of the lower orders the microscope is used. The 
important anatomical features are learned from the dissec-
tion of some typical forms. Students make concise notes 
and drawings embodying the results of their observations. 
BOTANY. Recitations and laboratory work familiarize 
the students with the structure and functions of plants, and 
with the commonly used technical terms. The ecological 
features of plant life are amply illustrated in the high pine 
land, the flatwoods and hammocks with their numerous 
ponds and lakes which constitute Florida's beauty. 
PHYSIOLOGY, The object of the course is to give the 
student a clear idea of the principal changes which take 
place during life in the organs and tissues of the healthy 
body; the anatomical and histological structure of those 
organs and tissues will be explained as far as necessary for 
a good understanding of their physiological functions Hy-
giene will be treated in connection with the various topics. 
The Teachers' College 
The Teachers* College of John B. Stetson University 
was organized to educate teachers primarily for the public 
schools of Florida, All its work is designed to be of as-
sistance to this commonwealth. With that in view it has 
set its standards high and it invites all who are interested 
in public education to co-operate. The state and county 
superintendents of public instruction may depend on Stet-
son University to assist them in their service to the com-
munity. 
A strong faculty has been selected to do the work, but 
in addition, the Stetson University Teachers' College offers 
the following special advantages to those teaching the ped-
agogy of common school work. Expert penmanship is 
taught by the Director of the Stetson Business College; 
Drawing is taught by the Director of the Stetson School 
of Fine Arts; Music is taught by the Director of the School 
of Music; Manual Training is taught by the expert in the 
wood and iron shops of the Technological schools, and the 
advanced college courses are taught by the professors in 
the Stetson College of Liberal Arts, 
THE AIM OF THE SCHOOL. 
The aim of the school is to graduate good teachers, 
and to this end every effbrt is made to give: 
1. A solid basis of thorough scholarship, 
2. A familiar knowledge of the common branches 
taught in the public schools. 
3. A professional training in methods of teaching. 
4. A knowledge of child psychology in theory and m 
•practice. 
5. A knowledge of the history and principles of edu-
cation. 
Plenty of young people "keep school" who do not teach 
school. A teacher should teach, not merely hear recitations. 
He ought to show a pupil how to study as well as ask him 
to recite. The teacher should not tell the pupil everything, 
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but should know the arts and principles and methods of 
teaching so well that he can arouse the pupil's interest and 
direct his energies wisely. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
Stetson offers five courses of study to teachers: A 
Spring Term Review Course, a Training Kindergarten 
Course, an Elementary Normal Course, an Advanced Nor-
mal Course, and a Teachers' College Course. 
SPRING REVIEW COURSE. 
Florida school teachers are offered a special review 
course in the Spring Term. It is a preparatory course for 
any who wish to take the county examinations for a teach-
er's certificate. Teachers who do not wish to take the re-
view course are permitted to elect their studies in the Nor-
mal School, the Academy, the Schoo^ of Mechanic Arts, 
and in some cases in the College. 
FREE TUITION, FREE ROOM RENT AND A REDUCED 
RATE FOR BOARDING. 
Through the generous liberality of friends, free tuit-
ion, free room rent and a reduction in the regular rate for 
boarding will be given to all teachers and prospective teach-
ers of the State, who enroll for review work and live in the 
University dormitories during this special review term. The 
charge for those living in the University dormitories and 
taking the entire term's work of 9 weeks will be only thirty-
nine dollars ($39.00). This will cover the expenses usually 
enumerated under the following headings: board, room, 
light, heat and tuition. All who have taught during the 
past year will be permitted to elect, without any extra 
charge whatever, any of the regular courses for which they 
have had adequate preparation, in the Normal School, in 
the Academy, in the School of Mechanic Arts, or in the 
College of Liberal Arts. Students who have not previously 
taught in the State, will be required to confine their studies 
to the list enumerated under the heading "Special Review 
Courses," unless they desire to pay the regular tuition for 
courses not included in this list. 
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SPECIAL REVIEW COURSE. 
A special review course will be given in the Teachers' 
College of the John B, Stetson University during the spring 
term for the benefit of all who are preparing to take the 
Florida teachers' examinations in June, The term begins 
about March 27, and continues for a period of nine weeks. 
There are reviews of Physical Geography, Physiology, Geo-
graphy, Civics, English Grammar, Florida History, United 
States History, Arithmetic, Theory and Practice of Teach-
ing, Composition, Orthography, and Algebra. These re-
views are based on the texts adopted by the State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction. Special courses are given 
in Agriculture, Nature Study, Writing, Reading, Manual 
Training, Singing, Drawing, Primary methods and Child 
Psychology. Candidates for State Certificates will have an 
opportunity to take such review courses as will prepare 
them for these examinations. The facilities for laboratory 
work in Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Agriculture, and 
Botany, offered at Stetson are unequaled anywhere else in 
the far South. The professors and instructors in these 
subjects are prepared to give a great deal of individual at-
tention to the needs of each student. 
Special stress will be placed on the subject of Agricul-
ture, so that all applicants for teachers' certificates may be 
prepared to measure up to the requirements laid down by 
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
THE TEACHING STAFF. 
Last year the Director of the Teachers' College was 
assisted by more than thirty professors and instructors in 
the work of the Teachers' College during the Spring Term, 
The review class in many of the subjects was divided into 
two sections. This year we are prepared for an indefinite 
increase in the teaching force, as well as for an increase in 
the number of courses and classes. The Director will de-
vote all of his time during the term to the interests of the 
review class, and the entire faculty of the institution will 
second his efforts to provide inspiring and helpful instruc-
tion to the teachers while here. 
OUR ENROLLMENT. 
Our enrollment in the review courses increased more 
than eleven hundred per cent ( i i o o per cent) in four years. 
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In 1909-12 we enrolled teachers from more than thirty of 
the counties of Florida and from six other states. Some 
of them were college or normal school graduates. More 
than two score of them were high school graduates. These 
facts ought to be taken as good evidence that the substan-
tial character of our work is gaining general recognition, 
not only among the teachers and school superintendents of 
Florida, but throughout the entire South, Stetson Univer-
sity is a great organized charity, established for the purpose 
of furthering every legitimate school interest of the State. 
It is a great day in the life of any young person when he 
commits himself to the moulding and transforming influ-
ences of a great institution of learning. 
FREE TEACHERS' AGENCY. 
The Free Teachers' Agency conducted by the Teachers' 
College has been instrumental in securing for many of our 
students promotions to more desirable and remunerative 
positions. We are in close touch with all the prominent 
school ofiicials of the State and we take great pleasure in 
assisting worthy and competent teachers to merited pro-
motions. 
THE KINDERGARTEN TRAINING COURSE. 
This is a two years' course of study, observation and 
practice. An excellent kindergarten is maintained in con-
nection with the course. The spirit of the kindergarten 
informs the whole school which is grounded in the prin-
ciples of Froebel. The student pursues a course in the 
philosophy of Froebel, a course in general educational 
science, a course in child psychology, a course in nature 
study and spends a daily period in observation in the kin-
dergarten and has practice in the telling of fairy tales and 
stories, illustrative of the relations of the child's world, 
and takes part in songs, plays, games, gifts and occupations. 
THE ELEMENTARY NORMAL COURSE. 
This course is designed for those who wish to prepare 
themselves to teach in the elementary schools. It is iden-
tical with the first two years of the four years' course. It 
puts especial emphasis on the common English branches. 
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Those are admitted to it who have completed the work of 
the eighth grade of a good public school. The course leads 
to a certificate and is intended to prepare the student to 
pass a county examination for a teacher's certificate. 
Before the end of the course the student will be re-
quired to pass an examination in all the common school 
subjects in addition to those of this course. In the second 
year of this course observation and practice in teaching are 
required, and in the spring term the Director may require 
those who are weak in any subject to review it. 
THE ADVANCED NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This is a four years' course and will fit the student to 
teach in the higher positions in public schools, or to enter 
Stetson University. The first two years are identical with 
the two years' course, so that if the student is obliged to 
leave at the end of two years he is equipped to teach in 
elementary schools at least. The last two years introduce 
Latin and the higher academic mathematics. 
Students who finish this course are prepared for service 
in the higher grades of public school work. 
THE TEACHERS' COLLEGE COURSE. 
This course, if properly followed, leads to the College 
degree of Ph.B., at Stetson, and also'at the University of 
Chicago, as indicated in the catalogue. The entire equip-
ment of the College of Liberal Arts is used for the benefit 
of those taking this work. Those Vv^ ill be admitted to the 
course who are graduates of the Stetson Normal School 
or the Academy, or who have graduated from the high 
schools accredited in this University, provided their cer-
tificates cover the entrance requirements. 
FLORIDA STUDENTS AT STETSON. 
There are many special advantages enjoyed by Florida 
boys and girls at the John B. Stetson University. The Uni-
versity exists for them primarily. It was started as a local 
interest in DeLand. Its work was broadened to include 
the State. A further step was taken when it widened its 
scope to provide for the large number of Northern students 
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who attend it during the Winter Term. It has proved to 
be a distinct and positive blessing to both the Northern 
and the Florida students who mingle together in the Uni-
versity. Both learn to esteem each other highly. There 
never has been the least friction between them. The spe-
cial advantages offered to Florida students are as follows: 
1. There are many free tuition scholarships, each one 
$72.60, offered annually to graduates of the High Schools 
of Florida, two being assigned to each school. 
2. Free tuition scholarships are given to all childi'en 
of ministers in active service, engaged in no other business, 
and to endorsed candidates for the ministry. Our preach-
ers in Florida are not working for money. They don't 
have big bank accounts; they are men of God! They are 
a blessing to the State. This rule of the University is a 
distinct recognition of their worth as a class. 
3. Free tuition, free room rent and a discount on the 
regular cost of board is made in the Spring Term to all 
Florida school teachers who present a certificate from the 
county superintendent that they have taught the preceding 
winter. Many teachers avail themselves of this conces-
sion. There are over 3,000 teachers in the State who could 
do so. This rule of the University also is a distinct tribute 
to this class of public servants. The best is none too good 
for our children. The Stetson Univer,sity Normal School 
is especially designed to equip the public school teacher. 
4. A loan fund has been started for the benefit of 
Florida boys only. This fund enabled two boys to attend 
the University this year. 
5. The Stetson scholarships and the McBride schol-
arship are used at present for Florida boys and girls. Their 
use is not limited, but the Florida boys and girls get the 
benefit of it. 
6 Thirty positions in the University are assigned to 
Florida boys and girls—chiefly boys. These pay tuition 
or partial board for service to the University as monitors, 
janitors, laboratory and library assistants, mail carrier, 
book-seller, attendants, assistants to professors, etc. In 
the distribution of these aids preference is given always 
to the needy who prove themselves for their ability and 
worth. The University rarely promises anything in ad-
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vance in regard to paragraph 6. The reason is, it must 
have efficient service and it will never risk a person until 
he has been here awhile and has earned the confidence of 
the Faculty. 
It is only right that those should pay who can pay. 
There is no reason why other people should contribute to 
the education of the children of those who are well able 
to pay for themselves. Those who have put their money 
into the University endowments, buildings and lands have 
done so with the idea of helping those to get an education 
who have limited means. The trust will be administered 
in the spirit as well as the letter of such gifts. If there is 
any boy in Florida who has $100 and wants an education, 
our advice to him would be, start. Go as far as the $100 
will take you. When it gives out, go back and earn more. 
In many cases before that money gives out something will 
turn up to help the student through. The University does 
not guarantee that something will turn up, but it has again 
and again proved true for others. 
The Business College 
CURRICULUM AND CREDITS. 
The management of the University, realizing the im-
portance of this department, has spared neither money nor 
time in making the Business College superior in every par-
ticular. 
Thoroughly practical courses are offered in Bookkeep-
ing, Shorthand, Typewriting and Banking. Academic stu-
dents are given three credits for either the Bookkeeping or 
Shorthand course, and six credits for both courses. For 
information concerning the conditions for obtaining cred-
its, see instructions under respective courses. 
A special bulletin setting forth full particulars of this 
Department will be sent on application to John B. Stetson 
University, DeLand, Fla, 
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The Normal School 
The Normal School of John B, Stetson University 
was organized to educate teachers primarily for the pubHc 
schools of Florida. All its work is designed to be of as-
sistance to this commonwealth. With that in view it has 
set its standards high and it invites all who are interested 
in public education to co-operate. The state and county 
superintendents of public instruction may depend on Stet-
son University to assist them in their service to the com-
munity. 
A strong faculty has been selected to do the work, but 
in addition, the Stetson University Normal School offers 
the following special advantages: Expert penmanship is 
taught by the Director of the Stetson Business College; 
Drawing is taught by the Director.of the Stetson School 
of Fine Arts; Music is taught by the Director of the 
School of Music; Manual Training is taught by the expert 
in the wood and iron shops of the Technological Schools, 
and the advanced college courses are taught by the pro-
fessors in the Stetson College of Liberal Arts. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
Stetson offers five courses of study to teachers: 
SPRING T E R M R E V I E W COURSE. 
K I N D E R G A R T E N T R A I N I N G COURSE. 
E L E M E N T A R Y N O R M A L COURSE, 
ADVANCED N O R M A L COURSE, 
T E A C H E R S * COLLEGE COURSE. 
Special Announcement 
A separate bulletin, outlining the courses offered in 
the Normal School and Teachers' College of Stetson Uni-
versity, can be secured by addressing the President of the 
University, DeLand, Fla. 
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The School of Fine Arts 
The object of this school is to train the powers of 
observation, to enable studeiits to learn to draw correctly 
from the living model and from nature, to gain some skill 
in the expression of ideas, and to learn to appreciate the 
beautiful. 
COURSES. 
( i ) A REGULAR COURSE of four years is offered 
for those who desire to make a profession of art in some 
line, such as portrait, landscape and decorative painting, 
composition, modeling and illustration, or for those who 
wish to prepare for teaching. Examinations will be given 
at the close of each session and, to those completing a 
course, a certificate of proficiency will be granted, 
(2) A SPECIAL COURSE is offered students who are 
interested in art for culture and for their own pleasure. 
No certificate is given in this course, 
REGULAR COURSES. 
In the regnlar course the study of Art is pursued along 
the lines stated below; exercises and studies varying in 
difficulty according to the year and advancement of the 
pupil. 
In the third and fourth years Design is omitted, more 
time being spent upon Life Drawing and Painting. 
F R E E H A N D PERSPECTIVE.—^Principles and applica-
tions of free-hand perspective in sketching objects, in-
teriors, exteriors and landscape. 
VALUES (Light and Shade).—Drawing from still-
life, fruit or plant form, ornament, the antique head and 
figure. 
THEORETICAL DESIGN. Principles of Design and 
their application to problems in space filling. Theory of 
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color and principles governing color application. Study 
of natural forms such as plants, flowers, landscapes, birds, 
insects and figures in relation to decorative use in applied 
design. 
APPLIED DESIGN.—Practical application of the princi-
ples of design and color to stenciling, block printing, book 
covers, book plates, border and surface patterns. 
L I F E DRAWING.—Drawing the costume model and 
study of the head from life. 
COLOR.—Still life, fruits, flowers, and out-door sketch-
ing. 
ART HISTORY.—One year in history of art is required 
for the completion of the course leading to the certificate. 
This may be taken by students in any class. 
FIRST YEAR.—"Apollo—The Story of Art Through-
out the Ages"—Reinach, 
SECOND YEAR.—"Outlines for the Study of Art ." 
Vol. I (Early Italian Art,) H, H, Powers and L. M. 
Powe. 
T H I R D YEAR—"Outlines for the Study of Art," Vol, 
II (Later Italian Art.) H. H, Powers and L, M, Powe. 
SPECIAL COURSE. 
Water color and oil painting from nature and good 
models by old and modern masters. Composition, tapestry, 
and china painting. Pen and ink drawing. History of 
art. Some knowledge of drawing will be required of pu-
pils registering for any special course except History of 
Art. Costume sketch class one hour a week, to which 
members of all classes are admitted to sketch from life. 
In December and March public concours are held in 
the studio, when the best work done by students in the 
preceding months is hung for exhibition. 
The best work of the pupils is held through the year 
by the Director of the Art Department for the final exhi-
bition during Commencement week, and then returned to 
them. 
Upon the discretion of the Director of the Art De-
partment one study from each pupil may be retained per-
manently by, the University. 
School of Music 
GENERAL STATEMENT. 
The School of Music offers thorough courses in all 
branches of music, including Singing, Piano, Organ, Vio-
lin, Theory, Musical History, sight singing, ensemble sing-
ing, etc., etc. The highest standard is constantly kept be-
fore the pupil, the best technical skill is developed, real mu-
sical expression is made a specialty by individual attention 
and instruction. 
The graduation requirements include all that makes 
for thorough musicianship. A number of very interesting 
recitals are planned every year, and pupils are required to 
attend and take part, thus equipping them thoroughly for 
public appearances. Two or more oratorios, entirely new 
to the South, are presented each year by the choral society, 
which any pupil, with a good voice, may join. 
In short, the music student at Stetson has opportuni-
ties for a broad education, musical and otherwise that are 
not excelled by any other music school in the country, 
PIANOFORTE. 
The very best known methods of instruction are em-
ployed in developing perfect technical skill. The individual 
needs of the pupil are studied and special exercises are 
given where needed. The real meaning of music is made 
clear to the pupil, musical temperament is awakened and 
developed, so that the student has a legitimate reason for 
hard and conscientious work, in touch, phrasing, pedalling 
and all the essentials that form sound piano musicianship. 
Candidates for graduation are obliged to pass a strict ex-
amination in piano playing, harmony and musical history. 
SINGING. 
Instruction in this department includes voice culture, 
based on the proper use of the breath—singing—which in-
cludes phrasing, articulation, expression, style, etc. 
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The daily morning Chapel Service. This room seats more than 900. Not all of the students are visible. , •* 
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No ironclad method is forced on the pupil, but individ-
ual exercises, helpful suggestions, and encouragement guide 
the student to a practical knowledge of the singing voice 
and how to use it. Songs by the old masters and by the 
best modern composers are taught, and interpreted in a 
way that interests and inspires the pupil. 
Pupils may take a course preparing them for opera or 
oratorio. 
Candidates for graduation in singing, must also show 
some ability in Piano playing; they must also pass an ex-
amination in harmony and history of music, and must take 
one year of either German, French or Italian. 
ORGAN. 
In the Organ Department is offered a thorough and 
complete course in the best schools of organ music. The 
great three-manual instrument in the Auditorium is used 
for practice and lessons. Interesting organ recitals are 
given during the year, thus affording opportunity of hear-
ing the best organ music, both old and new. 
Students must show ability in piano playing before 
commencing the study of the Organ. 
THEORY. 
This study includes harmony, counterpoint, canon and 
fugue, instrumentation, acoustics, musical form and his-
tory of music. An especially thorough course in musical 
analysis and history of music is offered and this is strongly 
recommended to the student of music. 
VIOLIN. 
The best known method is used in the teaching of this 
instrument. Good tone, good technic, both in fingering and 
bowing, artistic phrasing and expression are given individ-
ual attention. Opportunities for ensemble work under an 
experienced leader, are many. Recitals also are frequent. 
The course includes studies from the music of the masters 
and includes Sonatas and Concertos by Haydn, Mozart, 
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Grieg and others. 
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ENSEMBLE WORK. 
Classes in practical sight singing are under the direc-
tion of the vocal teacher. The course is graded and credits 
for the work are given in the Music and Normal courses. 
The Stetson Glee Club is made up of a number of 
young men carefully selected and thoroughly trained by 
the vocal teacher. Students of any department of the Uni-
versity are eligible for membership. Trips are made to all 
parts of the State, and the best music only, serious and 
humorous, is used. 
The University Choral Society includes in its member-
ship both students and citizens of the town. In the render-
ing of the great oratorios and other works the student 
gains experience and musical knowledge that is invaluable. 
Of great importance and help to the student is the Ves-
per Choir. Membership is open to those with good voices 
and musical ability. Opportunities for solo work, duets, 
quartets, and the singing of anthems and inspiring choruses 
of a hig'h class order, are given. The Vesper Choir is very 
popular and its singing is much enjoyed by the large audi-
ences that gather in the Auditorium every Sunday after-
noon during the school year. An excellent orchestra is 
also maintained. Membership is open to those qualified. 
This orchestra is very popular and assists in the production 
of oratorios, concerts, etc. 
MATERIAL EQUIPMENT. 
The Stetson School of Music is housed in a beautiful 
and elegantly furnished modern building. It has fifteen 
pianos and numerous practice rooms. The pipe organ is a 
three-manual instrument blown by water power and fur-
nished with the most complete appointments. The univer-
sity Auditorium is the most beautiful concert hall in Flor-
ida. 
Department of University Extension 
The University Extension movement has made rapid 
progress in America within the last decade. It originated 
in England, but experience has shown that, with some 
slight modifications, it is admirably adapted to meet a great 
and growing need in our country. It is simply an organized 
eft'ort to extend university teaching beyond the bounds of 
the University itself, to bring to intelligent and ambitious 
men and women of city, village or country, the opportun-
ity, at nominal expense, to get real university instruction— 
the best thoughts of the best men in the various depart-
ments of study and achievement—either in the form of 
lectures at stated periods, or by means of correspondence. 
Feeling that the South ought to be astir in this beneficent 
movement, we have organized a Department of University 
Extension in the University, and appointed a member of 
the Faculty to have special charge of this work. School 
Principals and Committees desiring to arrange for Univer-
sity Courses in any of the towns of Florida, should address 
Dean G. Prentice Carson, A.M., DeLand, Fla. 
The lectures and subjects which will be available for 
1912-1913 are as follows, the lectures being six in number 
for each course: 
PRESIDENT LINCOLN HULLEY, 
Ph.D., Litt.D., LL.D. 
BIBLICAL LITERATURE. 
I. An Ancient Classic. 2. The Poetry and Psalm-
ody of Israel. 3. Proverbial Literature, 4, The Minor 
Prophets, 5. The Four Lives of Christ. 6. The Mis-
sionary Letters of Paul. 
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LECTURE-RECITALS. 
I. Browning and the Higher Life. 2, Tennyson— 
His Beautiful Life and Message, 3, Kipling and Tommy 
Atkins, 4. Robert Burns and His Humanity, 5. Mil-
ton's Paradise Lost. 6. Stevenson's Child's Garden of 
Verses. 
C H A R L E S S, FARRISS , A,B., D.D. 
GREEK LITERATURE, 
I, The Greek Epic, 2, The Greek Song. 3. Greek 
Tragedy. 4. Greek Comedy. 5. Greek History. 6. Greek 
Oratory. 
G. P R E N T I C E CARSON, A.M. 
CRITICAL PERIODS OF AMERICAN HISTORY, 
I. The Revolutionary War, 2. The Adoption of the 
Constitution, 3, The Missouri Compromise, 4. Nullifi-
cation in South Carolina. 5. The Presidential Election of 
i860. 6. Reconstruction, 
SOME LESSONS FROM TI?E MIDDLE AGES, 
I. The General Significance of the Middle Ages, 2, 
Mohammed and the Mohammedans. 3. Charlemagne and 
the Franks. 4. Hildebrand and the Papacy. 5. The Re-
vival of Learning. 6. The Reformation. 
T H E REFORMATION. 
I. The Reforming Councils. 2. The Religious Ex-
perience of Martin Luther. 3, What is Protestantism? 
4. Calvin, the Romanic Reformer. 5. The Roman Cath-
olic Counter Reformation. 6. The Relation of Protestant-
ism and Catholicism to Culture and Civilization, 
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J. F. BAERECKE, Ph.D., M.D, 
NATURE STUDY. 
I. Plant or Animal, which? 2. Plant families. 3. 
Plant societies. 4, Low and high in the animal world. 5. 
Relation between animals and plants. 6, Plant, animal 
and man. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
I. H O W our body is constructed. 2. How the differ-
ent parts are brought into action. 3. Food and what be-
comes of it. 4. How the tissues are nourished. 5. Brain. 
6. Enemies of health. 
E D W I N GEORGE BALDWIN, A.M. 
R O M E AND T H E MONUMENTS. (Stereopticon Lecture.) 
Earliest records. The Servian Wall, The Wall of 
Aurelius, The Roman Forum. Campus Martins. The 
Seven Hills of Rome, Public Baths. Nero's Golden House. 
House of Livia. The Roman House. Recent Excavations. 
Herculaneum and Pompeii. Rome in the Middle Ages. 
A P I S MELIFICA, (The Honey Bee.) 
(Illustrated from life and with views.) 
I. Colony Life and Arrangement of the Hive, 2, In-
mates of the Hive; the queen, the worker, the drone. 3. 
Propagation of the species, in Nature; Artificial Increase, 
4. Parthenogenesis; Fertilization. 5, Products of the Hive, 
Honey, Wax, Pollen, Propolis. 6. Bees and Flowers. 7, 
Nature of Honey; Honey as a Food, Pure Food Laws. 
I R V I N G C. STOVER, M.O. 
ORATORY, 
I, The Art of Arts. 2. Ancient and Modern Oratory. 
3. Pulpit and Political Oratory. 4, The Lecture Platform 
and the Stage. 5, Extemporaneous Speaking and Debat-
ing. 6. The Making of an Orator, 
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DRAMATIC RECITALS. 
I. Julius Caesar. 2. Macbeth. 3. Hamlet. 4. Mer-
chant of Venice. 5. Rip Van Winkle. 6. David Garrick, 
Programs of Miscellanies. 
JOHN W. PHILLIPS, TENOR. 
LECTURES—ILLUSTRATED. 
I. English Songs. 2. The English Renaissance. 3. 
Modern England, 4. Scottish Songs. 5, Irish Songs, 6, 
American Songs. 
LECTURE-RECITALS, 
I. Classical Germany. 2. Romantic and Modern 
Germany. 3. France. 4. Norway and Russia. 5. Ora-
torio. 6. Opera. 
MISS MARY LANDES BUTTORFF, Soprano. 
Large Repertoire of Ancient and Modern Classics. 
Arais from the Oratorios and Operas. The best modern 
and English songs. 
Administration of the University 
The government and discipline of the University are 
administered by the President, The members of the Fac-
ulty by a rule of the Trustees are required to assist the 
President. 
THE GOVERNMENT. 
The University does not outline in detail either its re-
quirements or its prohibitions. Students are met on a plane 
of mutual regard and helpfulness and honor. The ideals 
of the University are those of modern civilization in its 
best sense. The conventions and proprieties of refined 
society obtain here. A student may forfeit his connection 
with the University without an overt act if he is not in 
accord with its standards. 
Every student is expected to deport himself honorably 
in all his relations, to be diligent in his studies, to be prompt 
and regular in all his duties, at class, church, meals, chapel, 
examinations and all others; to observe properly hours set 
apart for study, and to attend to the regulations' of the 
Dean. 
DISCIPLINE. # 
Stetson is remarkable for the high honor and charac-
ter of its students, who come from the best homes in Flor-
ida, Cases needing discipline have been rare. The stand-
ards are strictly enforced, A student who is unduly in-
dolent or negligent will be advised to withdraw. One who 
is repeatedly absent from class without excuse will forfeit 
his connection, and his name will be dropped. If, through 
actual fault, he fails to keep up with his duties, or if he is 
troublesome, his parents will be notified and asked to with-
draw him. If, through offense, he comes under censure, 
he may be denied his privileges. For graver offenses the 
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student is liable to be admonished, suspended, dismissed 
or expelled, according to the discretion of the President, 
Suspension separates the student temporarily from the Uni-
versity. The Dean may fix his residence and prescribe his 
studies during suspension. Dismission sends a student 
away without forbidding his return the next school year. 
Expulsion is a final separation from the University. 
THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE. 
Stetson University is a Christian Institution. Its seal 
bears the motto, "For God and Truth." It was founded 
by Christian men and women. It stands on Christian prin-
ciples. The teachers are members of Christian churches. 
The University will not recede from Christian standards, 
but does not teach sectarianism. Every effort is made to 
promote a healthy moral and spiritual life among the stu-
dents. Parents sending their children, boys or girls, to 
Stetson may feel as safe about them as if they were under 
their own roof. 
1. C H A P E L SERVICES. These occur daily at 8:45 in 
the morning, and are led by the President. Attendance is 
required of all students in the University. These services 
are for divine worship only. No one is ever invited to con-
duct them. Place is never given to lecturers, preachers or 
any one to divert attention from worship. The students 
observe the quiet and order of divine worship. The best 
hymnology of the Christian church is used. 
2. T H E VESPER SERVICES. These are held in the Uni-
versity Auditorium Sunday evening about the time of sun-
set. The citizens join with the students in this service, 
and it is greatly prized. During the present year the Presi-
dent has delivered the address almost every Sunday. 
3. T H E CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS. There are two 
such associations, one for young women, meeting Thurs-
day afternoon, and one for young men, meeting Thursday 
evening. These societies are wholly voluntary, but the 
students have taken them well in hand, and have weekly 
soul-stirring meetings. Our ministerial students show their 
fidelity by their devotion to these meetings. They have the 
respect and love of the whole student body. 
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4. CHURCH ATTENDANCE. All sub-collegiate board-
ing students under twenty-one years of age are required 
to attend some church service and Sunday School on Sun-
day. The University co-of>erates to this end with every 
church in town. Parents and guardians are requested to 
select the church their children or wards are to attend. The 
work of the week is suspended on Sunday all through the 
University, and the office buildings are closed, 
5. T H E CLASS ROOMS. The teachers at Stetson are 
Christian men and women, and have the utmost liberty to 
inculcate moral and religious truth. Sectarian tenets have 
never been given. 
University Organizations 
All University organizations are under the primary 
supervision of the President, and by him are so related as 
to promote the welfare of the University, Each has its 
own form of organization, its own officers, and , conducts 
its own affairs. 
1. T H E A L U M N I ASSOCIATION, The general associa-
tion of alumni includes all who have graduated from any 
of the Schools and Colleges, Certain courtesies are ac-
corded by this Association to all who have ever studied 
here. Associated with them are Stetson Student Clubs 
now forming in Jacksonville, Tampa, Eustis and Miami. 
The officers of the Alumni Association are: 
President, Harry C, Garwood; First Vice President, 
Inez Barron; Second Vice President, Daniel F, Pattishall; 
Third Vice President, Marjorie Mace; Corresponding Sec-
retary, George Coleman; Recording Secretary and Treas-
urer, Ralph K. Roberts; Chaplain, Perry A, Roberts. 
2. T H E COLLEGIATE BOARD. This board conducts 
the affairs of the Stetson Collegiate, the official student 
publication of the University, The paper is issued weekly. 
Editor, Charles M, Durrance; Business Manager, Duke 
Gordon Haynes; Board Members, Chairman, Arthur Y, 
Milam; Secretary, Ella Mae Davis, Perry A. Roberts, Neil 
Ferguson, Hugh G. Jones, Lillian Eldredge. 
3. T H E CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS. Meetings are 
held weekly in a special hall for the purpose. The young 
women meet Thursday afternoon, the young men Thurs-
day evening. 
The officers of the Young Men's Association are as 
follows: President, Ralph K. Roberts; Vice President. 
Perry A, Roberts; Secretary and Treasurer, Franklin M, 
Goodchild. 
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The officers of the Young Woman's Christian Asso-
ciation are: President, Elsie 'Padgett; Vice President, 
Louise Hulley; Secretary, Frankie Sheddan; Treasurer, 
Ella Mae Davis; Alumni Secretary, Hazel Sheddan. 
4. T H E A T H L E T I C ASSOCIATION. A member of the 
Faculty is the official director of Athletics. The students' 
organization is answerable to that director. The Director 
is a member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. This 
arrangement secures the co-operation of the official side of 
the University with the student side. The students' ath-
letic regulation makes provision for all forms of college 
sport, arranges intercollegiate games, and through its man-
agers, conducts all its business. The officers are : Presi-
dent, Hugh G. Jones; Vice President, Charles M. Dur-
rance; Secretary and Treasurer, Frank Wideman; Athletic 
Director, Prof. E. G. Baldwin; Football Manager, Edward 
Lane; Baseball Manager, Charles L. Allen; Young Men's 
basketball team manager, Claude C. Jones; Young Wo-
men's basketball team manager. Miss Lee Bowers; Tennis 
learn manager, Harry E. Nickerson; Captain, football 
team, Ben Williard; Captain, baseball team, Frank A. 
Smith. 
The Association has fixed upon an athletic fee of $3.00 
per year to be collected from each student of the University 
immecrrately upon entering. 
To play on any team, in a match game, a Stetson Uni-
versity student must attain a grade of seventy to one hun-
dred in each of his studies, and he must take at least fifteen 
periods of class work each week. The members of the 
Stetson teams are all bona fide students who receive no 
compensation directly or indirectly. No student is solicited 
to come to Stetson to play in the games. 
5. T H E 'STETSON LITERARY SOCIETY meets weekly 
in a beautifully furnished hall of their own. The member-
ship is large, the meetings well attended, and earnest work 
is done. The officers are : President, Rubert Longstreet; 
Vice President, Milton G. Perry; Program Manager, 
Louise Hulley; Secretary, June Elliott; Treasurer, Claude 
C. Jones; Critic, Daniel F . Pattishall. 
6. T H E K E N T CLUB is composed of students from the 
Law School. They also have a richly furnished room of 
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their own. The Law Faculty co-operates, and the affairs 
of the Club are regulated to give practice in legal and fo-
rensic oratory. They meet weekly. The members of the 
Law School hold annually a series of mock trials, open to 
all who wish to attend. The officers: President, G. C, Mc-
Clure; Vice President, R. P. Stout; Secretary and Treas-
urer, E. Whitsett; Attorney, Louie W. Strum; Critic, A. 
Y. Milam; Sergeant-at-Arms, W. C. Bennett. 
7. T H E DRAMATIC CLUB. This Club gives several 
high-class dramatic entertainments each year. In 1907 
"Enoch Arden" and "Damon and Pythias" were presented. 
In 1908 Shakespeare's "King Lear" and "Julius Caesar" 
and Benedix's "Versalzen" (in German). In 1909 "David 
Garrick" was given. In 1910, "The Taming of the Shrew." 
In 1911, "Strongheart" was presented, and in 1912, "Rich-
eUeu." 
8. T H E P H I K A P P A DELTA FRATERNITY. This is a 
local fraternity, organized in 1898, It has the usual fea-
tures of college fraternities, and conducts a strong weekly 
literary program. The Fraternity has a room of its own. 
The officers are : President, Charles M.- Durrance; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, Duke Gordon Haynes.; Chaplain, Harry 
C. Garwood. 
9. Nu SIGMA FRATERNITY. Commander, Louie W. 
Strum; Vice Commander, Daniel F. Pattishall; Recorder, 
J. Almon Rosenberg; Treasurer, George Coleman; Senti-
nel, Eddie J. Smith; Chaplain, Arthur Y. Milam; His-
torian, Robert R. Milam; Counselor, Louie W. Strum. 
The Fraternity lives in its own Fraternity House, located 
on the eastern side of the campus. 
10. EusoPHiAN LITERARY SOCIETY. President, Rob-
ert Milam; Vice President, Frank Smith; Secretary, Ella 
May Davis; Treasurer, Edith Campbell; Censor, Franklin 
Goodchild; Senior Critic, Dr. C. S. Farriss; Junior Critic, 
Fay Cribbett; Program Manager, Inez Barron; Editor of 
"Eusophian," Nina Phillips; Collegiate Reporter, Perry A, 
Roberts, 
11. T H E VESPER CHOIR is a mixed chorus of fifty 
voices. The Vesper music is selected from the best class 
of sacred music, oratorio, choruses, anthems by the great 
composers, and part songs forming an important part. 
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Twice a year an entire musical program is rendered. Di-
rector, Professor John W, Phillips; Organist, Eva A. 
Baker, 
12. T H E STETSON-DELAND CHORAL SOCIETY, Music 
is on a high plane at Stetson because of the especially fine 
facihties of the School of Music, During the winter of 
1905 this Society gave very effectively Gaul's "Holy City." 
Just before Christmas, 1905, this society, augmented by a 
large number of musical people of DeLand, gave an inspir-
ing rendition of Handel's Oratorio, "The Messiah." The 
following year Sullivan's opera "Pinafore" was given, and 
in 1908 Haydn's "Creation" was the number presented. 
At the Festival of 1909 Mendelssohn's Dramatic Oratorio 
of "Elijah" was sung by 105 voices with orchestra. In 
1910-1911 three performances of grand opera, "II Trova-
tore," "Bohemian Girl" and excerpts from "Aida," 
"Faust" and "Cavalleira Rusticana," were given. Con-
ductor, John W . Phillips. 
13. T H E STETSON GLEE CLUB is formed from the 
young men of the University. Besides an annual concert 
at the University, they are open to make engagements in 
various parts of the state. Director, John W. Phillips. 
14. A STAR LECTURE COURSE is organized each year 
by a committee of the Faculty, and by this means the Uni-
versity secures the best talent of the country. This com-
mittee for the year 1911-1912 consisted of Professors 
Baldwin, Phillips, Stover and Mr, Rosa. 
15. T H E ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION is conducted by 
students of the University under the guidance of the in-
structor in elocution to foster an interest in Oratory. There 
are several annual prize contests. President, Charles M. 
Durrance; Vice President, Hugh G. Jones; Secretary, 
Frank Smith; Treasurer, Louie W, Strum; Advisory 
Board, Dean Carson and Professors Stover and Rasco. 
16. BUSINESS COLLEGE A L U M N I ASSOCIATION, Pres-
ident, Clifford Botts; Vice President, George Coleman; 
Secretary and Treasurer, William Y, Mickle. 
17. CRUCIBLE CLUB. This is an organization whose 
object is the study of chemical progress and problems. 
The officers are: President, D. Gordon Haynes; Vice Pres-
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ident, Arius B, Prather; Secretary and Treasurer, Nina 
Phillips. 
i8 . T H E STETSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Feeling that 
the time has arrived for the proper care of all documents 
and relics connected with either the University or the city 
of DeLand, a society has been formed with that special 
object in view. Contributions of any kind connected with 
either the days of old or the present are requested and will 
be carefully preserved. The officers are as follows: Presi-
dent, G, Prentice Carson; Secretary, Claude S, Tingley; 
Treasurer, Claire Viginia Whiting, 
19, DELTA A L P H A DELTA SORORITY. President, 
Irene Brady; Secretary, Lee Bowers; Treasurer, Mabel El-
dredge. 
List of Expenses 
The scholastic year consists of thirty-three weeks, 
divided into three terms, the Fall Term of twelve weeks, 
the Winter Term of twelve weeks, and the Spring Term 
of nine weeks. 
All bills are payable strictly in advance at the begin-
ning of each term, 
TUITION CHARGES. 
Department Per Year fall Term Winter Term Spring Term 
College 
Technology 
L a w 
Academy 
Mechanic A r t s 
Normal 
Kindergarten Train ing . . . . 
Music, 2 l e s sons per week 
(Director's c l a s s ) 
Music, 2 l e s s o n s per week 
(other teachers) 
Harmony 
U s e of Organ, 1 hour daily 
U s e of Piano, 45 min. daily 
U s e of Piano, add'l periods 
Art, 3 l e s sons per w e e k . , . 
?72 60 
72 60 
40 00 
41 80 
41 80 
41 80 
41 80 
$26 40 
26 40 
15 00 
15 20 
15 20 
15 20 
15 20 
26 40 
19 80 
7 70 
24 00 
60 
80 
19 80 
$26 40 
26 40 
15 00 
15 20 
16 20 
15 20 
15 20 
26 40 
19 80 
7 70 
24 00 
3 60 
1 80 
19 80 
$19 80 
19 80 
10 00 
11 40 
11 40 
11 40 
11 40 
19 80 
14 85 
6 05 
18 00 
2 70 
1 35 
14 85 
B u s i n e s s Col lege . 59.00 per month; Typewri t ing , $1.00 extra. 
Pr iva te L e s s o n s in Elocut ion $1.00 per l e s son (Winter T e r m ) . 
BOARD. 
Fall Term Winter Term Spring Term 
Ste t son or Chaudoin Hal l* . 
J. B. Conrad D o r m i t o r y * . , . 
E a s t Hal l* 
$62 70 
68 70 
68 70 
$62 70 
68 70 
68 70 
$47 03 
51 53 
61 53 
*Dormitory charges cover board, room rent, l i g h t and heat . 
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INCIDENTAL CHARGES. 
Incidental fee, all students, per term $2,00 
For changing class registration i.oo 
LABORATORY CHARGES. 
Elementary Chemistry, one and one-half hours per 
day, per term $3-50 
Qualitative or Quantitative Analysis, one and one-
half hours per day, per term 5.00 
Physics, College, per term 1,00 
Physics, Academy, per term .r 75 
Mineralogy, per term 2.50 
Domestic Science 2.50 
DIPLOMA CHARGES. 
Business College $2,00 
Mechanic Arts 2.00 
Normal School 2.00 
Academy 2,00 
School of Music .' 2.00 
College of Liberal Arts '. 5.00 
College of Law 5.00 
This beautiful building was the gift of Mr. Carnegie. The Countess of Santa Eulalia endowed it, and it contains the 
Sampson Library and Endow^ment. 

Information Concerning Charges 
1. All persons who remain in any of the dormitories 
during the Christmas vacation will be charged $i per day 
extra. The University reserves the right to close the dor-
mitories during that period. 
2. All bills are payable strictly in advance at the be-
ginning of each term. 
3. No deduction from dormitory charges is made 
for absence during the first two weeks of the term, nor 
for absence thereafter, for any cause, for a period of less 
than two weeks. Any student occupying a room alone 
must pay $1.00 per week extra. 
4. The minimum charge for tuition is one-half the 
term rate. A special fee of $1.00 per term is charged stu-
dents in Manual Training to cover the cost of materials. 
5. An extra charge of 25 cents is made for meals 
sent to rooms. 
6. Students are not allowed to invite anyone to meals 
or to lodge in the residences without special permission 
from the Dean. When the permission is obtained, all ex-
tra meals are charged for at 25 cents each, and lodging at 
25 cents per night. 
7. Each student is charged for all damage done by 
kim to buildings, furniture or crockery, 
8. The University makes no charge for laundering 
napkins, towels, sheets and pillow-cases. 
9. All students care for their own rooms or pay 50 
cents per week for this service. 
10. Rooms may be engaged in advance by the pay-
ment of $10 for each student. This will be deducted from 
the first bill rendered if the rooms are occupied promptly 
at the opening of the term, otherwise it will be forfeited, 
11. Drafts should be made payable to "John B, Stet-
son University," and not to any individual or officer of the 
institution, 
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12. The University will accept local checks for the 
payment of all bills, but will not cash local checks for stu-
dents. In sending money to students parents should use 
^ew York or Chicago Exchange, Postoffice or Express 
Money Orders. 
13. The University cannot furnish students money 
for sudden calls home. Money for such purposes must be 
on deposit with the Treasurer. 
14. Students must pay cash for all books purchased 
at the University Book Store. Money for this purpose 
must be sent with the students. 
15. Parents and guardians are reminded that there 
are no incidental expenses except those published in this 
catalogue. For a student to be liberally provided with 
spending money is rather a disadvantage than otherwise. 
Text-books are sold to students at the book-room in Eliz-
abeth Hall, The average expense for each student for 
these is about $10 per annum. 
16. A safe is provided by the institution in which 
any valuables may be placed for safe-keeping, 
17. Any pupil who shall mark, cut or otherwise de-
face any property belonging to the University, shall be as-
sessed sufficiently to repair or replace the article damaged, 
and punished for the misdemeanor committed. 
The President may at any time make a general assess-
ment upon the entire body of pupils to repair damages to 
property, the perpetrators of which cannot be discovered. 
Marking System and Examinations 
All grades are recorded in letters. 
The letter distinctions are "A," 91 per cent, and over; 
"B," 81-90 per cent, inclusive; "C," 71-80 per cent, inclu-
sive; "D," 61-70 per cent, inclusive; "E," below 61 per 
cent. In all cases of remarkable excellence the grade "AA" 
may be given. 
In estimating the final term standing the examination 
grade counts one-third and the average recitation grade 
two-thirds. 
All students in the Academy who attain the class 
grade "A" may be excused from examination in all studies 
excepting spelling. 
The final term standing must be "C," or above, in or-
der to pass from any subject. 
Those pupils who are graded "E" in both recitation 
and examination in any subject must immediately drop 
that class without the privilege of a second examination. 
All students whose standing in any subject for the 
term falls below "C" will be required to take a second ex-
amination in that subect on the fourth Saturday of the fol-
lowing term. 
Students who fail in this second examination will be 
allowed a third examination at the time of any regular or 
delinquent examination before the beginning of the third 
term after the first failure. 
All students who absent themselves from any regular 
term examination, without the consent of their respective 
Deans, will be required to take a special examination at 
the time of the next delinquent. For this examination a 
fee of $2 is charged by the University. 
In the College Departments all students who, for any 
reason, are absent from more than ten per cent, of the 
total number of recitations in any subject during any one 
term will not be admitted to the regular term examination 
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in the subject or subjects involved, but will be required to 
take a special and much more stringent examination, to be 
given at a later date. For this special examination a fee 
of Two Dollars is charged by the University. Those who 
are absent from chapel more than ten per cent, in any one 
term will not be admitted to any of their regular examina-
tions, but must take the special examinations in all subjects. 
In all sub-collegiate work no absences a^e allowed, 
either from chapel or recitations. In case, however, ab-
sences have been due to sickness, or other unavoidable 
reasons, properly prepared written excuses may be present-
ed to the Dean, If the unexcused absences from any reci-
tation in any one term be more than ten per cent, of the 
total number of recitations in that subject during the term, 
the student will be refused admission to the regular exam-
ination in the subject or subjects involved, and will be re-
quired to take a special and much more stringent examina-
tion, to be given at a later date, while those whose unex-
cused chapel absences are more than ten per cent, of the 
total number of chapel services held during any one term 
will be required to take the special examination in all sub-
jects. For the special examination a fee of Two Dollars 
is charged by the University. 
Should the number of unexcused chapel absences be 
less than ten per cent, they will be divided as equally as 
possible among the courses of the student, and will increase 
pro rata the absences from each recitation. 
All unexcused absences from recitations in sub-colle-
giate subjects are graded zero, as are all excused absences 
unless the work be satisfactorily made up. 
All sub-collegiate students must present their excuses 
for absence to the Dean of the University for approval 
before excuses will be accepted by teachers. 
Absences from chapel and from recitations on the first 
and last days of each term count double. 
All members of any graduating class will be required 
to make up all delinquencies on or before the Sattirday pre-
ceding Commencement. 
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No student will be allowed more than two delinquent 
examinations on the term's work in any subject. 
At the Commencement Day exercises of the Academic 
Department the delivery of orations and essays is limited 
to the eight members of the Senior class who attain the 
highest scholarship during the last two years of the course. 
^ 
Regulations and Explanations 
APPLYING TO ALL STUDENTS. 
The following regulations are in force with reference 
to the relation of all students to University organizations: 
All officers of the University who have charge of such 
organizations as the University Football Team, Basketball 
Team, Glee Club, e tc , together with the intercollegiate ora-
torical and debating contests, and all other public enter-
tainments, shall at once report to their respective Deans 
the names of all students who present themselves in these 
various organizations, for permission to connect themselves 
therewith. 
Whenever a student is graded below " C " in any sub-
ject as indicated by the weekly reports of his instructors, 
or by any regular or delinquent examination, such permis-
sion shall be refused until the grade of such student has 
been raised to at least " C " in each subject. In addition 
to the above requirement, no student is eligible for mem-
bership in any of the University organizations who does 
not take at least fifteen hours of work per week. 
All students who fail to secure credit in any subject 
or subjects for which they registered during the Fall and 
Winter Term, must, unless excused by their Dean, present 
themselves and secure credit on said subject or subjects 
at the delinquent examination of the following Spring 
Term. Students who fail to comply with this requirement 
will be graded below "C" in the subjects concerned. 
Whenever a student desires to become a member of 
more than one of the University organizations at the same 
time, special permission must be obtained, which is to be 
granted entirely at the discretion of the Dean in charge of 
his work. 
It is understood that every person entering the Uni-
versity will conform to its rules. Parents will be denied 
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requests that are inconsistent with the best interests of the 
University or against the interests of the student. They are 
advised not to encourage visits home during the term. 
Young ladies who do not live at home under the immediate 
care of parents or guardians are required to room in the 
young ladies' dormitory. The President may, for special 
reasons, excuse from this rule. 
Whenever any College elective is taken by less than 
three students, the right to withdraw that elective for that 
term is reserved. 
Attention is called to the importance of entering at the 
opening of the term when the instruction in the various 
classes begins. Students entering classes after the introduc-
tory work is done, do so at a decided disadvantage. 
APPLYING TO THE DORMITORIES. 
The dormitories are in charge of officers of the Uni-
ver who are faithful men and women of exemplary Chris-
tian life, who constantly study the needs and seek the good 
of the students. 
The regulations of each dormitory are intended to pro-
mote the health, comfort, happiness and progress of the stu-
dents. The atmosphere in each is one of wholesome counsel 
and wise, kind restraint. Espionage and harshness are not 
known here. 
The student has the advantages of pure water, build-
ings well lighted and heated, and in excellent repair, good 
food and plenty of it, sanitary plumbing, inside baths and 
closets, invigorating exercise, pure air, an atmosphere of 
study, judicious counsel, pleasant companionship and Chris-
tian influences. 
The dormitories are large and commodious, affording 
the best accommodations for boarding two hundred stu-
dents. The young men and the young women occupy sep-
arate buildings. 
The rooms are large, high and well ventilated, with 
clothes-press attached to each room. All are neatly fur-
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nished and are designed to be occupied by only two per-
sons. In Chaudoin, Conrad, Stetson and East Halls each 
room is heated by steam and lighted by electricity. 
All students who board in the dormitories furnish six 
napkins, six towels, three sheets, four pillow-cases and one 
pair of comforters or blankets. If a student occupies a 
room alone extra bedding will be needed. All bedding and 
every article of clothing should be distinctly marked with 
the owner's name. Use Payson's indelible ink, following 
directions. Young ladies should each be provided with a 
waterproof, overshoes and umbrella. 
All sub-collegiate dormitory students under twenty-
one years of age are required to attend church and Sunday 
School Sunday morning. 
Offensive habits that interfere with the comfort of 
others, or that retard the pupils' work, and all practices that 
are against good morals, are prohibited. 
All baggage should be plainly marked with the stu-
dent's name and address. 
Degrees Conferred 
The following degrees were conferred at the Com-
mencement exercises held May 30, 1911: 
MASTER OF ARTS. 
Mary Ammonette Gordon. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS. 
Edwin Spencer, Jr. 
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY. 
Kyle Johnston Kinkead. 
Edgar Warren Waybright. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE. 
Clara Brentnall Goodman. 
Martha Rebecca King. 
Mary Rennick Ray. 
Ralph Krom Roberts. 
BACHELOR OF LAW. 
William DeBow Barnes. 
Annie Dorcas Broward. 
Julien C. Calhoun. 
J. Edwin Cassells. 
Paul C. Marion. 
George C. McCaskill, 
John E. Peacock, 
Rufus M. Robbins. 
Roy V. Sellers. 
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Diplomas Granted 
At the Commencement exercises of 1911 diplomas 
were granted the following students: 
ACADEMY, 
Francis Morton Longdon, Gertrude Olive Purdon, 
Ruskin Raymond Roseborough, Louiebelle Brown, Paul 
Mowbray Wheeler, Robert Stewart Bly, Sidney Lanier 
Davis, George Washington Harden, Paul Hubert Selden, 
Mary Elizabeth Stevens, Tom Brinly Stewart, Hilda Con-
stance Waterman, Evelyn Edna Ackroyd, Mary Priscilla 
Bishop, John Henry Blount, Pinson Marsh Childers, Ste-
phen Simeon Smidi, Geraldine Soares, George Dawson 
Halsey. 
NORMAL. 
Pearl Isadore Bennett, Dorothy Morrish. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 
Piano. 
Renna Bell Swartz, Mary Frances Gates, Irene Webb 
Campbell, Irene Rosabelle Brady, Edith Irene Baguley, 
Lillian Wadsworth Eldredge, 
Voice. 
Mary Landes Buttorff, Inez Barron, Ethel Elizabeth 
Watts, Russell Burrit Thomas. 
BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
Bookkeeping Course. 
Seth Alderman, Charles L. Allen, Annie Atwater, 
Berta Dardis, A. Lee Powell, Cyril A, Vivian, 
Shorthand. 
Donald M, Barstow, Neva Bly, George Coleman, 
Susie Fisk, Roy Fisk, Hilda Lofquist, Carol Spratt, May 
Warren, Marie Willard, 
Banking. 
Dudley D. McCaskill, A, Lee Powell. 
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Students 
THE COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS 
POSTGRADUATES. 
Name Home Address DeLand Residence 
Edwards, Edith, A.B., Chicago, 111., Minnesota Ave 
Geiger, J. 'Roy, A.B., Apopka, Fla., Conrad Hall. 
Longdon, Harriet M., A.B., DeLand, Fla., Boulevard. 
Mclntyre, Louise, A.B., Newman, 111., Chaudoin Hall. 
B.S., Plant City, Fla., Chaudoin Hall. 
B.S., Atlantic Highlands, N. J., Conrad Hall. 
Ph.B.. DeLand, Fla., 
A.B.. Ocala, Fla., 
Ray, Mary R., 
Roberts, Ralph K., 
Scarlet, Joseph A., 
Spencer, Edwin, Jr., 
Stebbins, Mary Hart, A.B., Fort Myers, Fla., 
Barron, Inez, 
Bennett, William C, 
Coleman, Narcissa, 
Davis, Wilma E., 
Douglass, E. Young, 
Galloway, Martha, 
Gardner, Paul E., 
Hofma, Edward, 
Larson, Theresa, 
McClure, G. C, 
Milam, Arthur Y., 
Riculfi, R. M., 
Stout, R. P., 
SENIORS. 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
St. Augustine, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Memphis, Tenn., 
Chicago, 111., 
Grand Haven, Mich., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Ocala, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Pensacola, Fla., 
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Boulevard. 
Colonial Court 
Boulevard. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
New York Ave 
Colonial Court. 
Clara Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
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Name 
Strum, Louie W., 
Tingley, Helen Eloise, 
Wentworth, A. D., 
Whitsett, H. E., 
Anderson, R. H., 
Barco, Samuel J., 
Beardall, William, 
Bowers, Lee, 
Bradley, George A., 
Bradley, Mary G., 
Campbell, Edith, 
Carter, Herbert B., 
Childers, George E., 
Cribbett, Fay, 
Douglass, Arthur E., 
Durrance, Charles M., 
Farriss, Carl Vernon, 
Ferguson, D. Neil, 
Garwood, Harry C, 
Gaulden, Le Seuer, 
Hayes, Thomas L., 
Haynes, D. Gordon, 
Howell, J. C, 
Hulley, Harriet Spratt, 
Jones, Hugh G., 
Liddell, Walter W., 
McDermond, Cecil C, 
Home Address 
St. Petersburg, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Live Oak, Fla., 
Eustis, Fla., 
JUNIORS. 
Pensacola, Fla., 
Ocala, Fla., 
Orlando, Fla., 
Daytona, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Hamlet, N. C, 
St. Augustine, Fla., 
Fort Meade, Fla., 
St. Petersburg, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Ona, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Ocala, Fla., 
Green Cove Springs, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Arcadia, Fla., 
Santos, Fla., 
Attica, Ind., 
DeLand Residence 
Conrad Hall. 
University Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Conrad Hall, 
Michigan Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
Clara Ave. 
Howry Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Colonial Court. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
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Name 
McNight, Earl B., 
Milam, Robert, 
Mitchell, James T., 
Myers, Nancy, 
Nickerson, Harry A., 
Phillips, Nina, 
Robbins, Richard P., 
Roberts, Perry A., 
Roseborough, Janet C, 
Rosenberg, J. Almon, 
Sheflfer, Frank, 
Sherrill, J. Willis, 
Smith, Frank A., 
Stewart, Tom B., 
Thomas, Russell B., 
Turnquist, Frank, 
Vinson, E. A., Jr., 
Wideman, Frank, 
Willard, Ben, 
Home Address 
F o n du Lac, Wis. , 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Orlando, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Boothbay Harbor, Me., 
Provincetown, Mass., 
Titusville, Fla., 
Lynne, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Palatka, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla. 
Tampa , Fla., 
Orlando, Fla. 
DeLand, Fla., 
Dayton, Ohio, 
DeLand, Fla., 
Pensacola, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand Residence 
New York Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
H o w r y Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Boulevard. 
New York Ave 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Indiana Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
New York Ave 
Conrad Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Conrad Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
H o w r y Ave. 
Adams, Jane Loel, 
Baensch, Gesine, 
Bly, Eleanor, 
Brass, Basil F,. 
Braunlich, Hugo, 
Coggins, Fannie, 
Davis, Ella May, 
S O P H O M O R E S , 
Chicago, 111., 
Manitou ,Wis., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Banty, Okla., 
Davenport, la.. 
Canton, Ga., 
St. Augustine, Fla., 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Rich Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
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Name 
Dye, Marie, 
Eldredge, Lillian, 
Embleton, Harry, 
Goodchild, Franklin M., 
Gilpatrick, Delbert, 
Hammond, Frank C,. 
Harkness, Catherine, 
Jones, Neil Frazer, 
Jones, Sarah, 
Keown, Nellie, 
Lovell, Vail, 
McDonald, Edward K., 
Padgett, Elsie, 
Pflug, Marguerite, 
Phillips, Alfred R,. 
Phillips, Edwin, 
Pra ther , Arius, 
Roseborough, Rudolph, 
Smith, E. J., Jr., 
Stephens, Marie Russell, 
Taylor, Helen Wood, 
Waterman, Addie Grace, 
Ackroyd, Evelyn, 
Bishop, M. Priscilla, 
Bly, Robert, 
Butler, Ruth, 
STETSON UNIVERSITY 
Home Address 
Chicago, 111., 
Apopka, Fla., 
Charleston, W. Va., 
New York City, 
Palatka, Fla., 
Fruitland Park, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Chicago, 111., 
DeLand ,Fla., 
Sanford, Fla., 
Chicago, 111., 
Crescent City, Fla., 
Bloomfield, N. J., 
Tampa, Fla., 
Provincetown, Mass., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Irwin, Pa., 
DeLand, Fla., 
F R E S H M E N . 
DeLand, Fla., 
Eustis, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Kissimmee, Fla., 
DeLand Residence 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
New York Ave 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave 
Conrad Hall. 
New York Ave 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
New York Ave 
H o w r y Ave. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
University Ave. 
Clara, Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Rich Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Name 
Buttorff, Mary L., 
Carpenter, Katherine, 
Carr, Clifton L., 
Chapman, Laura, 
Childers, Pinson M., 
Cochrane, Fred, Jr., 
Dunning, Katherine, 
Edmond, Elene, 
Farrah, Elvirah, 
Fussell, Marie, 
Griffin, Ray M., 
Hamm, Elsie R., 
Haymans, Glennic, 
Hutchinson, Orville B., 
Jennings, Freddie Leigh, 
Jennings, S. B., 
Johnson, Percy, 
Jones, Bettie H., 
Lamphear, Guy W., 
Lane, E. L., 
Law, Ada, 
Leitner, Leon, 
Magruder, James B., 
Mahon, William Lacy, 
Martin, Rosella, 
Meador, Anbray 
Neff, Glenn Rica, 
Pattishall, J. Lovelace, 
LIST OF STUDENTS 
Home Address 
New Cumberland, Pa. 
DeLand, Fla., 
LaFollette, Tenn., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Fort Meade, Fla., 
Palatka, Fla., 
Scranton, Pa., 
Elmira, N. Y., 
Gainesville, Fla., 
Leesburg, Fla., 
Hartford, Conn., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Gainesville, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Brooksville, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Jennison, Ala., 
Arcadia, Fla., 
Charleroi, Mich., 
Sanford, Fla., 
Brooksville, Fla., 
Ocala, Fla., 
Orlando, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
St. Augustine, Fla., 
Hinton, W. Va., 
Tampa, Fla., 
Plant City, Fla., 
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DeLand Residence 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Howry Ave. 
Boulevard. 
Michigan Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
University Ave 
Colonial Court. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Conrad Hall, 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Luella Court. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
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Name 
Peters, Irene, 
Plumb, Kathleen, 
Porter, Earl A., 
Purdon, Gertrude, 
Ray, Lula S., 
Roberts, Paul Bliss, 
Roseborough, Ruskin, 
Schulken, F. J., 
Selden, Paul, 
Sidway, Gladys, 
Smiley, Alfred F , 
Smith, Simeon, 
Smith, Virgie, 
Stevens, Mary, 
Waterman, Hilda Constance 
Wideman, Christine, 
Wilcox, Harold, 
Willard, Marie, 
Williams, Emma, 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Bouchelle, Frances, 
Brady, Irene, 
Gardner, L. M., 
Kelly, Jennie E., 
Lampkin, R. H., 
Leonard, Daniel, 
Leonard, Mary L., 
Loring, M. G., 
Home Address 
Geneva, Fla., 
Belleair, Fla., 
Stratford, Conn., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Plant City, Fla., 
DeLand Residenco 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
New York Ave 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Atlantic Highlands, N. J., Conrad Hall. 
DeLand, Fla., 
Whiteville, N. C, 
DeLand, Fla., 
Chicago, 111., 
Minniwaska, N. Y., 
Jasper, Fla., 
Crescent City, Fla., 
Stetson, Fla. 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Scranton, Pa., 
Bartow, Fla. 
Leesburg, Fla., 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Michigan Ave. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Rich Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
University Ave. 
Michigan Ave. 
Boulevard. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
IN THE COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS 
DeLand, Fla., 
Sanford, Fla., 
Boston, Mass., 
Sullivan, Ind., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Albany, N. Y., 
Albany, N. Y., 
Boston, Mass., 
Boulevard. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
Boulevard. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
New York Ave 
New York Ave 
Michigan Ave. 
A partial view of Science Hall, the gift of Henry M. Flagler, as a School of Engineering. 
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Name 
McFadzean, J., 
McGowan, Frances, 
Owens, Eunice McGriff, 
Pattison, Fred L., 
Post, Annie H., 
Post, Isaac, 
Powell, A, Le€ 
Powell, Lillian, 
Solomon, E. B., 
Solomon, Sarah H., 
Walsh, James B., 
Tweed, Reba, 
Abbott, Rodney R., 
Alderman, Seth, 
Allen, Charles, L., 
Bradley, Wylie M., 
Carr, Edwin A., 
Coen, Elizabeth Dalbey, 
Conrad, Austin, 
Conrad, Myrtle, 
Eldredge, Mabel, 
Elliott, June, 
Emison, R. A., 
Ferguson, Julia, 
Haskins, Fairfax, 
Hayden, Alice Gould, 
Home Address 
Del Norte, Col., 
Fergus Falls, Minn., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla. 
Buckhamon, W. Va.j 
Buckhamon, W. Va., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Dayton, Ohio, 
Dayton, Ohio, 
Scranton, Pa., 
Atlantic City, N. J., 
ACADEMY 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Tampa, Fla., 
Fort Meade, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
LaFollette, Tenn., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Glenwood, Fla., 
Glenwood, Fla., 
Apopka, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Vincennes, Ind., 
Seville, Fla., 
Winter Haven, Fla., 
Auburn, N. Y., 
DeLand Residence 
Minnesota Ave 
Boulevard. 
Michigan Ave. 
Indiana Ave. 
New York Ave 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Rich Ave. 
Clara Ave. 
Michigan Ave, 
Michigan Ave. 
New York Ave 
Sans Souci Av« 
Florida Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Minnesota, Ave 
Stetson Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Rich Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Rich Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Michigan Ave. 
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Name 
Hulley, Louise, 
Jackson, Neil S., 
Junkin, Willis, 
Klicker, Eva, 
Lamb, Kirkland S., 
Lawrence, Appleton M. R., 
Longstreet, Rubert James, 
McPherson, Robert J., 
Rehbinder, Mildred, 
Roseborough, Mary, 
Sheddan, Frank Etta, 
Southgate, Katheryn, 
Taylor, Charles O., 
Thomas, Elwyn C, 
Vorce, Mildred, 
Walker, C. N., 
Williams, Arthur L., 
Wright, Gladys 
Wright, Marian, 
Babb, Benjamin, 
Barze, Roland, 
Beatty, Rachel, 
Carpenter, Ruth 
Davis, Harry 
Davis, Marguerite, 
Gross, James, 
Haynes, Catherine, 
STETSON UNIVERSITY 
Home Address 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Sterling, Kan., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Worthington, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Coronado, Fla., 
Juniper, Fla., 
Geneva, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Sarasota, Fla., 
Ottumwa, la., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Sanford, Fla., 
Titusville, Fla., 
Tavares, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla. 
Glenwood, Fla., 
T H I R D YEAR. 
Allenton, R. L, 
New Smyrna, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand Residence 
Minnesota Ave. 
New York Ave 
Stetson Hall. 
Clara Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
University Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Luella Court. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Flor ida Ave. 
Chaudoin Ifall 
Stetson Hall . 
. S te tson Hall . 
Minnesota Av 
New York Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Clara Ave. 
Michigan Ave. 
Indiana Ave. 
Boulevard. 
Boulevard. 
H o w r y Ave. 
Name 
Jackson, Thomas L., 
Jordan, Ray, 
Kennedy, Ruth, 
Lawrence, Charlotte 
Lawrence, Frances, 
Liddell, Winfred, 
Lofberg, Victor, 
Miller, Noble C, 
Moffatt, Gladys, 
Odum, Mellie, 
Owens, James, 
Peacock, Violet, 
Pelot, Dora, 
Peterson, Rudolph, 
Prather, Darlie, 
Prugh, Bernice, 
Simonton, Mary, 
Skipper, Freddie, 
Skipper, Ira, 
Snell, I.S., 
Talton, Cullen, 
Urie, Louise, 
Weems, Nell, 
Beatty, John, 
Briggs, Dorothy, 
Bugbee, May, 
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Home Address 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Lake Geneva, Fla., 
E., DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Sarasota, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Dania, Fla., 
Palm Beach, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla. 
Arcadia, Fla., 
Pierson Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Camden, Ohio, 
Micanopy, Fla., 
New Smyrna, Fla., 
New Smyrna, Fla., 
Eau Gallie, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Palmyra, Tenn., 
SECOND YEAR. 
DeLand, Fla., 
Providence, R. I., 
Hastings, Fla., 
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DeLand Residence 
New York Ave. 
New York Ave. 
Boulevard. 
University Ave. 
Winnemissett. 
Stetson Hall. 
University Ave. 
Clara Ave. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
New York Ave 
Stetson Hall. 
New York Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
Howry Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Indiana Ave., 
Indiana Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Stetson. 
Rich Ave. 
University Ave. 
Clara Ave. 
New York Ave 
Chaudoin Hall. 
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Name 
Bushnell, Emma, 
Caldwell, Hugh, 
Campbell, Oaude O., 
Hays, William, 
Higginbotham, Ruth, 
Hollinger, Andrew P., 
Hulley, Ben Mayham, 
Lewis, Jessie, 
Padgett, John W., 
Patillo, Crawford, 
Patillo, Louis, 
Perry, Milton G., 
Pflueger, E. A., 
Pugh, Allison, 
Riviere, Joseph, 
Roseborough, Douglass 
Shelton, Naomi, 
Steed, William J., 
Taylor, Winifred, 
Watts, Louise, 
Watts, Mildred, 
Wild, Frances, 
Abbott, Arthur D., 
Baker, Thomas, 
Brown, Clara M., 
Budd, William, 
Cannons, Emma, 
Home Address 
DeLand, Fla., 
Astor Park, Fla., 
Ocala, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Wewahithcka, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla,, 
DeLand, Fla., 
Enterprise, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Palmetto, Fla,, 
Palmetto, Fla,, 
DeLand, Fla, 
Umatilla, Fla,, 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla,, 
DeLand, Fla,, 
DeLand, Fla., 
Anderson, Ind., 
FIRST YEAR. 
Tampa, Fla., 
San Mateo, Fla., 
Barberville ,Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla,, 
DeLand Residence 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Conrad Hall. 
Clara Ave. 
Minnesota Ave, 
Stetson Hall. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Boulevard, 
Stetson Hall, 
Clara Ave. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Blue Lake. 
Alabama Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Boulevard. 
New York Ave. 
Rich Ave. 
Rich Ave. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Florida Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
iChaudoin Hall. 
New York Ave. 
Indiana Ave, 
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Name 
Carnine, Helen M., 
Coggins, Agnes, 
Deeds, Fannie, 
Deeds, Jennie, 
Dorcester, Doris, 
Duncan, Lucius G-, 
Dunning, A. B., Jr., 
Dutton, Zada, 
Elliott, Wyletta, 
Erickson, Carl J., 
Farnsworth, Duke, 
Franklin, Paul, 
Fountain, Victor, Jr., 
Garwood, Charles, 
Hall, Mark, 
Harris, Chester, 
Haynes, Delta, 
Higginbotham, Earl, 
Hon, Paul, 
Hookstra, Fred, 
Hoseason, Marrett P., 
Lumnay, Paul, 
Mercer, William, 
Newton, Patty E., 
Ogilvie, Bessie, 
Olmstead, Gladys, 
Piatt, Harry, 
Phillips, Lois, 
Home Address 
DeLand, Fla., 
Canton, Ga., 
Hinton, W. Va., 
Hinton, W. Va., 
Pomona, Fla., 
Atlanta, Ga., 
Scranton, Pa., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Miami, Fla., 
Tampa, Fla., 
Plant City, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Green Cove Springs, Fla 
DeLand, Fla., 
Key West, Fla., 
DeLand Fla., 
DeLand Fla., 
DeLand Fla., 
DeLand Fla., 
Medford, Mass., 
Key West, Fla., 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 
Lake Helen, Fla., 
Durbin, Fla., 
Miami, Fla., 
Jacksonville, Fla., 
Provincetown, Mass., 
DeLand Residence 
Florida Ave. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Luella Court. 
Luella Court. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Howry Ave, 
New York Ave. 
Rich Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
Stetson Hall, 
New York Ave 
,, Conrad Hall. 
Ohio Ave. 
Stetson Hall. 
Howry Ave, 
Minnesota Ave 
Minnesota Ave 
Stetson Hall, 
Stetson Hall. 
Stetson Hall, 
Voorhis Ave, 
Chaudoin Hall 
Chaudoin Hall 
Stetson Hall, 
New York Ave 
1 5 0 J O H N B . STETSON UNIVERSITY 
Name 
Powe, Mildred, 
Rasco, Russell, 
Reed, Mary A., 
Schnitzler, Florence, 
Seig, W. L., 
Selden, Harold P., 
Self, Reace, 
Thompson, Leland, 
Tucker, J. Walton, 
Turnquis t , Evelyn, 
Watson, John William, Jr., 
Wilcox, Ruth, 
Wilson, Myra, 
Home Address 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Weirsdale, Fla., 
Geneva, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
East Liveipool, Ohio, 
Pomona, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
Miami, Fla., 
Scranton, Pa., 
DeLand, Fla., 
P U R S U I N G E L E C T I V E C O U R S E S I N T H E 
Backus, H. E., 
Jones, Claude C , 
Post, John, 
Rhodes, Emmette, 
Stanton, Ethel, 
Taylor, Flora, 
Philadelphia, Pa., 
Arcadia, Fla., 
Buckhamon, W. Va., 
Woodville, Fla., 
Daytona, Fla., 
DeLand, Fla., 
DeLand Residence 
Boulevard. 
University Ave 
Minnesota Ave. 
Chaudoin Hall. 
Stetson Hall. 
Minnesota Ave. 
Beresford Ave. 
New York Ave 
Setson Hall. 
Boulevard. 
Conrad Hall 
Boulvard. 
Clara Ave. 
A C A D E M Y 
Conrad Hall. 
Colonial Court. 
Wisconsin Ave. 
Conrad Hall. 
Chaudoin Hall . 
University Ave. 
Summary 
T H E COLLEGE D E P A R T M E N T S . 
Postgraduates -. 9 
Seniors 17 
Juniors 42 
Sophomores 29 
Freshmen 51 
Special Students 20 168 
T H E ACADEMIC D E P A R T M E N T . 
Fourth Year 33 
Third Year 31 
Second Year 25 
First Year 46 
Special Students 6 141 
Music and Fine Arts 28 
Other Departments fsee separate bulletins) 167 
Tota l Enro l lmen t 504 
S T A T E S R E P R E S E N T E D . 
Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Florida, Illinois, Indi-
ana, Iowa, Kansas , Kentucky, Maine, Massachuse t t s , Michigan, 
Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Virginia, West 
Virginia, Wisconsin. Total, 25. 
FLORIDA C O U N T I E S R E P R E S E N T E D . 
Alachua, Bradford, Brevard, Calhoun, Clay, Columbia, Dade, 
DeSota, Duval, Escambia, Gadsden, Hamilton, Hernando, Hills-
borough, Lake, Lee, Leon, Levy, Manatee, Marion, Monroe, 
Orange, Osceola, Palm Beach, Polk, Putnam, St. Lucie, St. John, 
Suwannee, Volusia. T o t a l , 30. 
F O R E I G N C O U N T R I E S . ' , ^ 
Cuba. 
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Ind ex 
Academy 89 
Admission 89 
Credits 90 
Curriculum 89 
Expenses 127 
Instruction 95 
Administration of the Uni-
versity 119 
Administrative Officers 10 
Admission— 
College 84 
Department of Law 78 
Academy 89 
Advanced Normal Course 109 
Algebra, see Mathematics. 
Alumni Association 122 
Art School 110 
Courses 110 
Expenses of 127 
Astronomy 64 
Athletic Association 123 
Athletic Grounds 23 
B 
Bacteriological Laboratory . 24 
Baereclte, Dr., University Ex-
tension Lectures 117 
Baldwin, Prof., University 
Extension Lectures 117 
Banking Course 108 
Biological Laboratory 24 
Biology in College 66 
Academy 100 
Board of Trustees 4 
Boarding Students 135 
Bookkeeping Course 108 
Botany— 
College 67 
Academy 100 
Buildings 17 
Business College 108 
Business College Alumni As-
sociation 125 
C 
Calendar 2-3 
Campus, The 16 
Carnegie Library Bui lding. . 20 
Carson, Prof., University Ex-
tension Lectures 116 
Certificate Schools 32 
Chapel Services 120 
Charges, Information Con-
cerning 129 
Chaudoin HaU 19 
Chemical Engineering 74 
Chemical Laboratories 26 
Chemistry 66 
Choral Society 125 
Christian Associations 122 
Church Attendance 121 
Civics, College 53 
Civil Engineering 71 
Civil Government 99 
Climate 12 
College of Law 78 
College of Liberal Arts 84 
Admission to 84-85 
Courses 46 
Expenses 127 
Instruction by Depart-
ments 60 
Schedule of Requirements 
46-48 
College Organization 44 
Collegiate Board 122 
Conrad Hall 22 
Courses of Study— 
Academy 91 
College 60 
Law 80 
Normal 109 
Business 108 
Teachers' 102 
Crucible Club 126 
Cummings Gymnasium 23 
D 
DeLand 12 
DeLand Hall 22 
DeLand, Historical Ske tch . . . 13 
Degrees Conferred, 1911 137 
Department of Law 78 
Department Building 78 
Directions to Candidates for 
Admission 79 
General Statement 78 
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Ind ex 
D i p l o m a s G r a n t e d , 1911 138 
E x p e n s e s 127 
D i sc ip l i ne 119 
D o r m i t o r y C h a r g e s 127 
D o r m i t o r y R e g u l a t i o n s 135 
D r a m a t i c Club 124 
E 
E a s t H o u s e 22 
E c o n o m i c s — 
Col lege 54 
A c a d e m y 99 
E l e c t i v e s — 
A c a d e m y 89 
Col lege 46-48 
E l e c t r i c a l E n g i n e e r i n g 73 
E l e m e n t a r y N o r m a l C o u r s e . . 104 
E l i z a b e t h H a U 17 
E l o c u t i o n — 
College 69 
A c a d e m y 97 
E n d o w m e n t 30 
E n g l i s h — 
A c a d e m y 97 
College 54 
E n s e m b l e S i n g i n g 114 
E q u i p m e n t , Gene ra l 17 
E t h i c s 51 
E x a m i n a t i o n s — M a r k i n g S y s -
t e m 131 
E x p e n s e s 127 
P 
F a c u l t y 15 
F a c u l t y C o m m i t t e e s 11 
F a r r i s s , Dr., U n i v e r s i t y E x -
t ens ion L e c t u r e s 116 
F l o r i d a B i r d s ( c o l l e c t i o n ) . . . 26 
F r a t e r n i t i e s 124 
F r e n c h — 
Col lege 62 
A c a d e m y 99 
Q 
G e n e r a l S t a t e m e n t 12 
Geo logy— 
College 67 
A c a d e m y 9!) 
G e r m a n — 
Col lege 60 
A c a d e m y 98 
Gif ts , 1911-1912 31 
G r a d u a t e s , 1911 137-138 
G y m n a s i u m 23 
Greek— 
Col lege 67 
A c a d e m y 95 
H 
H e a t h M u s e u m 25 
His tory—• 
College 62 
A c a d e m y 99 
Hul ley , Dr. , U n i v e r s i t y E x t e n -
s ion L e c t u r e s 115 
I 
I n s t r u c t i o n — 
College 50-78 
A c a d e m y 95-101 
K 
K e n t Club 23 
K i n d e r g a r t e n T r a i n i n g 
Cour se 104 
L 
L a b o r a t o r i e s 23-24 
L a b o r a t o r y C h a r g e s 127 
L a n g u a g e s , «ee each l a n g u a g e . 
L a t i n — 
College 56 
A c a d e m y 95 
L a w , College of 78 
C o u r s e o° S t u d y 80 
D e g r e e s 88 
E x a m i n a t i o n s 86 
E x p e n s e s 127 
L i b r a r y 87 
M e t h o d s of I n s t r u c t i o n . . . 80 
Legac ies 32 
L e c t u r e Course 125 
L i b r a r y 20 
L i t e r a t u r e , see E n g l i s h , e tc . 
Loca t ion 12 
Logic 51 
M 
M a r k i n g S y s t e m 131 
M a t h e m a t i c s — 
College 62 
A c a d e m y 96 
Mechan ica l E n g i n e e r i n g . . . . 72 
M e n t a l P h i l o s o p h y , see P s y -
cho logy . 
M e t a p h y s i c s 61 
Mlne ra logoc ia l L a b o r a t o r y , . 23 
Mlne ra lo logy 68 
Mora l a n d R e l i g i o u s L i f e . . 120 
M u s e u m 26 
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Index 
Music, School of 112 
N 
Natural Philosophy, see Phy-
sics. 
Natural Science, see name of 
each science. 
Normal School 109 
Instruction in 109 
Special Announcement . . . . 109 
O 
Oratorical Association 125 
Organ 18 
Organ Playing 113 
Organizations, University . . .122 
P 
Pedagogical Schools, T h e . . . . 109 
Pedagogy, A Course in 51 
Philosophy 50 
Physical Culture and Ath-
letics 75 
Physical Geography— 
College 67 
Academy 9!) 
Physiology— 
College 67 
Academy 100 
Piano, Instruction in 112 
Political Economy— 
College 54 
Academy 99 
Practice Court 86 
Psychology 50 
Public Speaking 69 
R 
Reading, Required Courses. . 38 
Reading Room, see Library. 
Recitals 114 
Regulations for University 
Organizations 134 
Religious Training 120 
Requirements for Admission— 
College 34 
Law 78 
Academy 89 
S 
Sampson, C. T.— 
Established Library 20 
Contributed to Chaudoin 
Hall 19 
Legaey 20 
Sampson Library 20 
Scholarships 30 
Science, see each science. 
Science Hall 18 
Shorthand 108 
Singing 112 
Sociology 54 
Spring Term Review Course.109 
Standard, The Stetson 34 
Stetson Glee Club 125 
Stetson Hall 22 
Stetson, John B.— 
Built Elizabeth Hall 17 
Built Gymnasium 23 
Helped Build Chaudoin Hall 19 
Stetson Literary Society 123 
Students 139 
Summary 161 
T 
Teachers' College Course . . . .109 
Teaching Staff 14 
Theory of Music 113 
Trustees 4 
Tuitlos Charges 127 
Typewriting 108 
U 
University Extension 115 
Unlversi ty—^Departments and 
Courses 14 
University—General State-
ment 12 
University Organizations ..122 
University Property 15 
V 
Vesper Services 120 
Vesper Choir 124 
Violin 113 
Voice Culture 112 
W 
Wood and Iron Working 
Shops 29 
Work of the Colleges 45 
Y 
Year, the College 44 
Z 
Zoology— 
Academy 100 
College 66 
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